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SEVENTY-FIVE
2 0 11 P R I Z E S
C U T B A N K  is p le a s e d  to  a n n o u n c e  th e  w in n e r s  o f  th e  2011 M o n t a n a  p r iz e  i n  f ic t io n ,
MONTANA PRIZE IN  CREATIVE NONFICTION, &  PATRICIA GOEDICKE PRIZE IN  POETRY.
The three awards were founded in 2008 in the spirit o f the RICHARD HUGO MEMORIAL POETRY AWARD 
andA.B. GUTHRIE, JR. SHORT FICTION AWARD, which C U T B A N K  awarded for over a decade in 
the ‘80s and ‘90s. The goal o f the MONTANA d r  GOEDICKE PRIZES is to recognize work that showcases an 
authentic voice, a boldness o f form, and a rejection o f junctional fixedness.
Our congratulations to the winners and finalists, and our thanks to everyone who entered. Very 
special thanks to guest judges Eileen Myles, Thalia Field, and D.A. Powell for the time and thought they 
invested in the contest.
MONTANA PRIZE IN FICTION 
Anne Ray, “Novio, Novia”
Judge: Eileen Myles
MONTANA PRIZE IN  CREATIVE NO N FICTIO N  
Ryan Flanagan, “Wolf Man, part II”
Judge: Thalia Field
PATRICIA GOEDICKE PRIZE IN  POETRY
Wendy Xu, “I am Your Youngest Poet, and Fill Your Bed with Ink”
Judge: D. A. Powell
Winners received a $500 honorarium, and their work appears on the following pages.
Visit cutbankonline.org for information about the 2012 Montana & Goedicke Prizes.
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LXXV is the natural number 
preceding LXXVI and follow­
ing LXXIV. It is a pentagonal 
pyramidal number, an en- 
neagonal number, a Keith 
number, dr a self number as 
well as the atomic o f rhenium, 
a group seven transition metal.
S a r a h  C a r s o n
W h e n  y o u  d i e d  b e c a u s e  o f  m e
After the crash landing it was hard to tell what was weird and what was not like how many 
people should be in a shower at once or how many times you should call someone’s house before 
deciding they were dead. Everyone thought I should write a poem about what it was like to 
survive such an ordeal, but I was very busy most days looking after your injuries; the doctors 
thought you wouldn’t last much longer, and I was concerned I might not get to tell you how 
much I loved you both because you could not hear me through your bandages and because the 
impact had affected one side o f my tongue. I worked for days but could only come up with 
three lines. I wrote:
1. I love you so m uch sometimes it feels like my hands are still on fire.
2. I should have taken flying lessons.
3. I would like to meet your mother.
Short on time, I stole the rest o f the poem from a magazine, though I’m too ashamed to repeat 
that part here and would rather not discuss it if I can help it. The poem was published in its 
entirety in newspapers across the country, and what’s worse is people seemed to prefer the stolen 
half to mine. I was invited to read the whole thing at a lavish party at the W hite House where 
all the victims’ families were in attendance. You were dead by then, so people inevitably wanted 
to know what you were like, how we met, those kinds o f things. I was unsure o f what to say 
and not really up for small talk considering. I spent the better half o f the night hiding behind a 
planter trying to comfort myself with the knowledge that someday I’d be dead, too.
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Carson
A n o t h e r  p o e m  i n  w h i c h  y o u  d i e
W hen you began to  self-destruct, I begged the param edics to  let m e be the one to  ho ld  you 
together. They w ere very busy looking after the victim s o f  the fire you had started  in the family 
business, so they allowed m e sit on top  o f  you and  try  to  keep th e  cracks from  spreading. All too 
quickly, though , you becam e too  big o f  a job  for just one person to  handle. They called in backup, 
and I was re-assigned to  your left leg and  to ld  to  apply pressure to  the biggest fractures until the 
medivac cop ter arrived. You scream ed som eth ing  abou t the m alt liquor you w ere keeping cold 
in case o f  em ergency, and  I sang you a song 1 th o u g h t 1 rem em bered  you liking to  get you to 
calm  dow n. I figured the singing was w ork ing  w hen you finally laid your head against the grass 
and relaxed, b u t the param edics p ronounced  you dead. They gave m e a coffee can and  to ld  me 
to  gather up  the pieces o f  your body, w hich I d id  despite m y uncon tro llab le  crying. W hen  your 
m o ther arrived, 1 handed  her the can and  to ld  her how  I d fough t to  keep you together. She d id n ’t 
look at m e as I ta lked, and  I c o u ld n t help bu t take this personally.
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A R I A N N E  Z  W  A R T  | E S
W E L D ,  S O  I R R E T R I E V A B L E
i am not entirely what i expected
or time, for that matter
almost everything we talk about is slippery.
most o f all our hope 
that language will explode, most 
o f all our hope for a certain 
justice in the exploding: that when 
it re-forms this time it will all be got 
right.
ii.
what i find most captivating
is the difference between solder
and weld, solder is to introduce
another metal, a third
party, to break the monogamy o f the
two pieces being joined, weld
is to meld them so irretrievably they 
become one. there must be 
another option.
(shred me, you said, and bloomed)
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iii.
fracture is commonly taken to mean the way sparrows some 
times flutter out o f the sky, lost, little bones impaling the pavement.
give us wailwant. or hold.
i found the words and what they said was, swallow.
(how to keep circling back) 
your body, your body, make it real.
Zivartjes
H O L L Y  S l M O N S E N
F r o m  t h e  m o o n l i g h t ,
I hear
even some honeys 
are bitter
I did not kill her cat, but yes,
I took the entire bird
and ate it
sewed the bones together
because it’s the aesthetic 
you most admire
please,
do not accuse me o f being worthless 
I have the pearl 
still
in my m outh
I won’t run
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C o l l e e n  O ' B r i e n
O n  d r a w i n g  m a r c u s  a u r e l i u s  
Take hold
o f  the horse, its neck 
and  bulg ing  eye.
Then learn the m an 
by head. Be h im , 
be unsurprised .
Take hold
o f  the th ing  described.
H is cockleshell 
beard, his size 
astride th a t burly  
beast n o t even 
slightly com prom ised .
Forget verisim ilitude.
Be alloyed, 
streaked w ith  green 
and  gold. Solid as 
an earth-packed 
age. Solem n 
as bronze.
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E S V I E  C o e m i s h
L o v e  l e t t e r  2 6
You’re Words I  Can’t  Pronounce
The saliva inside a dog’s mouth, 
the clear edge o f a scream, mountains o f hay,
a lizard’s breath as I step over it, the monsters in wood grain, 
where the horizon bends, an ocean bottom  so deep 
it would crush us, crickets bowing alien heads 
to a nonfigure, non-outlined, 
but there in the dark with hands. W hen I woke 
I was face first on the roof and everywhere 
dogs were dancing in rain-glass oblivion.
If  the cloud palace should receive me, I would not cry water! 
but play my intestines like a lyre.
Next door, in his armchair, doom is watching
an old movie about policemen dressed as prostitutes.
Your head is made o f thrones. Was it you all along 
filling the doorway, the door left ajar? M an with nightskin 
and pointed hat, man smooth as the bedroom wall. 
Flatbacked, my ears filled with snow, what can be seen 
is birds in the periphery sticking out the cold.
Do you think God will dangle me by the scruff like a mother lion 
or hang me out a window like a gangster? I catch fire
like a magnified ant. Will you want me when I’m armless, 
legless, a sign around my neck: May I  bite your sandwich?
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Stamen. Dandelion milk. Your m outh tastes o f snow plants 
in Gwinn, M I, where women kiss each other 
hello on the mouth, and the men are quiet, quiet, quiet—  
a green flame licks the cave wall o f their bellies, 
green as the paint you formed me with when I came alive 
and congealed under your fingernails.
You are air in bird bones, the force that pops open the seed 
and springing hands. You are the wonder o f a bear
that doesn’t kill you, or two dolphins that appear 
at first as sharks. Stay where you are, bobcat on the picnic table.
This tent is for fucking only. This flesh is ours.
Coemish
J o h n  G o u l e t
T h e  d e e r
The deer come at night. They visit the bird bath where a little battery-powered “Wiggler” 
keeps the water from freezing. We know because we see their tracks in the snow the next morning 
and because the next day we must replenish the water. Actually, Lora does this, her balance is 
better than mine. It is February and the deer have stopped checking out the apple tree for fallen 
fruit. Most o f it is gone anyway, and the snow is deep there. It wouldn’t make sense, pawing for 
frozen apples in such deep snow.
There are six deer. Their tracks orbit from water to our new transplants. They like to 
nibble Lora’s baby peach and pear. The plum, too. That is why she calls them “assholes.” In the 
middle o f the night, sometimes, I’ll come awake to a pounding sound. The bedroom door will be 
open to a distant light. The other side o f the bed vacant. “W hat’s wrong?” I’ll shout.
“It’s the assholes!” she’ll yell back. “I’m trying to scare them away.”
I lie back.
Lora says, “Six o f them is too many. They’re destroying our trees.” Lora does not believe 
in God— she has her reasons, and they are good ones. She doesn’t believe in secrets, either, or 
encouraging freeloaders. She thinks “my” Virgin Mary is a crock, and “my” pope a crook. If it 
were not for the tracks and the depleted water in the birdbath, if  she had not seen the assholes with 
the help o f the porch light, I m not sure she’d believe six deer live in the woods across the street.
Truth is, the Pope and I parted ways long ago, and Lora knows it, but she now knows I like 
to be teased, as well as to tease. It’s taken us a while— close to four years— to start to understand 
each other. Later in life, one’s opinions— political, religious, and all the rest— get in the way, I 
think. Teasing, maybe, is a way o f gelding those opinions and exiling them to the backyard to frolic 
harmlessly night and day.
O f  course, the deer have no tim e for opinions, and walk right past them  on their way 
to the birdbath. I don’t blame them , or the opinions, for their failure to acknowledge each 
other, but on some level I ’m  disappointed and th ink  o f  changing the opinions in to— close my 
eyes— let’s say, six friends o f  m y youth made invisible by war and disease and ordinary time.
I raise the m oon and see them  in the backyard now, standing where the opinions were 
a m om ent ago Jim  and N ita, D ick and Jack and Andrea and Johnny P.— as they were in high 
school. M y lost friends.
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From the kitchen comes another round o f  pounding. “Assholes!” Lora shouts.
Yes, I think, the deer. Well, this is their chance to show off skills o ther than mooching. 
So the six o f  them — like trained ponies— form  a line and kneel on their front legs. My friends 
cautiously m ount them , and the deer— their eyes wide w ith fear— slowly rise w ith their unfam iliar 
burdens. Then finally one deer leaps, and then another— it’s like watching music— until eventually 
all six are leaping through the snow, and on their backs, my friends are hanging on and howling 
w ith pleasure. Round and round the deer and m y friends go, m aking circles and figure eights, 
and staying away from the apple tree where the snow is deep.
Jim  and N ita, D ick and Jack and A ndrea and Johnny P., all dead, yet there they are, 
having a good tim e riding deer in my backyard. W ho w ould have guessed that darkness and 
opinions could be pu t to such a use.
Lora comes back to bed. “Are you awake?” she says.
“How  are the assholes?” I say.
She turns on the light and looks under the bed for som ething. W hen she comes up, she 
says, “I could pound  on the w indow  all night, they never go far— they’re not afraid.” She looks 
over at me. “W hat are you th inking about, lying there like that?”
“The Pope,” 1 say.
“O h ,” she says, “you’re so full o f  it.” A nd turns off the light.
Goulet
J E F F  A L E S S A N D R E L L 1
I t  i s  e s p e c i a l l y  d a n g e r o u s
T O  BE C O N S C I O U S  O F  O N E S E L F
My mother is my latest idea, only in yellow 
this time, furtive hints o f mauve and hot pink.
And I choose to believe that as a child 
someone at the county fair told my mother 
that the bright stars above her were really fireworks
that neglecting to burst, neglecting to fall,
were left hanging up in the sky, stuck,
gradually losing their greens, reds and blues. Luster.
You celebrate the same old celebrations
night after night after night after night
I choose to believe my mother was told.
My grandmother was a horse
that could not talk but loved to listen.
How she galloped down every road available to her, 
uncontrollably sneezing w ith her entire face.
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A f t e r  g i v i n g  m e  t h a t  l o o k
The spring rain smells like hands 
rolling change, like 
a question bathing itself clean.
You want me to recall something—  
a bed o f black blankets 
draping deep under the lake.
Sweet Tits, 
there’s not enough compassion in me. 
Maybe we can invent something else.
I’d like it if moons could orbit my skull 
and remind me o f the gravitational pull
o f bodies. Consider another possibility: 
on the fence
something 
could cross over and cry 
a monstrous cry and it could be a monster.
W hy does it matter
if we praise the adaptations we’ve made
to live together?
Look closer Honey,
all monsters are deer.
K A T H E R I N E  E U L E N S E N
A u g u s t , b e f o r e  t h e  t h i r d  g r a d e
It was the anniversary 
o f the Sharon Tate murders.
O n the radio, something about a knife 
and a pregnant belly, swastikas, someone 
named Squeaky. They played a clip
o f M anson singing the Beatles 
and the DA saying This is a case 
o f  pure evil. I worried 
about the fact that M anson
could still get out on parole because 
my m other explained to me 
about California and the death 
penalty, and how they turned 
it over and then gave 
it back. In the third grade I worried
about the kinds o f things 
a small man named Charlie 
could do to you— how he might 
give you one o f those names,
Gypsy, Cappy, Snake,
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might cut your forehead open 
might make you do it 
yourself while he sang you 
the W hite Album, the same
album my mother and I listened 
to every Saturday while we washed 
the bathroom floors til they squeaked. 
Wailing with Lennon, Yes, I ’m lonely, 
wanna die, gripping the rag and scrubbing 
until all the scum was gone.
Eulensen
K a t h l e e n  b a l m a
A b r a h a m , h o n e s t l y
“With his own two hands, Abe Lincoln built the log cabin he was born in. ”
— from a college student’s American history paper
THEORY i :  OUT-O F-BO D Y  ABE
The ghostly glob o f fetal Abraham sneaks out o f his m other’s womb at night with architecture on 
his budding mind-speck. In the first two months, the Lincoln bean can barely hold a toothpick, 
let alone a log, so he darts around his neighbor’s place, plotting floor plans and examining 
crannies. By m onth two his heart’s really in it. By the end o f the first trimester he’s using his tail 
to slick down the m ud m ortar o f his neighbor’s house. Mudd, he thinks, and feels his very first 
shiver. By m onth five he’s chopping thick stripes o f wood by the light o f his prenatal halo. By 
m onth six he’s strapping logs to his back and floating them across miles o f undivided Kentucky 
airspace. By m onth seven he’s all over the roof like a Christmas specter. By m onth eight his 
newly-lit neurons are sparkling up the lawn as he flaps back and forth from womb to hearth, 
nesting like there’s no country but home, no place like tomorrow.
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THEORY 2: BORN AGAIN ABE
W hen you make a house o f your heart, no assembly is required, but some laying o f the hands 
may be.
THEORY 3: AUTHORIAL ABE
Like many Abrahams before him, Lincoln enjoys limited omniscience whenever he writes 
speeches, treaties, bills, or commandments, and this affects his m ind in mellifluous ways. He 
often imagines, for example, what it must have been like for his Pa to construct their homestead. 
How many times had Abraham built that same boxy house in his mind, am putating trees and 
sanding them to naked plainness, putting, perhaps, more care into the project than his own 
father? This fantasy o f building kicks in like a nervous tick whenever Lincoln loses things, and 
for every log he stacks in his imaginary abode, a windy sigh rushes through the grassy blades of 
his beard. Since the war started, he’s been adding new rooms that were never there in his youth, 
and the walls are getting higher, so high that the cabin is now a log tower which he must climb 
and climb.
Balma
M a g g i e  G l o v e r
O n  h o w  w e  s t a r t e d  m e a s u r i n g  t h e  y e a r s
I N  I L L N E S S E S  
My  father came back to life so we kept moving.
Back to Pittsburgh, on to West Virginia,
I packed my heart pills and your methadone 
and we were off. I loved with a grape gum heart 
beneath the drop ceiling, waited 
all day for your cowboy boots to dust up 
the drive so we could get sick and sleep.
We saw each other through mimosa eyes 
until our spirit fled like a thunderstorm, 
leaving the wet shape o f us on the back porch.
My mother called 17 times before I answered, 
each ring like a bird hitting the window—  
the sound o f an animal, almost home.
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L o i s  m . w e l c h
J i m  W e l c h ’s l a s t  h a r d  s p r i n g t i m e
I n My  First H ard  S pringtim e 
Those red m en you offended w ere m y brothers.
Tow n drinkers, Buckles Pipe, S tar Boy,
Billy Fox, w ere b lood  to  bison. A lbert H eavy R unner 
was never civic. You are w hite  and  com m on.
Record tro u t in W illow  C reek chose me 
to  deify. M y horse, C en taur, p a rt cayuse, 
was fast and  m ad and  black. D an d y  in flat hat 
and  buckskin, I rode the tow n and  called it m ine.
A slow h o t w ind  tum b led  du st against m y door.
Fed and  fair, you m ocked m y philosophic nose, 
m y badger hair. I rolled your deference 
in the hay and  nam ed it love and  lasting.
Starved to  visions, fam ous cronies top  M o u n t C h ie f 
for nam es to  give respect to  B lackfeet streets.
1 could deny  them  in m y first hard  springtim e, 
b u t choose am azed to  ride you dow n w ith  hunger.
L isten  to  this! R ich ard  H u g o  said  as he  lo o m ed  in to  m y  office d o o rw ay  one  
a f te rn o o n  in th e  w in te r  o f  1967 . F rom  a sheet o f  p ap e r in  his h a n d , he read— he alm ost 
roared the poem  p rin ted  above. The en tire  poem . ' A lbert H eavy R unner was never civic!” he 
exclaim ed. W h a t a line! E xpostu lating  still, he lunged dow n the hall to  read it to  the next 
colleague w hose do o r was open . H e m ust have m en tioned  J im ’s nam e because som eone later 
po in ted  Jim  o u t to  me, am ong  the graduate studen ts perched a round  the sem inar room  at the 
end  o f  the hall. G raduate  poets Ed Lahey and  Rick D eM arin is  w ere talking— Ed, a big Irish 
talker from  B utte, Rick, a very funny  ex-m athem atician . Jim  was sm iling, n o t talking, w earing a
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short-sleeved plaid cotton shirt. He was tall and skinny and cute, with thick straight black hair 
and big glasses. We didn’t talk.
No one before Hugo, nor after, during my entire academic career, ever burst into my 
office to read any piece o f writing whatsoever. N ot for lack o f great writing— or awful writing, 
for that matter— by authors live and dead. N or even for lack o f enthusiasm. Sometimes, after 
all, we do get really excited about passages, papers, poems. It’s just academic decorum: one 
doesn’t burble in the halls. That day Hugo had been teaching for just two years and was still 
responding in his larger-than-life way to the enormous highs and lows o f the classroom. “Albert 
Heavy Runner was never civic” is still a terrific line. It was Hugo’s kind o f line. It launched Jim’s 
literary career.
It turns out that Jim was taking Hugo’s poetry seminar that winter, and that this was his 
first Indian poem. He was Blackfeet and Gros Ventre, had previously attended the University 
of M innesota and N orthern M ontana College. It was his second quarter as a graduate student, 
his second poetry class ever. In later years, Jim would tell interviewers how, before he met Hugo, 
he had been writing “majestic m ountain poems,” poems about places he barely knew: New 
York, San Francisco, about wheeling gulls, feigning a kind o f wordy sophistication he thought 
poetic. Finally Hugo called him into his office. Clearly, he didn’t think m uch of Jim’s poems. 
They talked. Hugo wanted to know what Jim did know about, since he obviously didn’t know 
anything about poetry.
“Indians,” Jim said, after a long pause. (He must have relived his whole life— all his 
experience, all the courses he’d ever taken— in that long silence.) “The Blackfeet.”
“W hy not write about them?”
“No one would be interested.”
“You never know. Give it a shot.”
This was the shot: “Those Indians you despised were my brothers.” Wham! Hugo did 
suggest later that “despised” be changed to “offended.” Everyone else who tells the story says 
that, after reading the poem, Hugo exclaimed: ‘“Albert Heavyrunner was never civic?’ After a 
line like that, I have nothing to teach this guy!” He was wrong, o f course. Jim learned things 
tiny and huge from Hugo for years to come. He had already learned one Hugo technique: take 
a reader through the poem— you, you, you. W hat Hugo didn’t know was that he had sparked 
that afternoon, with that poem, a connection between Jim and me— and himself—that would 
last the rest o f his life, and ours.
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Jim and I never spoke to one another until the O pening Day o f Fishing Season Party at 
Annick and Dave Smith’s cabin at Valley o f the M oon on Rock Creek in May of 1967. But that’s 
another story.
Jim had started out studying fiction as a senior at the University o f M ontana, working first 
with John Hermann, a fiction writer out o f Stanford and the University o f Iowa workshop, and 
then with Jesse Bier, a novel-writing Americanist from Princeton. Jim had graduated with his BA 
in Liberal Arts in the spring o f 1965. That fall he started the MFA program in Creative Writing. 
He gave me the impression that the departm ent chair had asked him and Lahey and DeMarinis 
and a few others to take the graduate courses. Since the graduate program in creative writing was 
just beginning, they needed warm bodies. Jim had already written a first novel and some short 
stories. After the Hugo poetry workshop, he wrote poems steadily for five years before returning 
to fiction.
Hugo had come to UM in the summer o f 1964 with one book under his belt and an MA 
from the University o f W ashington, where he had studied with Theodore Roethke. He and his 
wife Barbara had spent 1963-64 in Italy, Dick having quit his longtime job (1951-63) at Boeing. 
Everyone says Hugo had been a technical writer at Boeing; technically he was the “Procedures 
Communications Staff Supervisor in the Transport Division Facilities.” (No wonder we called 
him a technical writer!) He and Barbara were on the verge o f divorcing when they arrived in 
Missoula. She left almost immediately after they moved into an apartm ent next to the Union 
Bar Cafe and Laundromat in Milltown, just east o f Missoula. Hugo drank too much, was given 
to histrionics, and was grateful to the point o f disbelief when his poetry students responded 
enthusiastically to his teaching. After Barbara left, he lived in a university-owned bungalow on 
the north edge o f campus, and welcomed students with beer and funny stories. His second book, 
Death o f the Kapowsin Tavern, was published in 1965. I had helped arrange Hugo’s reading at 
Portland State College in 1963, just after his first book, A Run o f lacks, came out. I remember 
that he wore an enormous denim jacket and read with that amazing booming voice. He brought 
them both to UM .
Jim had studied fiction during Hugo’s first year at UM . He probably attended a Hugo 
poetry reading. (There had to have been one.) Jim’s friend and fellow graduate student Dave 
McElroy was in Hugo’s poetry workshop in 1966. Jim asked Dave to show Hugo some o f his 
poems, feeling too shy to approach Hugo himself. Hugo, according to Jim, told Dave he wouldn’t 
read them, saying, “He [Jim] doesn’t want to talk to me,” as though he were offended. (Little did 
Jim know then how thin Hugo’s skin could be.) So Jim signed up for the poetry seminar in the
winter o f 1967. I had arrived that fall o f 1966 from Portland State where I had been teaching for 
four years. I’d been hired at UM  to teach comparative literature, specifically drama and literary 
theory. Hugo’s office was next door to mine in the English Department. His unacademic booming 
laughter frequently interrupted the decorous silence o f the hall. The doorway reading o f Jim’s first 
Indian poem was just like Dick and utterly unlike the rest o f my colleagues.
After this propitious beginning, Jim went on to become a respected student in Hugo’s 
workshop, pounding out poems almost daily. That led to his being part o f casual gatherings at 
Hugo’s house. As summer approached, he mowed Hugo’s little lawn and then joined the guys 
watching baseball on TV — and drinking beer, o f course. The poetry conversation was nearly as 
intense as the sports talk, so Jim was getting a kind o f poetry immersion, while Hugo’s loneliness 
was assuaged. Thus began their long friendship.
W ithin a year, Jim was publishing poems. W ithin two, we were married and living at 
Roseacres Farm, just north o f town. W ithin four, his first book o f poems— Riding the Earthbov 
Forty— was published in New York. In six years, his first novel— W inter in the Blood— would be 
reviewed on the front page o f the New York Times Book Review. In eight, we would be Hugo’s 
neighbors on Wylie Avenue. By then, Hugo was happy and remarried, to poet Ripley Schemm, 
and all our hard springtimes were over.
Welch
E l i z a b e t h  H o r n e r
T h e  w o o d s y  c l e a n i n g  l a d y
You’d be surprised at the accountability necessary
for a Forest Cleaning Crew. Janitorial Services swears
that there are sneak observations via woodpeckers
and such, but she’s not sure. Each spring, she wraps the previous
year up for review: hours assessed, her notes compared
to reports from the rabbits and wolves. She clutches this year,
covered in soft leather she tanned from the hide o f a fox,
the foxes who learned to offer one o f their own to her:
the usual, the sickly or dying or one o f the elderly ready to go.
They wanted to feed her and keep her alive,
she— the Burrow-Tender, the Acorn Washer, the Tree-Bark
Polisher and Spit-Shine Queen. O ne o f the wiser ones watched
her press playdough to her lips in the morning, freshly made,
and inhale its scent, nibble gently at the salty mound.
Meanwhile, said fox shook his head in wonder at the stupid girl—  
she’ll chap her skin that way. The foxes got together and began 
to leave a bloody corpse on the log out front her tidy hovel 
a few times a year, bodies with badly lettered signs 
For Yu To Ete or Plz no moor plaidou
and she did eat and was extra careful cleaning the fox holes 
after that. She used only water and vinegar since bleach 
stained their coats and sometimes she sang to the kits—
Don’t Stop Believing or I f  You Love Someone.
She started mixing her own Hound-Away and sprayed 
the trees within a ten yard radius. Now the Fox King 
is thinking o f some kind o f Population Upkeep award.
But today she boarded the inter-forest subway, last year 
all wrapped up, pulsing in her bag and she’ll present it 
to the company hoping her work in the wood’s been enough.
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R e b e c c a  H a z e l t o n
P l e a s e  p l e a s e  p l e a s e
No  more mosquitoes, 
no more flyers
on my car’s bird-beshat window,
no more tomatoes stolen 
by raccoons,
no more gin tonics gimlets no more
rum ever please no more the glass 
empty, no more the crushed m int—  
let summer fall from the calendar,
let the dress slip from my shoulders 
and the grownup life begin, 
o f taxes, mice in the cabinets,
hands tugging and tugging 
but please no more lemon trees, 
no more sun, and the horizon
a clean line, no more.
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H a ze  It on
S t i l l  s h i p w r e c k e d , p l e a s e  s e n d  b e t t e r  h e l p
“We must not Look at goblin men, /  We must not buy their fru its”
— Christina Rossetti
Some were monkeys, others cats, and under each apron 
a shy phallus, soft sea cucumber. But polite,
asking only for a silver penny. It was another sort that smashed 
up against me, chipped the paint off my bow shaped lip,
and I logged and dated the dips in pressure o f his leaving, 
along with helpful facts: brine shrimp eggs can lay dormant
fo r  several years. The whale shark swims with his whole body, 
but achingly slow. Clams have little toes for reproduction.
If I’d had a sister she might have saved me in some fairytale 
way, brought me burning cure. I’d have run her hair
through this record player I rescued from deluge, 
till the diamond trilled out the voices in each strand.
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J a n e  W o n g
D e d i c a t i o n
Interior o f lung interior o f song: I could make you 
a key worth having: having broken its teeth: it became 
a kinder metal: a locksmith’s study: you must enter: 
and stay how I still: how I still study your face: a key 
I mistook for silver thrown into a fountain as if  making 
a miss: consider this: low breaths: combing the lungs 
clean: call that enough: my hair roughened: a sorry 
soot: I could tunnel in: you a crater: it has purpose
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Wong
D e d i c a t i o n
It is difficult to be apart: part ice part heart: I molt in 
stars gathered mid-day in order to see: a false horizon:
I keep it close: returning my Iowa storm: a week o f it 
1 am weak for it: the grass along my knees bending 
how I: bend toward me: sad July don’t you see: folding 
a sweater means every old thing: I slip through: moth 
right through the frost: pardon me at least this undying
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Wong
F a m i l i a r  m e
Familiar me: a jar o f 
pears in a dark room
brightens. There is a ruin 
in my stockings. I have kept
stock o f it I have kept sharp 
o f it. The cold green water
splits my hair splits 
in three impossible
winters. To ruin even 
the pines need
weight. My feet under 
the rug waiting
for warmth. I reason 
to make sense. To be
shadow worn, be still- 
spun, be dew
laid out in slug 
water. Be the air
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turning, looking as 
a beetle might
under a lamp. I turned 
and mourned as 1 might
had I enough ruin 
to need an arm to
crawl upon.
Wong
G a b r i e l  f u r s h o n g
O n  t h e  d e a t h  o f  M a r i e  S m i t h  J o n e s 1
The word does not exist 
for a glint o f sound 
that unblends
whitetail deer from hay fields
If a word exists, meaning 
soft dangerous spot on the river 
it is no longer felt 
through speech 
in the muscles o f the feet.
W hen I heard
no voice to withhold this absence 
I stopped the car and stepped outside.
Snow broke from my boots onto the black highway.
There is no word
for a blur o f land and light
adrift in veils o f heat.
1 Marie Smith Jones (1919-2008) is the last known speaker o f  the Alaskan native language Eyak.
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B E V E R L Y  L O W  RY
T h e  b i s c u i t
DAY O N E, 2 0 0 2
I thought I saw Edward today.
In retrospect I mostly think I did not see Edward, on the other hand, well who knows.
I was in the Trooper, driving west up Dean Keeton from the interstate and there he was: 
the Drag, Guadalupe and 26th, short like Edward, wearing Edward-looking clothes and those 
black Converse hightops with the scrubbed white laces and soles. Feet rocking heel to toe, 
shoulder-length explosion o f yellow hair. We were, then, in effect, practically face to face once 
again with only the sea o f Guadalupe between us.
Was it? My longlost little chicken?
Well well well, I said to myself, channeling R.L. Burnside. W hat if it is, what then? 
Strangle him? O r fuck him?
Nothing, I realized at that moment, had changed. Nothing.
Probably I had it wrong. Assuming he yet breathes, Edward Zahg tickles the keys far from 
Austin. New York, if he’s cooking, maybe on his way to Radio City Music Hall for his regular 
stand-in conducting job, waving his stick for the Rockettes. O r he could be headed to a theater 
where some new musical nobody knows about yet is in the works.
He yet lives, I know that. From his Facebook profile I have gathered, he yet walks the earth 
and pursues a musical career. I discovered he was, at one point, working on an operetta, in 
collaboration with his wife Urszula, the alleged, albeit overweight, dancer.
An operetta?
Like the Edward-looking person, I had the red. W hen the right-turn arrow glowed, I 
waited. Nobody behind, middle o f the early afternoon, light traffic: I took advantage.
He used to call me “Cynth,” like his keyboard. W hen he spoke o f a particular chord 
or musical phrase and used the word, (Let me show you on the synth, he might say to our 
composer) I watched his bumpy pink tongue— rounded at the tip and thick— with fierce 
concentration as it slid between, then slightly past, his teeth.
Edward had stamina to burn. Cynth, he would whisper in my ear after maybe and  hour 
and a half o f a varied push-pull. I'm going to come now, Cynth.
Dreaming of Broadway, we were working together on a musical called "Aldora’s Place" based 
on an article I’d written about a woman who ran a Houston halfway house for men waiting to
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have trans-gender surgery. Edward served as musical director, I as writer, the one who— among 
those o f us the actors and musicians referred to as the creative staff—was considered the serious one, 
responsible for the musical book, the one to whom everyone else turned for ideas and opinions. 
After all, I not only wrote books, I read them. Yet in Edward’s presence I became as soft and melty 
as micerowaved ice cream. I would have done anything for Edward Zahg, I think. And almost did.
He could also be out on the musical highway, waving his stick who knows where— Omaha? 
Cleveland? Oak City?— instead o f pounding the keys. Sleeping in another cheesy motel, spending 
nights with his next road toy once he’s made the nightly call home to Canarsie to his wife, the 
waiting Urzsula.
O ne night I showed up at his door before he’d hung up. This was before cell phones. Frowning, 
he greeted me by placing his finger over his lips, then motioned me out o f the room. The hotel 
was an old resident hotel, built for retired Shriners and their wives, with living room, kitchenette, 
bedroom. I went into the bedroom and slithered under the bed.
“So,” I heard him say in a teasing voice, “did you see your boyfriend at the gym today?”
Sexy, taunting, a little marital joke.
W hen he hung up, he refused to acknowledge my presence. Eventually, I crawled out from 
under the bed. He didn’t want to see me or talk to me at first. Then he did.
There is no touring show in Austin or on the way that I know of, no traveling “Rent,” “Cats,” 
or “W icked”, and certainly no way in the world Edward Zahg would come to Texas except for a 
job, not even to Austin.
Nonetheless. Sitting at the light in the Trooper, I came wildly alive, heart rocking out in a 
wild dance.
The person standing on Guadalupe across from the university was plugged in, white wires 
down his chest, buttons in his ears. W hen we were together, Edward heard his own tunes. I knew 
where he was by the hum and chug in his throat, and after a while I could identify song and singer, 
sometimes Dr. John, sometimes Charles Brown. Professor Longhair, Fats Waller, Jaki Byard, all 
the striders. We used to listen to W as/Not Was, which is now all but defunct. I could tell when 
he was doing “Dad, Hey Dad, I’m in jail, D a d ...” or “O pen the door, get on the floor, everybody 
walk the dinosaur.. .” from the uh-uh-unh sounds he made, the boppy moves o f his short wide feet.
Do I create a dwarfish, stunty guy? Well, there it is. The heart goes where it goes. We can 
only follow.
Edward, my biscuit, my boy, are you back? Is this you again?
Surely not Edward at Guadalupe and Dean Keeton in front o f the falafel shop, not because 
it couldn’t have been but because what are the chances? But whoever it was had Edward’s shape 
and despite the heat, wore those same jeans, tight at the top and ankle, puffed-out between. And
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when he got the Walk signal, he scootered across Guadalupe the way Edward used to, blond locks 
bouncing, bowlegs doing double-time to make up for the short stride. Did I see a biker’s earring or 
two in his right earlobe, pirate’s sword or diamond stud, glinting in the afternoon sun?
Maybe. W ho knows. Maybe.
Blue Man Group was playing the Erwin Center later that week, their rock tour, “The Complex.” 
My friend Daniel had an extra ticket. He was going to do mushrooms o f the magic persuasion, then 
go. Did I want to join him? Trying to imagine Edward’s pale face painted cornflower like Vishnu, 
his yellow hair tucked into a cobalt latex cap made me laugh.
Shrooms, Daniel said, would get us in the right mind to appreciate the Blue Men. I’d never 
done mushrooms. O n the biological clock, you might say I’m into the late-night hours, maybe too 
far along to be taking a turn into psychedelic wonderland. O n the other hand— never one to turn 
down an adventure, especially now when conventional wisdom says I’m too old— I wondered if 
Daniel still had the extra ticket.
From the Trooper, I couldn’t tell about the earrings. Over the years, eyesight changes. At a 
distance I’m fine, up close I have the drugstore readers. But I have lost the middle distance. Edges 
blur, distinctions fade. Earrings I think I see might not be there at all.
The Edward-looking person turned downtown toward the university. I was headed in the other 
direction.
Edward Edward. Semitic dumpling, chewy biscuit. My heart.
Harry once asked me, “Are you finished with Edward?” This was in the early days o f my 
brief time with Harry Pastor, who I met only months after that terrible Christmas when Edward 
forsook me while I waited, waited, waited for his call, lying in my high-tech bed beneath a padded 
reproduction o f Titian’s "Danae and the Shower of Gold," hung low so that it served as a headboard.
A New York hotel, o f course. The sheets were Italian, the duvet perfectly white, the room closet­
sized.
There, like lush Danae, in erotic anticipation I awaited my reluctant golden wishy-wash. W ho 
neither showed nor called.
He was doing the Radio City Christmas show, 45 minutes on, an hour and a half free then back 
to the podium.
Harry— a somewhat famous chef, meticulous down to excruciating details, whether o f 
ingredients in a recipe or my life— was serious.
Edward? I lied. As if to say, Edward Who? O f course.
Harry said nothing.
My life. O ne secret to the next.
Lowry
T O R Y A D K 1 S S O N
T a m i n g  e r o s
a bouquet o f arrows
for your thighs, for your heart,
a bouquet o f matches, 
strike each head against
your head, get them to flint, not 
another way o f talking, but a better
way to see mortality, as a blessing, 
stop short o f flight— it won’t get you
very far; instead cull a bouquet 
o f crimson, a bouquet o f cinnabar,
finally sulfur, let the loose 
feathers dart off, one at a time, then
make a pillow, go to sleep, 
learn to be human, dream.
learn desire, that which you cannot have: 
a quiver o f throats, a quivering tongue.
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C a r o l i n e  k l o c k s i e m
G o s p e l , w o u n d  s p e l l
Between the last and  the com ing  sto rm , one train  
and  the next: a qu ie t track. The G ospel’s cracked spine.
Eyes tu rn  dow n, top  halves o f  hinges. H is hab it 
o f  pausing in the m iddle o f  difficult sentences.
They w alk o u t, open  m ouths to  the night. H orizon’s cracked shell. 
Black m ist o f  stars far away. D eparting  like b lood  from  a w ound . 
Like knees d ropped  sudden ly  to  d irt. Like slam m ing  in to  dust.
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M O L L Y  T E N E N B A U M
M y  l a c k a b i l i t i e s
I’ll bring you a please, I’ll carry your butter 
the right way, in my hat 
on my head on any hot day.
Wagging the while, with my chip 
and my dog-paddle. O h, you wanted 
what I had left after fractions?
I composted it. Sure, I can row.
My sidekick canoe in a duckbath, 
my every hanker a captain.
My every move engaging 
the core, the deep core
o f my eyelash. Your Pilates, my litotes. N ot un­
derwear: This slip, my dress.
In my hammer grandbook, I splotice the nices, 
but nostly motice you, putie kie.
Will you be my pyhothesis?
I’m rhododendron, horizon, 
don’t know, but at least 
something ripples when I rock.
Sorry I’m late, but I wasn’t alarmed, 
and before I left, I had to distinguish 
bodkin from gherkin, 
tot how many dregs per oodle, 
count to the lowest turtle in base blue.
Never mind, don’t I mile snicely? Besides,
I greed the nade, you apple you.
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Tenenbaum
I W O R E  MY m o t h e r ’s H A N D
It was like w earing leaky d ishw ashing gloves 
and  fum bling  in scram bled-egg w ater
I w ore her dead flesh, a reverse 
pleasure like farts, o r if  you have ever 
sunk  you r h and  in w arm  blueberry  pie 
I w iggled m y fingers in th e  m ush o f  it
un til b rined  and  puffy m y h an d  in hers 
inflated full and  rose like a balloon
up  there w aving absurd  like a fiddler crab’s one  g ian t claw except his 
is no t absurd  for courtsh ip  and  dom inance  
d o u b t I’ll cou rt or d om inate  in a hand  like this
cou ldn’t weave o r sort grain
if  I gripped  the rough bark to  clim b trees
her w et flesh w ould  tear
I could  swirl w hite  fog and  w atch the designs
could  open  her hand , soundless m o u th
could  close it b u t n o t all the way
and  pat th ings in  place b u t n o t arrange them  precisely
I’d feel a jo lt w hen her finger w ould  stop 
at a surface m y ow n cou ldn’t feel, descending 
th rough  her flesh a half-inch  m ore until it too 
felt som eth ing  hard
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falling apart her hand offered
no protection, or, perhaps from the cold, so warm
inside but that was my own
hand’s heat given back
don’t know why I didn’t take it off
could keep it with my dishwashing gloves
upright on bottles, orange or green,
still life at the sink, the bright foreground fingers,
beyond, out the window, the garden
my other hand small and dark 
dry as the crumb of a tea-leaf 
flew up o f its own weightlessness, like a bat
Tenenbaum
N a n c y  S t e b b i n s
A n n a b e l l e ’s t e e t h
We  always knew  ou r m o ther to  be as unsen tim en ta l as a piece o f  flint, b u t this hasn’t 
prepared  us for w hat we’ve found inside her house the day after her funeral. O r  m ore specifically, 
for w hat we haven’t found . M y sisters and  I (we are seven in num ber) sw arm  from  room  to room , 
b u t discover no evidence o f  o u r ch ildhoods: no  plaster o f  Paris ashtrays, no  finger pain tings, no 
ballet trophies o r school pho tographs, n o t even those o f  Belle, w ho cam e along so m uch later than  
the rest o f  us. I am  secretly afraid o f  finding  only  Belle’s m em entos, so finding  n o th in g  is a relief 
in a way.
O u r  m o th er’s nam e was A nnabelle LaSalle. W e, her daughters, are Tonya, Janet (m e), 
D onna, G eorgina, M elanie, Pamela, and  Belle. T ha t’s in order o f  age, the arrangem ent least likely 
to  cause disagreem ent. D on’t ever try  to  line us up by height.
M o th er’s k itchen is a pale yellow, a co lor as cool as lem on sorbet, open ing  in to  a breakfast 
nook. A t noon , we gather a round  the glass and  w rough t-iron  table. The on ly  food in the house is 
a collection o f  half-hearted  casseroles sent by M o th er’s neighbors, every one o f  them  d o tted  w ith 
black olives. It is no secret th a t M o ther hated  black olives, and  1 w onder w hat the neighbors are 
try ing  to  tell us. I f  she’d been alive, M o ther w ould  have sen t each o f  those m eals back w ith  a note: 
Your gesture says so very much.
“Look a t all th a t space above the cabinets,” G eorgina says. She stands on  top  o f  the 
co u n te r and  feels a round  up  there. She holds her m an-sized hands in th e  air, like a m agician 
dem onstra ting  em p ty  palm s. “N o th ing . N o t even an o ld  repo rt card. M aybe we w ere never b o rn ,” 
she says. “W hoa! I t’s like those science fiction movies w here som ebody  goes back in  tim e and  
m ucks a round  w ith  history, so people end  up  n o t existing in the  fu tu re .” She draw s her hands 
close to  her face and  exam ines them , as if  she suspects her body m igh t be dem aterializing.
Tonya tells her, “Stop clow ning around  up  there.”
G eorgina hates to  be called a clow n, even if  it’s true , and  I d o n ’t blam e her. The th ings we 
do  for a tten tio n  are better left unnam ed . Anyway, we’re all tired o f  Tonya’s prickliness, and  how  
she th inks she has each o f  us pegged.
W e aren’t hungry: the heat and  hu m id ity  have dulled  ou r appetites. The air cond itione r 
can’t keep up  w ith  m idday H o u sto n  in July.
“ I’d  forgotten  how  bru ta l Texas sum m ers are,” I say.
Tonya says, “They’re m iserable.” She visits m e in A nn A rbor each A ugust before the fall
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term starts at the junior high where she works as a secretary. Every year, she threatens to stay with 
me, rather than going back to the heat. Now that Greg and I have separated, I might not m ind 
so much.
Donna, who always plays the lead in community theater productions, uncorks a bottle of 
M other’s best wine. She holds her glass in the air. “W ho was this woman? This Annabelle LaSalle?” 
she says in a hammed-up accent that could offend people in at least three foreign countries.
Melanie waddles back into the room. Eight months pregnant, she spends more time in 
the bathroom than out o f it. She has three children already, and has proven to be a wonderful 
mommy: patient, generous, and naive. She says, “Annabelle LaSalle was our beloved mother.”
Pamela laughs dryly. “Are we talking about the same person?”
I am not mommy material. Greg and I used to argue over this opinion. “It comes 
naturally,” he’d say. But I know better. Anyway, it hasn’t mattered in the end. An abortion I had a 
few months after our wedding has left me infertile, which I think is fate arguing my point.
Pamela resists the wine for all o f three minutes, reminding us how her antidepressants 
backfire when she drinks. She waits for one o f us to try to convince her it’s okay to have a few 
sips. W hen no one does, she pours herself a goblet o f Bordeaux and refills Donna’s glass, saying, 
“W hat the hell. I’m a mess anyway.” She takes a drink, sets down her glass, and asks, “Do you 
ever wonder why Annabelle had so many o f us, given...?” She can’t seem to finish the thought.
“Given that she hated children,” Tonya says.
“I’ve wondered,” I say.
Melanie braces the weight o f her belly with both hands. “Maybe she liked being pregnant.”
“How could anyone like being that way?” I say. For the six weeks I was pregnant, I felt 
bloated and unreal, like a body washed up on a beach. It was surprising that Greg never noticed, 
never figured it out.
Melanie says. “I hope you get the chance to experience it. Then you’ll know.”
O n M other’s vanity, we find a bottle o f My Sin perfume. A few amber-colored drops pool 
in the bottom. I unscrew the black cap and inhale. The powdery-floral scent brings back a single 
childhood memory o f M other walking out our front door. She always traveled for her job with 
the airline, but for whatever reason, I tried to hold onto her that day. She pried my small hands 
off the nubby raw silk o f her skirt. “You’re going to muss me, hon”— she called me that when she 
couldn’t think o f my name— “Now, try to be a good girl while I’m gone.”
I have cherished memories o f our father: going deep sea fishing, visiting Santa, making 
sundaes. W hy does this incident with M other stand out as emblematic o f my childhood? I never
to ld  anyone abou t it, b u t I th o u g h t it m ean t I was unlovable. M aybe th a t’s w hy th e  pregnancy 
frightened  me. C o u ld  I love a child? C o u ld  a child  love me? O r m aybe, deep dow n, I’m  just too 
selfish to  be a m other.
M elanie reaches for the perfum e bottle . “Let m e smell.”
I h and  it to  her. She closes her eyes as she sniffs, one palm  laid flat on  her belly. “I used to 
hide in her closet. It sm elled just like this.” She passes the bo ttle  to  T onya, w ho passes it on  quickly 
as if  it w ere a d irty  sock.
Pamela, w ho w orks in advertising, tries to  rem em ber the perfum e ad ’s catch  words: 
“Tem pting? Teasing?” She adds, “But really, I th in k  it just smells o f  m elancholy.”
G eorg ina sniffs the bottle . “I do n ’t rem em ber this. D o  all o f  you rem em ber? O h  m y god, 
maybe I was never born . M aybe I’ll be the first to  disappear.
In M o ther’s bedroom , the ceiling fan w hirls in slow m o tion . Belle sits dow n on  the k ing­
sized bed, w hich is still m ade up w ith  a doub le w edd ing  ring  qu ilt, crossing her legs yoga-style. The 
light reflected o ff the ice-blue walls m akes her look sickly. She has always been petite  and  nim ble; 
i t’s hard  to  believe she’s old enough  for g raduate school. The news o f  her acceptance in to  Rice 
U niversity  surprised me. I’d  never realized she was academ ically gifted. She says, “They stopped  
m aking the scent tw enty  years ago, you  know .”
“Poor old th ing . M aybe she was saving it for a special occasion,” M elanie says.
Tonya says, “She w ouldn’t know  a special occasion if  it b it her on  the ass.”
Pamela’s eyes go watery. She blinks so rapidly, her eyelids m ake a clicking sound  like a 
doll’s. “If  she’d been a different sort o f  person, m aybe things w ould  have tu rned  o u t differently  for 
som e o f  us.”
“There’s no  sense w h in ing  abo u t it,” Tonya says.
G eorg ina stands on a stepstool in M o th er’s w alk-in closet and  passes dow n boxes from  the 
top  shelf. H er head keeps bu m p in g  th e  ligh t’s pull chain , m ak ing  it rattle. She hands m e a shoebox 
w hich, according  to  its label, once con ta ined  size six high heels in the style “D elilah.” Even in her 
seventies, M o ther always w ore sexy shoes.
The box contains dozens o f  letters addressed to  A nnabelle LaSalle. The postm arks span 
tw enty-five years and  are from  Florida, M inneso ta , M aine, and  S ou th  C arolina. The re tu rn  addresses 
reveal them  to be from  m en w ho  w ere no t ou r father.
D o n n a  says, “M o th er had  love affairs!” She has d ropped  the fake accent.
“W e d on ’t know  th a t’s w hat they  are.” B oth  o f  M elanie’s hands hands rest on  her belly now.
Tonya looks a t Belle, w ho still sits on  the bed, her back pressed against the headboard .
Stebbins
“D id  you know  abo u t these m en, T inkerbelle?”
I s tudy  Belle— we all do— w aiting  for an  answer. W e believe she has a different know ledge 
o f  o u r m other. W e w ere forced to  share A nnabelle w ith  each other. She w asn’t. Som ehow , we 
im agine A nnabelle was a real m o th er to  Belle.
“I ’ve to ld  you to  stop calling m e th a t.” Belle’s nostrils, so delicate they looked translucent,
flare.
“S hould  we read them ?” Pamela asks. She glances at the only  pho tog raph  in  the room , 
a p ic tu re o f  M o ther and  Father on  the ir fortie th  anniversary, the year before he died. H e  was 
sm iling widely, revealing his new  dentures, w hich  m ade his jaw  look horse-like. Years later, w hen 
M other go t her ow n den tu res, she was very particu lar abo u t the ir look and  fit.
Tonya says, “H ell, yeah, we should .”
The letters refer to  o u r m o th er as “D earest A nnabelle,” o r “M y D arling , A nnabelle.” The 
gentlem an from  S outh  C aro lina called her his “Precious M im osa Flower.”
“H ow  could  she?” Pam ela asks. M elanie presses a tissue in to  her hand.
I th in k  o f  M ichael, w ho was n o t m y husband , and  G reg, w ho was. I t’s n o t as difficult as 
a person m ight th ink . I ts  surprising  tha t n one o f  the letters accuse our m o ther o f  being  cold or 
distan t. They cou ld  have been w ritten  to  som e w om an  we’d never m et.
G et a load o f  w hat else I found .” G eorgina has clim bed back atop  the ladder, and  is 
hold ing  ano ther shoebox. W hen  she shakes it, it sounds like a maraca.
“W h a t now?” Tonya says.
G eorgina clim bs dow n and  hands it to  me. “See for yourselves.”
I lift the lid. Inside are tiny  baby teeth. M ilk  teeth. Judg ing  from  the nu m b er o f  them , 
M o th er kep t every to o th  th a t fell from  ou r little m ouths. “O h ,” is all I can  say.
“See?” M elanie says, “She saved som eth ing  o f  us, after all.”
N o  one speaks for a w hile and  then  Pam ela says, “B ut we’re all jum bled  together inside 
tha t box.”
I steal a look at Belle, w ondering  how  she’ll react to  her tee th  being th row n in w ith  the 
rest o f  ours. She traces a circular seam  on the cjuilt top , and  I can’t read her expression.
Tonya says, A  c used to  get a dollar a to o th  from  the T oo th  Fairy, rem em ber? M other 
p robably  only  saved the tee th  because she’d paid  good m oney  for them .”
There is also a m idn igh t-b lue  velvet bag inside the box, w ith  a d raw string  ribbon . D o n n a  
pries open the ribbon’s kno t. She peeks inside and  drops the bag as if  it held a nest o f  roaches. It
clatters as it lands am ong  the teeth. She says, “This is too m uch .”
I pick it up and  look inside. It holds a set o f  dentures.
“W hy?” Pamela asks.
“T hat is the question .” D o n n a  has opened an o th er bo ttle  o f  M o th er’s w ine— a local m erlo t 
she claim s is exceptional— and  w e’re sitting  a round  the k itchen  table again. The box w ith  the baby 
teeth  and  the den tu res rests in the cen ter betw een us.
Belle says, “O nce, w hen we w ere in H aw aii— ”
“I never w en t to  H aw aii,” Tonya says. “D id  any  o f  you go to  H aw aii?”
“You w ere grow n already,” Belle says. “I lost a to o th  w hen we w ere vacationing  there, and 
in the m orn ing  I found  a piece o f  paper u n d er m y pillow.”
W e stare a t her, n o t sure we w an t to  know. Finally, M elanie says, “W h a t was it?”
“A  tw enty-dollar traveler’s check. M o ther hadn ’t had any cash.”
“You w ere spoiled,” Tonya says.
Belle no  longer looks at any o f  us. “M other and  Father argued over it for the rest o f  the 
trip. H e said a traveler’s check w asn’t personal, th a t it was so businesslike. M o th er said, ‘Belle’s not 
com plain ing . She unders tands.’”
M elanie pats Belle’s hand . Pam ela reaches in to  the shoebox and  takes a handfu l o f  teeth, 
le tting  them  sift th rough  her fingers.
“M o th er hated  Father’s den tu res,” Belle says. “She w ou ldn ’t kiss h im  after he go t them .” 
“So w hy w ould  she keep them ?” G eorg ina says.
I th in k  abo u t the love letters. “W h a t makes you all so sure the den tu res are ou r father’s?” 
“O h , G od . O h , G o d .” Pamela lays her forehead on  the glass tab letop . H er shoulders 
shake, first w ith  laughter, then  w ith  crying.
1 take a w ine glass from  the cabinet, m otion  for D o n n a  to  fill it. “I cheated the T ooth Fairy.” 
All m y sisters look at me, and  I know  w hat they  are th ink ing : M iss-All-A’s-In -C onduc t 
w ou ldn ’t know  how  to cheat anyone. I say, “I d id n ’t w an t to  give up  m y to o th , so I picked th rough  
the gravel outside un til I found  a tiny  w hite  s tone.”
G eorg ina scoops up a handfu l o f  teeth  and  squ in ts  at them . “H ere it is.” She hands m e the 
stone. “S tup id  T oo th  Fairy.”
I slip it in to  m y pocket. This one, a t least, I know  is m ine.
Belle says, “M aybe none o f  us really knew  her at all.”
She is right, I th ink : we d id n ’t know  A nnabelle LaSalle anym ore than  we know  each other. 
M elanie says in her d ream y-pregnan t voice, “I w ish we had th o u g h t to  take M o th e r’s 
dentures o u t before they buried  her. W e could  have kep t them  all together.”
G eorg ina m akes a d igging m o tion . “W e could— ”
“N o ,” Tonya says.
Stebbins
“There’s something that has always bothered me,” Pamela says. “Remember how Belle 
was the only one M other breastfed?”
I have very few memories o f Belle as a baby; by then, I managed to stay away from home 
most o f my waking hours. But Pamela was twelve and didn’t have the same freedom as we older 
sisters.
Belle says, “You hold that against me?”
“No, Belle,” Pamela says. “Listen. O ne day, I heard M other crying in her bedroom. I 
stopped outside the door. It was open a crack and I peeked in. M other was feeding the baby... 
you. You had been teething and my first thought was that you bit her. Then 1 heard Father’s 
voice, saying everything was going to be okay, but M other kept saying, ‘W hy did I want to do 
this again? I’m no good at it. I hate it.’”
Belle doesn’t look surprised at all, but she seems wearier than she did five days ago when 
she met me at the airport. Until this moment, it has never occurred to me that having M other to 
oneself might not be a cause for envy.
D onna is the one who has the idea. We drive to the cemetery at sundown, bearing the 
box o f teeth to leave at Annabelle’s grave. I consider slipping my little white pebble back into the 
bunch, but decide against it. I liked the feel o f it in my pocket.
Melanie keeps saying, “I have to believe she did her best. She just wanted to be happy.” 
Tonya walks beside Belle, who surprises us by pulling the bottle o f My Sin from her 
purse. She holds it up, and we all expect her to sprinkle the last few drops over the freshly-turned 
earth. Instead, she crashes it down over the granite like a woman christening a ship.
“Annabelle,” she says. “Teeth-keeper.”
And at least we do know this.
Stebbins
P a t r i c i a  C o l l e e n  m u r p h y
F l a t l i n e
All summer it was not the dream 
where the grooves o f her skin 
grayed, deepened. N ot the dream
where she asked for key lime pie.
Not the dream where her dog dipped 
his curly head, drowned his peach
ear tips in a stale bowl. N ot the 
dream where the hot dove hovered 
at the pool rim. N ot the dream where
1 found the dove in the 
nest o f her. This was the dream 
where the earth went septic,
the heart started breaking all 
its own records. It was the dream 
where even the cocker spaniels
stood back from the equipment, 
removed their blue masks, 
snapped their latex gloves.
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S c o t t P r o v e n c e
S t i l l  l i f e
I draw a line 
at washing the dead.
The white o f canvas 
is inanimate, or ceramic—
there is a difference 
between bath and breath.
O ne is drawn like a curtain 
o f water-colored skin. The body
is lowered into the tub
and measured by displacement.
Draw the other
with what runs over the lip.
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K r i s t e n  b i s s a i l l o n
E x t e r i o r
A no te  back o n to  itself again 
and  again. Crease is 
a tuck , loop a t the  end 
o f  m o tion .
Bell tu rns, encased in 
sonic grease, a bearing 
for toll. Things b u rned  ou t 
o f  the  level hea rt link 
sun  and  sun.
The m ed ium  o f  a tten tio n  
courses and  w anes, 
a m erged purpose 
lingers afo rethough t.
Part, lisp, chuckle.
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B e c k y  a d n o t  H a y n e s
R o u g h  L i k e  W o o l
It was an inauspicious beginning, one that made Nell, who thought beginnings 
especially im portant, wont to call the whole thing off, but her best friend M andy argued that 
she shouldn’t let a good thing go so easily— and besides, it was a thing that tons o f people were 
doing nowadays; Hillary Rodham C linton even met Bill on an internet dating site, if she could 
believe that.
“Is that right.” Nell peered at her friend.
M andy sighed. “No. Sorry. I couldn’t think o f anyone famous who met her husband 
online, but I’m sure there’s someone. Just not Hillary. Too bad, though, because she’d be 
a really good advocate.” W hile she was speaking, she turned a pale orangey-pink, the color 
o f a cooked shrimp. M andy was plump, fifteen or twenty pounds overweight, and prone to 
frequent blushing, but she was a good person, level-headed and kind and with an innate sense 
of how to match a pair o f throw pillows to a couch, and because she had few other options, Nell 
generally trusted her advice. Besides, M andy had been married for eighteen months, to a fat 
and pleasant man that she’d met on a singles cruise. And so Nell decided to keep dating Peter, 
scanty beginnings and all.
Nell had signed up with the internet dating site because she was frustrated, and a little 
confused: though she was only twenty-six, she felt herself caught in a weird kind o f limbo: the 
women she knew were either married already and planning for babies or they had no intentions 
o f getting married for many more years and went out to bars or dance clubs with loud music that 
hurt her ears, and when she wanted to go home after two drinks looked at her like she was crazy, 
they had just requested Beyonce’s new single and was she sure she didn’t want to stick around? 
And so she had done the thing, vowing to herself that she’d cancel it after the two-week free trial 
was up, like Netflix.
At first she worried that someone she knew would see her profile, but then reminded 
herself that that would mean that he, too, had signed up with the same site. Maybe, even, she 
would be matched with somebody she already knew, Tony from work or Chad who had been in 
her spinning class in the spring, and they would laugh about the whole thing and wouldn’t even 
have to tell people that they’d signed up with an internet dating service, but that they’d met at 
work or in spinning class, whichever was the case.
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B ut she w asn’t m atched  w ith  Tony  o r C h ad  b u t w ith  Peter, w ho  was m uch  o lder th a n  she 
was— tw enty-five years older, to  be exact, nearly tw ice her age— an d  he to o k  her to  Blue F in, the 
nicest sushi restau ran t in the coastal F lorida tow n w here they  lived. H e’d been d ivorced for fifteen 
years an d  retired for six m on ths; he’d been a m edical researcher at th e  local university  and  was 
curren tly  a w eekly c o n tr ib u to r  to  th e  health  b log  o n  th e  w ebsite o f  a regional pub lica tion .
“ It doesn’t pay a w hole lot— n o t nearly as m uch  as m y  o ld  job ,” he said. “B ut then , I’m  n o t 
really d o ing  it for the m oney.”
“M y job  doesn’t pay a w hole lo t either,” N ell said, finagling a tu n a  roll w ith  her chopsticks. 
She had  never learned  how  to properly  hand le  chopsticks, and  used them  like little swords, stabb ing  
a t her sushi prey. “U nfo rtu n a te ly  I am  do in g  it for th e  m oney.”
She was a cashier at a beach fron t store called T he Pelican’s Progress, a nam e th a t sounded  
vaguely fam iliar to  her b u t w hose origins she had  never bo thered  to  pursue. A m ong  o th e r th ings, 
The Pelican’s Progress sold beach towels an d  T -shirts an d  sho t glasses w ith  the w ord  FLORIDA! 
em blazoned  on  them . It was a long tim e fixture in  a tow n th a t was know n largely for its research 
university  b u t w hich  also drew  a sm all, steady trickle o f  tourists w ho d id n ’t w an t to  go to  D ay tona 
and  for w hom  the Keys w ere too  far away, w ho  w ere look ing  for an  h onest little beach tow n  w here 
they cou ld  d r in k  C oronas and  eat fried sh rim p  in little beachside restaurants, shoes op tional. The 
tow n had  honesty  by the bucketfu l: th e  hotels w ere still the pale p inks an d  greens o f  th e  seventies, 
w ith  peeling pain t and  clay-colored ro o f  tiles. The Pelican’s Progress itse lf was charm ing ly  shabby: 
the pain ted-w hite  w ood o f  its w indow  trim  had begun to  rot, and  its sign, a g iant pelican th a t 
had been w ood  replaced by tin  replaced by a stainless steel m echanism  m ean t to  open and  close 
the pelican’s m outh , had  been dam aged years ago in a tropical s to rm  and  never repaired, so tha t 
the pelican’s bill was always askew, gaping, as if  hop ing  to  catch a fish. N ext doo r was a store th a t 
sold vacuum  cleaners, w ith  a m arquee displaying messages th a t alternated  betw een hum orous and  
inspirational. I h e  week tha t Nell m et Peter, it read: T I M E  W O U N D S  ALL HEELS.
She and  Peter w ent o u t on  a series o f  dates, to  the a rt m useum  and  the perform ance theater 
and to  a lot o f  expensive ethn ic restaurants. H e revealed tha t he had  a lot o f  m oney— h e d  lived 
sim ply and invested wisely, and  now  tha t he was fifty-one and  at risk for heart disease felt th a t it m ade 
sense for h im  to  retire; he’d been w orking  for th irty  years, and  he h adn ’t been to  the beach in three, 
hadn’t read the books he w anted  to read, hadn’t relaxed in years.
H e bough t her things: new, beautiful hardcover books, a set o f  w ine glasses, the Le Creuset 
enam el d u tch  oven she’d  been eyeing for m onths. H e paid for her to  get her hair colored a t an 
expensive salon after she botched an at-hom e h ighlighting  k it and  cam e o u t looking like a dem ented  
tiger.
Haynes
I th in k  I like h im  a lo t,” she to ld  M an d y  over frozen yogurts, th e ir  w eekly ritual. “A nd  
he s k in d  o f  good-look ing , in  a G ene H ack m an  so rt o f  way.”
“O h , N ell,” M an d y  said, w aving her hands  in  little  b ac k -and -fo rth  m o tions  in th e  air, as if  
shak ing  o u t a w ashclo th , an d  b lushed  deeply, so th a t th e  skin on  her neck  becam e a m o ttled  scarlet 
purp le . “O h , I ’m  so h ap p y  for you tw o.”
A fter they  had  been to ge ther fo r six m o n th s  he pa id  o ff  her s tu d en t loans— s h ed  been a 
sociology m ajor in college— and  six m o n th s  after th a t they  w ere m arried  in a small b u t exquisite 
n ig h ttim e  cerem ony, w ith  w h ite  lilies an d  candles an d  a lo t o f  cham pagne. M andy, in a peach- 
colored dress th a t m a tched  her flushed skin in all th e  pho to s , was her on ly  b ridesm aid . N ell’s 
parents, retired in  St. Lucia, sen t a card. Peter’s parents, w ho w ere dead, d id  n o t a tten d . Nell 
quickly  got used to  the idea o f  her relationsh ip  w ith  Peter and  the assum ptions th a t cam e w ith  it: 
she was a gold-digger, he was a cradle-robber, she on ly  w an ted  his m oney, he on ly  w an ted  her to  
assure h im  o f  his virility, he was having a m id-life (three-quarter-life?) crisis, etc, etc. She was able 
to  a d m it the  facts to  herself qu ite  easily: she was an  o lder m an ’s younger wife. It was an  a rrangem en t 
th a t she had always found  repulsive, generally, un til she had  experienced it specifically, in w hich  
case it was qu ite  nice.
B ut still, it w asn t qu ite  th e  dynam ic  one  expected: he  was rich enough , certainly, b u t she 
w asn t qu ite  p re tty  enough: her hair was grayish-brow n and  flat and  her lips w ere a trace too  large 
and  constan tly  parted , giving the im pression o l a confused  person, o r a fish. She had  a lo t o f  bad 
habits: she d id n ’t read properly, being  too  im patien t, and  w hen reading  the books Peter gave her 
o ften  sk ipped  w hole paragraphs th a t tu rn e d  o u t la ter to  be o f  p a ram o u n t im portance , com ing  to 
a p o in t w here she could  no longer un d ers tan d  w hat was go ing  on , and  w ou ld  th row  the  w hole 
th in g  d ow n in frustra tion . Too, she was an  im p atien t cook, w ith  no  in teres t in  m easuring  cups and  
spoons or in s trum en ts  th a t o therw ise encouraged consistency, and  she soon gave up  try ing  to  m ake 
d in n e r for her new  h usband  and  instead  am assed a great m any  ta ke-ou t m enus, o rdering  food from  
Ind ian  and  G reek and  rhai restaurants and  p u ttin g  it o n to  the ir good plates before they  sat dow n 
to  eat. It w asn t m uch , b u t it was m ore  than  no th ing .
A nd  at any rate he seem ed to  love her, em erging  from  his study  in th e  early evening  and  
kissing her purposefully  before s itting  dow n w ith  the paper o r a m edical jou rna l and  a sho rt, heavy 
glass w ith  an  inch o f  w hiskey in the bo tto m . They had d in n e r toge ther every n igh t, s ittin g  across 
from  one an o th e r a t his heavy oak  table, a rustic , beh em o th  th in g  th a t sat twelve, an d  he seem ed to 
derive genu ine  pleasure from  her stories a b o u t her o ld  boyfriends, those young , irresponsible boys 
o f  her past. O therw ise, they  m ostly  ta lked  a b o u t h e r w ork.
“Today,” she told h im  over baba ghanoush  and  m oussaka, “I sold this w om an a postcard 
th a t said ‘t h e  w e a t h e r ’s h e r e , w i s h  y o u  w e r e  n i c e .’”
H e was silent for a m om en t, then  laughed uproariously; he was k ind . “M ore w ine?” he 
asked, hold ing  the bo ttle  over her glass. They d ran k  a lo t o f  w ine. In the evenings, after d inner, 
they w atched television together or Nell w atched it alone, w hile he used his lap top  at the d in ing  
room  table.
A lthough he was sem i-retired, he was active in a small g roup  o f  doctors and  researchers 
study ing  a disease called M orgellons, a cond ition , he explained, th a t w asn’t yet recognized by the 
C D C  and  thou g h t by m any m edical professionals to  be a m anifestation  o f  delusional parasitosis, a 
cond ition  th a t m ade patien ts feel like the ir skin was infested w ith  parasites w hen there was n o th ing  
actually physically w rong  w ith  them . There was irrefutable p ro o f th a t this w asn’t the  case w ith 
M orgellons, he to ld  her, his face becom ing  flushed and  v ib ran t w hen he spoke o f  it, and  spent 
his days in his study  do ing  things th a t N ell unders tood  largely to  be related to  the pub licity  o f  
the disease, o f  try ing  to  get doctors to  understand  th a t it was a real and  d istinc t cond ition . O ften  
he w orked o u t o f  his study  a t hom e; occasionally he m ade trips w hose purpose she understood  
inexactly, to  the lab o r to  the offices o f  colleagues.
“W h a t does it m atte r if  people d o n ’t th in k  i t’s real?” she asked one n igh t over pork  souvlaki. 
She had  a very vague hand le on  M orgellons, even though  Peter had explained it to  her several 
tim es. The sym ptom s w ere weird: the feeling o f  balls o f  hair spiraling dow n in to  one’s skin, skin 
lesions, som eth ing  o r o the r abou t m alicious fibrous strands. H earing  Peter speak o f  it, she had  the 
im pression o f  being a small child  listen ing  in to  the conversation o f  adults. M orgellons, she knew, 
was a th ing  in his life th a t she w asn’t, and  never w ould  be, a part of, som eth ing  th a t was bigger than  
her. It had, after all, been there first, had  existed in his life fo r years before she had , and  she w ished 
th a t she had  a hobby  o f  her ow n to  coun terbalance  it, like tenn is, o r kn itting .
“C om passion ,” her husb an d  replied. “T reatm ent. Insurance. W e can’t advance ou r 
know ledge o f  th is co n d itio n  if  people do n ’t th in k  it’s real, and  the people w ho  have it w on ’t get a 
p roper diagnosis. A nd , obviously, insu rance com pan ies w on’t cover som eth ing  they  d o n ’t th in k  
exists.”
N ell nodded . She herself was a b it o f  a hypochondriac , an d  recognized th is fact abou t 
herself, th is being  paradox th a t never ceased to  puzzle Peter, th ough  it d id n ’t seem  such a m ystery 
to  Nell; she knew  she was being  irra tional b u t was powerless to  s top  it; w asn’t it th is w ay w ith  
m any  psychosom atic cond itions , like O CD ? She opened  her m o u th  to  b ring  this up  b u t then  
s topped: he’d go tten  angry  th e  last tim e th a t she’d  likened M orgellons to  her ow n h ypochond ria ,
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his face becom ing puffed ou t and red in a way she hadn’t seen before, and after tha t she generally 
tried to avoid things tha t w ould cause this reaction, in the same way tha t one m ight avoid giving 
peanuts to an allergic child.
A few m onths later, she discovered that she was pregnant. They were happy: he hadn’t 
had any children w ith his ex-wife, though he’d w anted them . To celebrate, he took her to eat 
Polynesian food, and bought her a large stack o f  books about pregnancy and childbirth . M andy 
bought her an ice cream cake and set o f  fleecy blankets, tearing up as she held forth  her gifts.
It was an easy pregnancy, w ith the first eight weeks passing nearly sym ptom -free. She 
hadn’t even throw n up: once, after fish tacos, she’d felt a small rising in her belly, and rushed 
to the bathroom , Peter trailing her and holding back her hair as she leaned over the toilet, but 
noth ing  happened, and eventually they w ent back downstairs for ice cream sandwiches.
“C onsider yourself lucky,” Peter told her w hen she com plained tha t she d idn’t feel 
pregnant. “It’s a good sign, anyway, having such an easy tim e o f  things.”
She cut back her hours at work, sitting in Peter’s living room  and devouring the books 
on pregnancy, the descriptions o f  heavy, painful breasts and swollen ankles, o f  m em brane 
stripping and mucus plugs. H er own breasts stayed small and firm and her ankles slender, like a 
girl’s. She began visiting a message board called FutureM om m ies.com , where she read enviously 
about the various sym ptom s experienced by the o ther w om en, jealousy filled her insides w ith 
som ething syrupy and gelatinous, like a donut.
But Peter was kind: he massaged her back w hen she claimed tha t it ached and held her 
leg, prepared to rub  ou t a cram p w hen she thought one m ight be com ing on. A nd one night, 
feeling particularly charitable as she w aited for a charley horse tha t never materialized, she asked 
him , again, to tell her about M orgellons, feeling a renewed interest in it, w ith  its weird and 
grotesque sym ptom s.
“I mean, you’ve told me w hat it does,” she said. She was laying in his king-sized bed, 
propped up against three pillows, her legs in his lap. “But you never told me how you got into 
studying it.”
“I d idn’t?” H e stroked her cramp-less leg. “I’d heard about M orgellons patients through 
the grapevine, I guess. N obody thought it was real— it didn’t even have a nam e o f  its own. It was 
dubbed Morgellons by a biologist whose daughter had it, after a description o f  a 17th century 
disease that sounded like it could have been the same thing.”
“So tha t’s how you found ou t about it? O n  the internet?” She tried not to frown; it was 
in her best interest not to believe things found on the in ternet inferior.
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He nodded. “I’d heard about it from a couple o f doctors, but yeah, my main experience 
w ith it was through the message boards I found. There were all these people claiming the same 
symptoms, but they weren’t being diagnosed— and if they were, it was with Lyme disease or 
delusional parasitosis. But they all claimed that they had found these fibers coming out o f their 
skin— they described them as little ropy strands, almost like lint. And so 1 posted to the message 
board and asked these people to send the fibers to me. I thought they’d say, ‘O h, they disappear if 
I take them off my body,’ or ‘You can only see them if you have M orgellons.’ But three days later I 
got a package, and they kept rolling in after that. From all over the country: Florida, Nevada, New 
York, Iowa, everywhere. People were desperate.”
“You’ve never told me any o f this before.”
He frowned. “I haven’t?”
She shook her head, lifting her legs off his lap and getting under the covers. She felt odd, 
unsettled, like she’d had too much, or too little, to eat. Maybe it was the jealousy, envy o f those 
with manifested symptoms, filling her insides. Or, it was the people sending particles o f themselves 
to her husband. Maybe that was it. “So these women were sending you pieces o f themselves? Like 
toenail clippings and dead skin and stuff?”
“M en, too, but yes, mostly women. N ot toenail clippings. W hy would they send me 
toenail clippings, you goose?” he asked. His face had broken from its stature o f gravity that it took 
one when he spoke o f Morgellons, and he flicked her nose playfully.
“Did they include little personal notes? Did they say things like, Here’s my armpit fiber, 
enjoy'" She pulled the covers up, so that they came to her chin.
He laughed. Most did have notes, he said, but they were most often about symptoms— or 
pleas for help. The most im portant thing was the fibers that they included. O ne o f his colleagues, 
Dr. Kelsey, had run them at the lab and found out that they weren’t like any other material; they 
didn’t have cuts or extrusion marks that would suggest they were manmade, but they also didn’t 
have internal structures, like cell walls, that would mean they were organic. At 1600 degrees 
Fahrenheit, the fibers did not disintegrate. They were tough, unyielding, rough like wool.
This made Nell think o f a cable-knit sweater, or a scarf. “W hat were they, then?” she asked. 
They didn’t know, Peter said. No one knew. But he was convinced that Morgellons was 
some sort o f physical pathology— not a mental disorder or any kind o f psychosis. A couple o f years 
ago, a woman, Zoe, had found their clinic, even though they tried to keep their location secret—  
they didn’t want to become a ground zero for Morgellons patients, he explained, they just didn’t 
have the resources— and when Kelsey examined her, he found these tangled skeins o f dark fibers 
like the ones that Peter had received in the mail. “Except the weird thing was that they weren’t
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coming out o f lesions or pores,” he said. “They were buried in intact skin. They didn’t leave any 
sort o f extrusion marks— ”
“Nothing?” she interrupted. “N ot even a scar, once they were gone?” Peter himself had a 
scar crossing his upper lip: he’d been elbowed in the m outh playing a game o f pick-up basketball 
years ago. “It gushed quite badly,” he recalled when she asked him about it, touching the scar 
nostalgically. “I had to go to the emergency room— six stitches.” To Nell, the scar was beautiful, 
dazzling in a gristly, jagged way; this remainder o f the life you’d lived; something that would be 
missing with Morgellons, this necessary, earned memento. Already, she was secretly neglecting 
to use the special lotion that Peter had gotten for her, a brand heralded for its prevention and 
treatment o f stretch marks, and she squeezed white globs o f it into the toilet instead o f rubbing 
it on her belly and thighs and breasts. She didn’t ever want someone thinking that she hadn’t had 
a baby, didn’t want to be deprived o f this, this thing like a secret wound inside her, a deep, sticky 
slash written on her DNA, something which made her different from the women who didn’t 
have children. She didn’t want to look like a woman who had never been pregnant. This seemed 
to her like it would be a terrible, terrible mistake.
“Nope,” Peter said. “No scarring. There wasn’t anything there to leave a scar.”
“Did they hurt?” she asked.
“Hm m ?”
“Did they hurt? The fibers?”
“O h.” The solemn and faraway look had returned to his face. “O h, yes,” he said. “That’s 
one o f the worst parts o f Morgellons. The pain.”
Nell placed a hand on her pregnant belly. She imagined fibers growing inside o f her 
instead o f a child, a slowly-unfurling ball o f yarn, soft and prickly, pressing against the edges of 
her flesh, raw and aching and tender.
In June, the heat hanging heavy in the air, like a hand, she insisted that they move. At 
first she hadn’t minded living in his three-bedroom ranch— it was big, sure, several steps up from 
her own one-bedroom rental— but it soon happened that she didn’t like the idea o f living in the 
home where he’d existed w ithout her, where he’d spent hours in his study before eating dinner 
alone at his enormous table and where, she suspected, he was happy on his own. The whole 
place reeked o f bachelordom: the pantry filled with liquor bottles, the black leather and chrome 
living room, the framed vintage movie posters, the heavy plaid curtains. She could too easily 
picture him  in his study, receiving packages from strange women with particles o f themselves 
inside, balls o f lint and dead skin sloughed off and God knows what else, parceling them out 
carefully, like little presents, to be sent to the lab. It was not a pleasant thing to think about.
“I have to be in a place that feels like my home, too,” she pouted, rubbing her belly. 
“Besides, we need a place that has a room for the baby.”
He didn’t want to move— the market was down; people weren’t looking to buy a place 
like this at a time like this, but she was his new wife and she was pregnant and this made him 
subject to her whims. He agreed, reluctantly, to list the house, and to their surprise it sold quickly, 
to another male divorcee in his fifties.
fhey bought a new place on the other side o f town, a luxury townhouse with new 
construction and a recreation area complete w ith a pool and outdoor grills, where they often saw 
their new neighbors cooking their steaks and burgers in swim trunks. He agreed to allow her 
to decorate, with M andy’s recommendations. Nell felt this was a necessarily charitable thing to 
allow Mandy, now that she— Nell— was, for all intents and purposes, rich, and her oldest friend 
wasn’t.
“Let’s start w ith the living room,” Nell said. They stood amidst a mass o f recent purchases 
from several popular home decor stores with names that made it sound like they sold hardware 
for old ships. M andy had decided on a tropical motif, and there was a sea o f blues and greens in 
Nell’s new living room, a wreckage o f chartreuse pillows and seafoam throw blankets. The new 
furniture had been delivered and set up earlier in the afternoon: there was a sand-colored sectional 
and a coffee table that looked like a trunk, plus a chandelier in the shape o f a birdcage.
“O hhh, the birdcage chandelier,” M andy said, fingering the wood as if it were gold. She 
was very charmed by it all, Nell could see. They had the whole weekend to set things up: Peter 
was away at a conference in Seattle, where he and Dr. Kelsey were giving a paper on Morgellons.
“It’s a huge step every time we can present something to the medical community. I’ll 
bring you something back,” he’d said, patting her belly. “Goodbye, Nell. Goodbye, Baby.” He 
hadn’t invited her along.
She helped M andy center an art print o f  the shoreline over the fireplace, against the 
cerulean accent wall that they’d convinced Peter to paint before he left; after all, pregnant women 
weren’t supposed to paint.
“ You're not pregnant,” he said, looking pointedly at Mandy, before apologizing profusely 
and agreeing to let them buy the wicker bench for the front porch that he’d been holding out on.
Nell pulled a pillow out o f a bag. It had a giant, embroidered conch on the front. “Are 
you sure about this?” she said, holding it up.
“I’m sure,” M andy said. She was ham m ering the frame into the wall with gusto. She was 
a sturdy woman, and the nail sunk with just a few whacks. She turned to face Nell. “At least 1 
think I am .” Her cheeks flushed. “Let’s put it all together and see how it goes.” She returned the 
hammer, gently, to Peter’s tool chest.
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“Do you think it’s odd that Peter’s so interested in Morgellons?” Nell said after a moment. 
She was holding a glass vase filled with seashells, banded tulips and wentletraps and lady’s slippers, 
in her arms, cradling it in the nook of her armpit.
“W hat do you mean?” M andy said. “It’s his job, right?” Her husband, Ted, was a claims 
adjustor for Progressive.
“Yeah,” Nell said, setting the vase on an end table. “Yeah, it is. You’re right.”
Later, after M andy had gone home for dinner, Nell stood in her new kitchen, eating 
crackers by the sink. She’d liked the idea o f being pregnant, liked knowing that she could shout 
into Peter’s ear in the middle o f the night that she wanted cinnamon toast or black olives and that 
he’d have to do it, and kept hoping to have untimely and whimsical cravings, ones that they could 
laugh about once the baby arrived. But she didn’t: she had no urges, didn’t crave m uch to eat 
except crackers and plain white bread, which she snuck downstairs and ate at night, standing up in 
the kitchen by herself.
She swallowed her prenatal vitamin with a glass o f water and sat down on her new couch 
with her laptop. She devoured the posts with descriptions o f symptoms, getting lost in the swirl o f 
pregnancy rhetoric: my dr wants me to keep track o f  my TEMP to see i f  I  am O ’ing because o f  the PC OS! 
® -T am m y and how long were you o ff the BCP before you were TTC? -  DallasGal She herself had 
never posted, feeling unworthy of doing so, with no symptoms to share, no complaints o f negligent 
husbands or nosy mothers-in-law. But she wanted to try, wanted to enter this com m unity o f 
women who were uniquely like her during these nine months. She typed: I've been preggofor three 
months but haven’t  had many symptoms but then deleted it that sounded like bragging— and tried 
again: my husband is 52  and this is his first child, I  hope no one a t kindergarten thinks he’s the grandpa 
LOL— but erased that, too, and went to make herself a cup o f hot chocolate.
W hen she returned, settling onto the new couch and folding her legs, laptop across her 
thighs, she entered the 111 While Pregnant Forum. M ost o f the posts were about m orning sickness 
or gestational diabetes, but there were a few on endometriosis, by women who had posted their 
stories about trying to get pregnant:
Finally I fo u n d  a doc who agreed to do a lap. He found  5  spots ofendo on my right ovary, some 
in the cul de sac and my bowl was attached to something else. A  few  months after the surgery the pain  
came back and he recommended Lupron. Tested pos. three weeks ago! © But still worried about m/c. 
© —JustineinMississippi
Nell clicked to reply:
I  can understand what you’re going through, Justine— I  suffer from  Morgellons. I ’m 3  mos. 
along. -  SeaShellNell
She hit E N T E R  and then shut the laptop quickly, pushing it  away from her as if it had 
become something dangerous. A rush went through her, the cool heat o f adrenaline sweeping her 
limbs, and she shivered a bit.
She finished her hot chocolate, spooning the dark brown granules from where they stuck, 
like soot, to the bottom  o f the cup, and then washed out the cup in the sink, admiring her new 
living room from her vantage point in the kitchen, her birdcage chandelier and her trunk-as-coffee- 
table and her cerulean wall. She’d have to remember to thank Peter for that: he’d done an excellent 
job, being quite meticulous with the painters’ tape, the color extending with precision to where 
they met the ceiling or the white wood trim  o f the windows and never any further. He hadn’t made 
any mistakes; he was good in that way, very good.
W hen she logged back onto FutureM ommies.com, there was a little blinking pink baby, 
indicating that her post had been responded to. She felt a little pitch o f adrenaline go through her, 
a shot o f  nerves that zipped up and down her arms and legs, and she clicked on her post. Justine 
had replied:
What is Morgellons? W ill it affect the baby?
Nell’s hand froze over the mouse, and she felt a real surge o f fear for the baby, touching 
her belly lightly, before she remembered that she didn’t actually have Morgellons.
It's a condition that not a lot o f  people know about, she typed. The doctors are hoping that it 
won't have any bad effects on the baby, but they aren’t sure. The best we can do right now is hope. She 
paused to read what she’d written, and then continued. *Pls cross your fingers fo r  me!*
July passed in a blaze o f white heat, hotter than June, and Nell cut back her hours at The 
Pelican’s Progress even further. She was sleeping a lot, the only visible symptom o f her pregnancy 
besides her belly, which had poked out only enough to make her look like she’d swallowed a large 
mushroom cap. She was spending a lot o f time out on their backyard deck, where she’d let herself 
sun for fifteen or twenty minutes before getting under the huge umbrella that Peter had set up so 
she could sit outside w ithout getting too hot. She was out on the deck, leaned back on her elbows, 
looking at the gentle swell o f her belly, rising and falling like a small hill, when Peter burst forth 
from his study with the news that a national magazine— M odem Woman— wanted to do an article 
on Morgellons.
“O ne o f the doctors who heard my speech in Seattle had a contact, and they want to fly 
me out for an interview in mid-September. I’ll have to go to New York, but I’ll only be gone for a 
couple o f days. Will you be okay?”
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She struggled to pull herself up onto her elbows, and removed her sunglasses. “This 
September? As in three weeks from now?”
He frowned. “Well, yeah. But you’ll be okay, won’t you? I mean, you’re not even four 
months along, and you can call M andy if  you need anything.”
“W hy can’t they just do the interview over the phone?” She looked away at one o f  their 
neighbors, Zeke, who was trim m ing his hedges into neat, perfect rectangles.
Peter shrugged. “Zoe is going to be there. They want the two o f us together, to make a 
more dynamic interview.”
“Zoe? As in one o f the woman who has been sending particles o f herself to you in the 
mail? W ho came from— from wherever she lives, all the way to Florida, to see you?”
He looked puzzled. “Nell, this is a good thing,” he said gently.
“W hat did you bring me from Seattle?”
He looked confused. “W hat?”
W hat did you bring me? You said you were going to bring me something from Seattle. 
W here is it?”
“I gave you the saltwater taffy. Remember?”
“That was from the airport. It could have been from anywhere.”
He sighed. “Nell, I’m  sorry— it was raining both days, I didn’t have a lot o f chances to 
get out o f the hotel, I— ”
She interrupted him. “So there’s nothing?”
“Nell, I— ”
She put her sunglasses back on and returned to her position on the towel, lying prone 
on her back, so that Peter was out o f her field o f vision. “Forget it,” she told the sky. “There was 
nothing I wanted from there, anyway.”
Her moodiness continued into September, where it settled alongside Saturday afternoons 
o f college football and long walks at dusk. At once it seemed to her that everything Peter did 
was meant to anger her: he sang songs to her belly at night, quietly, after he thought she was 
asleep, waking her, he forgot that she liked strawberry jam instead o f jelly on her peanut butter 
sandwiches; he suggested painting the baby’s room olive green. She became angry at him  for the 
fact that he was, in all probability, going to die sooner than her, and angry at herself that she 
hadn’t given this fact more serious consideration.
“You’ll be sixty-nine when the baby graduates from high school,” she shouted one night 
over take-out lasagna. She was gripping a breadstick so hard that when she put it down the 
im print o f her fist remained on it, little sunken, grease-pooled finger marks.
“I know',' Peter said. This was not the first time she had pointed out this fact. “I’m sorry. 
Please don’t harm innocent breadsticks.” He put his hand over hers; it was pleasantly warm and 
dry; the temperature o f his body seemed always to be perfectly regulated. There was little that 
disturbed his equilibrium.
She was visiting FutureM ommies.com regularly, lamenting the Morgellons symptoms 
that Peter described to her, the painful fibers, the cognitive haze, the doctors’ lack o f knowledge 
about the condition. Her online friends were wholeheartedly sympathetic: Nell, what a struggle 
you’ve gone through! Pis. continue to update w / baby news. *Hugs!*
“But you don’t have Morgellons,” M andy said when she showed her the message board, 
turning pink with the accusation, but Nell ignored her; she didn’t get it at all.
W hen the article came out in Modern Woman three months later, Nell refused to read it.
She could see that this hurt Peter, but she couldn’t bring herself to open its pages in front o f him, 
to read the words on the page as he loomed over her, grinning stupidly, proud o f himself and o f 
Morgellons.
“I’m writing an email to my m om,” she said when he approached her with a copy: a big 
bundle o f courtesy copies had arrived in the mail, but she’d left the package on the doorstep for 
Peter, knowing that he couldn’t fault her for failing to pick up a heavy parcel; he’d seen them there 
and lugged them inside when he returned from the lab that afternoon. “There’s some baby stuff I 
wanted to get her opinion on.” She gestured at her laptop. Her belly had “popped”— one o f the 
women at her Lamaze class had told her this was the correct term, that she had passed through the 
chubby ambiguity o f the first and second trimesters— and it stuck out like a basketball cut in half. 
The space in her lap upon which to set her com puter was becoming increasingly smaller, but she’d 
solved this by sitting with her legs extended, feet on the coffee table.
“I thought we could look at this together.”
“W hy don’t you go ahead— I'll read it later, okay? I promise.”
But she finished her email and still couldn’t bring herself to look at the magazine. She felt 
that Peter sensed this but was powerless to take action, and she stayed put on the couch, computer 
in her lap, and didn’t get up to pee, even though the baby was pressing into her bladder, feeling 
that if she moved it would give him the power to broach the subject again, to put a copy in her 
hands as she passed by.
It was hours later, when he went out to pick up burritos for dinner, that she picked up the 
copy o f Modern Woman that he’d left on the counter, handling it gingerly, feeling that if she only 
touched it lightly it was as if she had never touched it at all. The article was a feature, a handsome
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three-page spread appearing near the end o f the issue. At his own request, Peter hadn’t been 
photographed, but there were four M orgellons women on the first page, Zoe one o f them, and a 
lot o f quotes. I t ’s weird going in fo r  an appointment and knowing more than your doctor and Some 
o f  my fam ily members still don’t believe that I  really have Morgellons.
She sat down on the couch and logged onto FutureM ommies.com, but found she didn’t 
have the stomach for reading the new posts, the mawkish confession o f  them, weepy like jellied 
milk. Instead she opened an email that had been flashing, unread, in her inbox for weeks, an 
invitation from the online dating service to share her experience for chance to win a $25 gift 
certificate at Olive Garden. She clicked on the link and began typing into the text box: When I  
was matched up with Peter I  fe lt Like I  was meeting someone I  had already known my whole Life but 
held down the delete key, erasing it, and wrote instead: My husband is twenty-five years older than 
me and he’s in love with a disease that I  don’t  have.
W hen Peter came back w ith the burritos, she ate hers hungrily, and then she wept, 
because the food went down easily, w ithout heartburn.
A few days later, he took her out to a fancy dinner and told her that he had news: there 
was another conference coming up, a half-week in Denver, but this time it was different. It 
wasn’t regional, like Seattle: this was national— the CDC’s annual conference. It was the big one, 
the conference o f  all conferences. “Morgellons has never been presented at the CDC,” he said. 
“It’s a huge step.”
“A huge step,” she repeated, this a phrase that had always annoyed her, the idea o f  a 
person taking one big, solitary step and then standing in place, like an idiot, until the next thing 
came along. But what if  I don’t feel well? I’m  pregnant, after all, in case you don’t remember.” 
The restaurant was new to the area, and the concept was quite puzzling to Nell: traditional 
Southern food translated into fine dining, entrees like chicken-fried steak in a balsamic reduction 
and gumbo made with quail meat. She ordered baby back ribs basted in fig sauce, the most 
normal thing on the menu.
Peter took his hands in hers. “Please, Nell,” he said. “Flow about this— how about I 
fly into Denver the day I give my paper, and back as soon as I’m done? It’ll be less than twenty- 
four hours that I’m gone.”
“You can’t keep leaving me to go to these conferences.”
The tim ing is bad, I know. But 1 11 be quick. I won’t even go to any o f  the other panels. 
I’ll be in and out. You won’t even know I’m gone.”
“I definitely will know you’re gone.” She could feel herself getting angry, the blood rising 
to her cheeks in a hot flush, and this made Nell even more resentful, jealous o f sharing Peter with 
Morgellons, with this thing, and then getting mad that she was mad, that she was envious o f her 
husband’s work— it was such a damn cliche, and anyway he was supposed to be retired.
“I’m sorry, love. I know the tim ing is bad, but there’s no guarantee that we’ll get into 
next year’s conference, and what this could do in terms o f  legitimizing Morgellons— ”
“Let’s not talk about it anymore,” she said. Their appetizer had arrived: endives with 
cornbread stuffing. She picked one up and stuffed the whole thing in her m outh, letting the 
bitterness o f the endive dissolve on her tongue. Peter looked like he was trying to decide whether 
or not she was being unreasonable, watching her eat, sm oothing his napkin over his lap several 
times before picking up his fork.
“I’ll bring you something from Denver,” he said.
She began spending the greater part o f each day in bed, propped up against pillows, 
her laptop settled on her thighs. She was becoming increasingly creative in her posts to 
FutureM ommies.com: The drs are worried that my Morgellons may cause premature labor. Pis 
keep us in your thoughts. Baby dust to all, SeaShellNell. She took to eating dinner in bed, from 
a tray, and often ordered from two or three different restaurants, claiming that she didn’t know 
what she wanted until it arrived, a habit that she knew exasperated Peter but which he did not 
forbid, opening the doors to these delivery men and handing them money in exchange for food. 
He stopped ordering food for himself, waiting until she was finished and then picking from her 
leftovers.
“Wait!” she would say as he picked up a cheese wonton. “I was going to eat that.”
“I thought you were finished.”
She shook her head vigorously. “No!”
H er entire life seemed to be composed o f  an endless cycle o f eating and sleeping. And 
crying, too— her eyes were in a perpetual state o f weepiness; it seemed that any little thing set her 
off, reruns instead o f new episodes on her favorite night o f TV, beef instead o f chicken in her lo 
mein, Peter’s buying the wrong brand o f pink lemonade at the store. Maybe, she thought, her 
body was preparing her to give birth, returning to this infantile stage so that she might better 
understand and care for her child.
She began taking too-hot baths, soaking in the tub for hours with her belly, slippery 
with soap, sticking out o f the water. The hot water dried out her skin, making it scaly and rough, 
like a dragon, but she didn’t bother with lotion and instead scratched and scratched.
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“Honey,” Peter said one night after she’d turned her arm red and raw, “M aybe you 
shouldn’t make the water quite so hot for your baths.”
“It’s not the baths,” she said. “I think I might have a carbuncle. I saw it on the news last 
night. Maybe I should go to the doctor.”
“Love, I think it is the baths.”
He encouraged her to go out during the day; she’d stopped working altogether, claiming 
that she was too tired and too uncomfortable to be on her feet for the entirety o f  a shift, and so 
she set up dates with M andy to get bagels or tea, always choosing cafes or restaurants w ith W i­
Fi, where she could get on the internet and read the postings on FutureM ommies.com. M andy 
suggested, timidly, that they might have more interesting conversations if Nell didn’t always 
bring her laptop along, but she was too nervous and too polite to press the point, and finally 
gave up and started bringing her computer, too, where she went on celebrity gossip sites and read 
write-ups o f  the awards shows, opinion columns on how Julianna Margulies or Toni Collette 
looked on the red carpet.
If there was one thing saving her— saving them— it was reality television. She and 
Peter had gotten in the habit o f sitting in front o f the T V  late at night, when Nell couldn’t sleep 
because she’d been napping all day. Their favorite shows were the competitive cooking programs, 
which they watched with bowls o f ice cream or a plate o f cookies. Nell had the feeling that Peter 
was indulging her a bit, that he would never have spent an evening this way if  she weren’t there, 
and she felt grateful for this, for his efforts toward a com m on shared thing.
“M m m m ,” Peter said, sitting with his arm slung around her shoulders, his slippered 
feet propped up on the coffee table. “Look at that bread pudding. I bet that bread pudding is 
really good.”
‘I bet it’s really moist,” Nell said. “I bet it’s all cinnam on-y and delicious.”
“You think cinnamon?” Peter said. “I was thinking m ore .. .vanilla.”
“No way,” she said. “Definitely cinnam on. A little bit spicy. O r maybe: maple.” 
“Maple. That’s interesting.” He kissed the crown o f her head and then wrapped both 
o f his arms around her, and she was feeling warm and happy and sleepy when she felt the words 
bubble forth from her m outh: “I did something bad.”
He brushed a strand o f hair from her forehead, still playful. “Yeah? W hat did you do?” 
She picked at a bit o f crud that had hardened underneath one o f  her fingernails. “I, uh.” 
She cleared her throat. “I went on a message board and pretended to have Morgellons.”
She felt his arm around her stiffen, and he removed his feet from the coffee table. 
W hat do you mean? You got on a Morgellons message board?”
She shook her head. “No, a pregnancy message board. All the women on there were 
discussing their symptoms, and how they had m orning sickness or— or endometriosis, or 
whatever, and I felt left out, 1 mean, I— ”
“You did this, what, once?” he interrupted.
“A few times.” And then: “A lot o f times. Peter, I don’t know why I did it.”
“You wished you had m orning sickness, so you pretended to have Morgellons?’ He 
spoke slowly, with a pretense o f a person attem pting to understand something that could not be 
understood.
She nodded, still watching the television, where contestants on the show were now 
racing to extricate crab meat from shell as quickly as possible, and for the first time it occurred 
to her that really, this was a bad thing she had done— this was a thing that he had a right to get 
mad at her over, that she’d taken the thing most dear to him and, selfish, had used it for herself. 
She wondered, briefly, if  this meant she was a bad person.
He stood up. “You know,” he said, “People who have Morgellons would probably give 
a hell o f a lot to trade it in for morning sickness.”
There was a m om ent o f silence, and then he sighed. W hen he spoke, he sounded tired. 
“I’ve got a couple o f things to do before I meet with Kelsey tomorrow— do you need anything?”
She shook her head.
“G ood.” He went into the hallway, and she heard the door to his study shut. It was 
odd, this dynamic, him being angry with her, and a couple o f times she began to rise from where 
she sat, to go to him. Eventually, she settled back onto the couch, waiting for him to come 
back. Surely he would come back. But he stayed in his office, through three more shows, and 
eventually she went upstairs with a box o f graham crackers and got in bed.
W hen the m orning came, a week later, for Peter to leave for Denver, Nell refused to 
get out o f bed. The day after her confession, she’d tiptoed around her husband, feeling guilty, 
thinking to herself that from then on she would attem pt to maintain some semblance o f a good 
and sane person, but when Peter came in from his study that evening, whistling, and asked 
if she’d ordered dinner yet, her resolves o f sanity and goodness began to dissolve. After her 
momentarily relief over his lack o f anger at went away, she felt herself slipping closer to a small 
and unim portant sort o f hysteria; an anxious and clinging fear that had become the pattern o f 
their relationship. He was going to Let her do this; he was going to let her be this way. She wept 
daily. Peter comforted her, rubbing her back or bringing her cantaloupe slices or chocolate, never 
asking why she was crying.
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The m orning he was supposed to leave, she was wearing a Grateful Dead T-shirt that 
had been either Peter’s or her fathers, she wasn’t sure, and this made her weep, the case o f the 
T-shirt o f unknown origins, and she turned on her side and put her face in the pillow. She was 
having a particularly bad morning. She’d already made several accusations o f her husband, 
crying out that he was probably glad to get away from her, that he liked Morgellons better than 
he liked her, preferred its sickly mystery to his own wife.
Peter was in the bathroom, packing his toiletries. “Love,” he said. “You know that’s not 
true.” She had a cramp in her belly, a prickly little pain, and as she cried she tried to massage it 
out, kneading her fingers over her abdomen like dough.
“You’re glad to get away from me,” she said weepily. “You’re probably not even going to 
Denver. You’re probably going to have sex with that Morgellons woman, Zo 'e. And my belly is 
hurting and you don’t care, you just want to go to Denver, or wherever you’re really going, and 
get away from me, from your wife and your baby" She turned away from him with a purposeful 
flourish, so that she was facing the wall, thinking to herself that her behavior wasn’t right, it was 
selfish and unfair and she shouldn’t act this way before he left for his trip, but these thoughts 
went through her head insincerely, w ithout taking root. She heard the sounds o f Peter’s rustling 
around in the bathroom stop, and he came out and kneeled beside the bed.
“Your belly hurts?” he said. “For how long? W hy didn’t you tell me?”
I don’t know,” she said, and then began to cry great heaving sobs, and put her face into 
her pillow. The crying, all o f it, had worn her out, and if  she wasn’t so exhausted, it would have 
saddened her to think that things had come to this, that she was the kind o f person who could 
be truly, emphatically unhappy that the person she loved was going somewhere to do something 
important.
Okay, he said instead. I m not going to Denver. I’m taking you to the hospital.” 
“Oh!” She wiped her nose. “No, Peter. I’m okay, really. Dr. Garey says it’s just, u m , ^ ."
He shook his head. “I’m taking you to the hospital,” he said.
But you 11 miss your flight, fhe CBC thing.” Her face felt worn, crumpled, like a 
handkerchief that someone had blown his nose in and then washed. Her anger, which had risen 
up so swiftly in her, fell away.
CDC. It doesn’t matter.” He pulled her up from where she was lying on the bed, 
putting his hands on her shoulders, holding her there, so that she was facing him. “Nell, I’m 
worried about you, he said. And then: “We’re going to the hospital.” He put his hands on 
either side o f her face and kissed her nose. “Okay?”
“We’re going to the hospital,” she repeated slowly. And then: “yes. Okay.” This, she 
understood, would be their agreement: he would not go to Denver; he would choose her over 
Morgellons. It was an act o f kindness, one she had not expected, and she began, again, to cry.
He helped her into the car and then drove, faster than usual, and Nell felt keenly the 
irregularities in the road as they went, the little lumps and bulges and dips that came from being 
driven on for many years, but didn’t m ind them, feeling that they made the road more lovely 
for its experiences. She looked out the w indow as they bum ped pleasantly along. Peter didn’t 
speak, and at that m om ent she felt that this was the greatest gift one could give another person. 
The pain in her belly was gone, had slipped easily and quickly away, but she didn’t tell Peter this, 
understanding that this was a necessary thing that he was doing, an offering o f sorts— he was 
doing this for her, he was missing his flight for her. And she thought to herself, dully, that his 
acceptance o f her confirmed what she’d begun to believe, that this was how she would be, this was 
what she would be, that her unreasonable and perhaps even deplorable behavior had turned into 
something irreversible, something hardened and congealed and permanent, that she was like this 
and she would always be like this and that he would accommodate her, forever. She closed her 
eyes.
And as she closed her eyes she felt a sensation o f rising up, o f watching their car travel on 
the highway from higher and higher in the air, until it was nothing but a speck, a small moving 
thing carrying two bodies, a man and his young wife, and if  you went up even higher you’d see 
the landscape that surrounded this speck, the palmettos lining the highway and the flat, even 
grass o f coastal Florida, and then at once the peninsula would be nothing compared to the ocean 
that surrounded it, slow-moving, white-capped waves making their way toward land, breaking 
onto the shore. Inside the car, splayed open on the floor on the passenger’s side, was a copy o f 
a magazine; inside o f it was an article on Morgellons, w ith a picture o f Zoe and o f three other 
women, sitting in something that looked like a doctor’s waiting room, their surroundings artfully 
blurred but their faces perfectly in focus, and these were faces o f anger, o f disappointm ent, o f 
pain. Nell reached down to pick up the magazine, and she opened it and looked at them. She 
looked at their faces and wondered what it would be like, to produce these things that hurt you 
but which left no evidence o f  this hurt.
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J E F F R E Y  A L L E N
S A L I V A  A N D  I O D I N E  
i take you ice fishing
in elizabeth’s aorta
little scalpel boiled clean
i take your hands in  m ine
cu t a b it o f  eyelid slit 
everything w ith  the stink  o f  pain t
slab comes o ff like a tongue
swallowing up your hands 
your nailbeds staining violet
i’m  talking abou t science
say hypothesis
elizabeth’s naked curren t sounds 
a lo t like the tongue 
sucking at your shoulders
w hen you finally lie dow n
like you too are dam ned 
i take inventory 
o f  the stones
you missed
and  stack them
like a ghost w ould
d ru n k  w ith  translucence
three quarters round
your shrinking  
p rone figure
elizabeth’s teeth w ithou t 
elizabeth’s skull
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K E R I N  S U L O C K
A p p l i e d  p s y c h o l o g i c a l  s t r a t e g y :  Neuro feedback
The actual session itself (qua qua) involves placing (put) sensors (hands) on the head (mine). The feed­
back (slap) may (possible) involve (no one), fo r  example (maybe), a simple light (as around a tree) or 
tone (in the center) or game (clap) as that will move (hurt) and play (pretend) when certain (this) brain 
activity (against my will) is detected (spotted) by the system (else). For other brain activity (panic) the 
rewarding tone (bell), or light (stainglass) or game (cliff) is taken away (bye).
(not me) "When my brain responded the way that it was supposed to, the fie ld  would burst into color.
Fd hear bird song and beautiful flowers would bloom, ’’she says. “But when I  got distracted or when I  
got a little bit more sped up, the fiowers would wilt. It would turn gray, and I d  know that I  needed to 
work a little bit harder. ” (work a little harder)
A t first (in the beginning), people (fingers) can’t  control (I know) their brain wave (tidal) patterns 
(again), at least (the least) not consciously (oh). But over time (over time), their brains (waves) become 
conditioned (mingled) to associate (link) certain patterns (problems) with pleasant (pheasant) images 
(spots) or sounds (cymbals)— a reward (thankyou) fo r  (give) good behavior (my). A nd  (so) our (no) 
brains (leave) like (love) rewards (return).
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M i c h a e l  E a r l  C r a i g
C i n d y
I’m at home running the vacuum when Death arrives, 
the one from Bergman’s Seventh Seal.
His makeup looks smeared, damp.
“Bengt Ekerot,” I say (D eath says nothing).
I think: I’ll fuck his world up.
And: Chess, what a joke.
Just then a trap door gives way 
and I’m falling, falling... 
or maybe floating, weightless 
in a void, in space.
I can hear the almost celestial, 
heavily-amped snorting sound 
o f what might be a long line o f  coke 
going roughly up a red pair 
o f proverbial nostrils.
“W ho’s there?” I ask. “Cindy?”
At this the Hooded O ne reaches forward, 
lightly tapping his bald Queen.
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R y a n  F l a n a g a n
W o l f  M a n ,  p a r t  ii 
A r c h i m e d e s ’ P r i n c i p l e
Some people not only lose fa ith  in their talents and their dreams or values; some simply tire
o f  them. Grow tired... o f  two rush hours a day, then the languor o f  weekends I ’m tired
o f  weathermen and sportscasters on the screen. O f  being patient and also o f  impatience.
I ’m tired of.. .sleeping badly, with forty-eight half-hours in the day— o f breaking two eggs
every morning and putting sugar on something M an is different from  animals in that he
speculates, a high-risk activity. — Edward Hoagland
Breathing and swallowing use different tubes. Breathing expands the lungs, creates emp­
ty space that sucks air in through the windpipe. Swallowing opens this thing called the epiglottis, 
pushes food down the esophagus. The most efficient way to drown, I’ve heard, is to breathe the 
water. Tie on lead boots, put rocks in your pocket, and heave— suck it down through the w ind­
pipe into the lungs, pressurize the alveoli as they collapse. Close your eyes, exhale, densify your 
body, fall to the sandy bottom , and vacuum. Flood the lungs with a flume o f rusty cedar water.
It’s different for dogs than it is for humans. Staying on the surface is programmed into 
their genes. W hen I was a kid my family had a m utt, and when I threw him into the lake he’d 
struggle to keep his head up, paddling back to the boat in despair, the expression on his m utt- 
face, I  can’t  do this much longer. Yet he always lived.
Instinct always saved him. If you give a dog a first-time bath, throw him over the 
gunwale in the middle o f a lake, as I used to do, he knows what to do w ithout ever having done 
it before. There is no experimenting, no trial and error, only panic, only the elaborate, instant 
firing o f neurons throughout his body that ends with life-saving behavior. The water on his skin 
tells his nerves to tell his brain that he can’t breathe this wet substance— the dog, unaware that he 
breathes, what breathing is— and the result is that desperate, bobbing head, keeping itself alive.
I can’t imagine my dog sucking water. Dogs seem to prefer instinct, unlike us, who rely 
more on reason, education. W here a dog knows by instinct to shake himself dry, we learn how to 
towel off. But still, we’re liable to pass up what we’ve learned— might actually do the reverse— if 
we happen to grow tired. If man is tired, no reason can boost him, prevent him from throwing 
himself over the gunwale, rocks in pocket.
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My father grew tired easily. He was never in great shape.
After he moved out, when he found himself alone on the weekends, in need o f something 
to fill his time, he signed us up for SCUBA lessons on Sundays at a local indoor pool. This was 
when he had some money. H e’d been wanting to try it, and I was curious about the idea o f 
breathing underwater. It would be different from the snorkeling I’d done with flexible drinking 
straws— we’d be submerged for long periods o f time, weaving through the water, insulated from 
the real world above.
The first couple Sundays were classroom instruction. We sat through lessons on air 
pressure, embolism, nitrogen, heat loss, dive tables. The first lesson was the law o f  buoyancy, 
Archimedes’ Principle. An object submersed in fluid is buoyed up by a force equal to the weight 
o f the fluid displaced by the object. O r— if I were to hollow out my body, fill it with water and 
reverse gravity so that it pushes my body toward the sky rather than pulling it down, this is the 
force with which Archimedes comes to my rescue if I were drowning in a lake. The diver’s job is 
to balance him self between this buoyancy and earth’s gravity.
A good diver makes his buoyancy just slightly negative so he can drift to his target depth, 
and when it’s time to surface, the air he diverts from his tank into his vest will bring him up. But 
if he’s too negative, even w ith a fully pressurized vest, he will sink to the ocean floor.
After a couple Sundays in the classroom we made our first plunge, sunk ourselves with 
lead weights, a leap o f faith over what is reasonable. My father had more body fat than I did 
and required more weights. W hen we jum ped in we sunk to the bottom  and practiced the hand 
signals we learned in the classroom. Thum bs up meant, Let's go to the surface. Thum b and index 
finger in a circle with the other fingers straight meant, I'm OK, are you? After every descent we’d 
flash the signals to each other. H e’d initiate, more from a father’s instinct than a diver’s:
“I’m OK, Ry, are you?”
“OK”, my fingers said. And we’d stare at each other, no other means o f com m unication 
than pointing, waving at half-speed.
W hen we surfaced, I’d get out first, reach out my hand down for him  to take. Together 
we’d beach his body over the edge o f the pool, and he’d emerge huffing, exhausted from lugging 
himself and all the rented equipm ent through the water for half an hour.
W hen the lessons were over we forgot about diving, and a year later he asked if I wanted to 
go to Florida. He bought all the equipm ent— the wetsuits, the flippers, the booties, the snorkels, 
the prescription mask, the anti-fog to spray on the lenses. For weeks he did research. W here to 
go, the maps, the diving books, the printouts from the Internet— the phone calls, the questions, 
the reservations.
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His paranoia was choosing the best option— the careful analysis, speculation, which 
might’ve involved Consumer Reports, lists o f pros and cons, a flowchart on a napkin. Sometimes 
he used the odometer to clock the mileage o f various routes to the same place. O n our way to 
the shore, he’d say this way was 2.4 miles longer than Rt. 168, but about 10 minutes quicker. He 
would say 2-point-4 rather than 2-and-a-half.
W hen we got to Florida he bought a disposable waterproof camera, and everything he’d 
orchestrated in the previous weeks had played out like some symphony. The reservation was 
waiting at the hotel and dive tour, each chosen for its fulfillment o f certain criteria—proximity 
to restaurants, or a ratio, number o f  starsxost. We took a dive boat into the G ulf with a bunch o f 
other tourists, sunk to the bottom, and I fed squid to stingrays and he took pictures. He must 
have tired o f this, though, too. We didn’t go diving again. But more than the trip I remember 
the Sundays, those portions o f our lives spent on that cement bottom. We waved to each other in 
slow motion— astronauts with no radio, unrecognizable in our masks, our breath bubbling past 
our ears, keeping time in our surreal atmosphere.
If you hold your breath long enough, your lungs will start contractions after a couple 
minutes, an involuntary reflex triggered by excess CO, in the bloodstream. It’s called the breathing 
reflex— your lungs’ attem pt to short-circuit brain signals and get you to breathe. If you’re 
determined though and still haven’t given in at what they call the breath-hold breakpoint, you 
will blackout. Your lungs will contract, and because you’re not conscious to thwart their efforts, 
they will revive you, pum p oxygen into your dum b brain.
Though, they can’t work miracles. If  you blackout in a lake, your lungs will suck lake 
water instead o f air.
But our bodies have tricks. A suicide who favors drowning but changes his m ind 
halfway through w ont yell for help for the same reason a dehydrated person won’t be hungry: 
our physiology is smart. Yelling requires air, digestion requires water. O ur systems know when to 
conserve. lake the mammalian diving reflex, too— a response triggered by cold water on the face, 
which lowers the heart rate, which lowers the need for oxygen in the bloodstream, lowering the 
need for a drowning person to breathe. N or will a drowning person raise his arms into the air, 
which decreases his buoyancy, pushes him deeper underwater. These physiological decisions are 
made silently, w ithout deliberation, without interference from any reason.
Even with this autonomic help, though, a panicked man flails his arms, keeps himself 
afloat, but spends gusts o f air and energy. W hen panic sets in, adrenaline sets loose, dilating blood 
vessels, increasing oxygen delivery, but even with this added help his body will tire, his flailing, 
flag, his face, I  can’t do this much longer.
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The US Army Survival M anual suggests relaxation. If one knows how to relax, it says, 
one is in little clanger o f drowning. “ Ihe body’s natural buoyancy will keep at least the top o f  the 
head above water, but some movement is needed to keep the face above water. Floating on your 
back takes the least energy. Lie on your back in the water, spread your arms and legs, and arch 
your back. By controlling your breathing in and out, your face will always be out o f the water and 
you may even sleep in this position for short periods. Your head will be partially submerged, but 
your face will be above water.”
A panicked man won’t know this technique instinctively, though, like my dog knew the 
doggy-paddle, and he’ll be too fretful to figure it out. He will most likely flail around until he 
tires, or he might give up early to get it over with. In either case, reason is no help.
If I were narrating a program on the Discovery Channel about survival instincts, an animation 
would play on the screen, and in a British accent Id  say: Eventually the man passes out, and the 
breathing reflex is triggered. We see the cartoon-m an’s head go limp, and his arms fall dead. He slips 
under the surface o f  the computerized water. As the reflex triggers, 1 say, the lungs expand, drawing 
water into the lungs, soaking them like wet sponges, and we see the blue color enter his m outh with 
blinking arrows, down his windpipe, into the lungs, diagramed like an anatom y textbook. Like 
two bricks inside his body, the waterlogged lungs p u ll the m an’s body down to the lake bottom. And the 
faceless body sways like a leaf, falling.
He got tired a lot when he was sick, too. He had no energy on his hospital bed, not even 
to lift his head. A lot o f  times we’d cut our visits short because he wanted to go back to sleep. Just 
before he died he went on a ventilator, unconscious, a plastic breathing tube lodged down his 
throat. O ne lung was filled with fluid, which made the other tired, laboring with each breath, his 
body convulsing to the beeping air machine.
W hen his body couldn’t do it anymore, we left the room and the nurses took away 
the breathing apparatus, and when I came back there were no more tubes or wires. His chest 
had stopped moving up and down, and there was no more laboring for air. No beeping from 
machines, and all the physiology, all the neurons and blood cells and hormones that had worked 
so hard and had been so innovative in those final years, keeping him afloat, probably scrambled 
under his skin in some final attem pt to save him, even after his heart had stopped.
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W r e c k i n g  C r e w  a n d  K a n g a r o o
A fter the in terven tion  we take h im  to the ER, and  he stays at the hospital th a t n igh t 
because we m ake h im . The next day Kelly and  I pick h im  up and  drive h im  back to his place. 
W h e n  we w alk inside he presses play on  his answ ering m achine and  a robo t voice says he has 37 
new  messages.
The first message is a young  girl’s voice, Pat, i t ’s Melissa, where are yo u ? Pat! Pat! H e 
presses delete. The next message, Pat— where are you! You have m y biscuits. Pm throwing up. 
D elete. Pat! A nd  so on . A fter 5 or 6 he stops. O n e  o f  the messages w arns th a t if  he doesn’t pick 
up, she’ll break dow n the door.
Kelly: Who’s tha t? W hat does she want? W hat are biscuits?
Biscuits, he says, are m ethadone pills th a t look like m in ia tu re  biscuits. H ero in  addicts 
get them  from  the clinics. B iscuit was the first o f  m ore w ords to  com e.
Eyeball poppers, o r tornado. O r, H ow  do you like m e now? All doub ling  for crack. Wrecking 
crew, kangaroo. The great w hite hope, and  hell, and  Love, w ith  a capital L. Groceries.
A  m ore in teresting  nam e: 24/7.
P e r s o n a l  D e v e l o p m e n t  f o r  S c i e n t i s t s
Whether you're trying to fight anxiety and depression, beat addiction, or simply lose weight, 
the key to success is learning how to think differently. Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) 
is a practical, sensible, and effective approach to help you master your thoughts and think  
constructively. — Personal Developm ent for Dummies
After the funeral we cleaned out his place, and I found 5 Xeroxed pages from Personal 
Development fo r  Dummies in his desk. They probably came from one o f his outpatient sessions, 
the meetings at the hospital we made him go to when we found out. W hen I picked him up, he 
usually got into the car w ith worksheets, copies o f pages from books on addiction, the kind I’d 
seen in the bookstore written by MDs, PhDs.
Page 221 begins C hapter 3, Putting C B T  into Action. Cognitive behavioral therapy, it 
explains, is an attem pt to reveal to a person his distorted, maladaptive thought patterns and to 
re-learn fundamental conceptions about who that person is. Then:
■A Getting Scientific, c b t  is scientific not only in the sense that it has been tested and 
developed through numerous scientific studies, but also in the sense that it encourages 
clients to become more like scientists. For example, during c b t , you may develop the 
ability to treat your thoughts as theories and hunches about reality to be tested (what 
scientists call hypotheses), rather than as facts.
The chapter begins, “D isturbing feelings, such as depression, anxiety, shame, guilt, anger, 
envy, and jealousy, are often rooted in low self-opinion.”
We bargain with him and he agreed to go M ondays, Wednesdays, Fridays. We take turns 
driving him there, Kelly and I— two parents working out carpool arrangements for their kids. 
We’d always been close, more than the typical brother and sister, but now our roles are beyond 
kindred.
“Are you taking Dad tonight or am I?” I’d ask.
“Well, I can take him if you can pick him up.”
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Taking him meant picking him up at his condo, though both his car and license were still 
in good standing, driving him to the outpatient annex next to Kennedy Hospital.
You really don't have to take me, he’d say. Look, pointing to his classmates getting out o f 
their cars, all the other guys drive here by themselves like big boys.
Well, I  don't mind. I ’m not doing anything tonight.
He was a different creature now, we hypothesized. He was no longer the scientist, the 
pragmatologist we’d known. He was so addicted, we reasoned, it didn’t matter to him if his life 
were in danger. We taught ourselves that he was a different animal, one that wouldn’t help himself 
unless we drove him to the sessions. The outpatient sessions would be just enough to clear the 
haze from his head so he could recover by himself. If he were attending these sessions, he couldn’t 
possibly be using, and therefore he was safe. W hen we learned more about the culture, we’d realize 
most o f his classmates had probably been there by court mandate, and that it was common to 
smoke up on the way to the meeting.
Wherever there is jargon in the book, such as intrinsic worth, or unconditional self­
acceptance, or fallible human being, there is an icon in the margin, one o f many that the book 
explains in its beginning. The jargon icon is o f a cartoon kid with bulging eyes and Bart Simpson 
hair. He’s pointing to a book, and his m outh is a squiggly line, which shows he’s unsure about 
something. The text over his head reads Jargon Alert.
N ot long after our intervention, my father and I ate dinner at Kelly’s house. He had 
stopped on his way home from work, and somehow after dinner it was decided that he’d go to 
the outpatient session on his own that night, a first. He said, I  better get going i f  I'm going to be 
there on time.
If we knew at the time that an honest addict invoked a fiction, like a real-life Casper the 
Ghost, that werewolves were more frequent, that addicts lie by definition, we would have still let 
him  go. Because he wasn’t an addict. We didn’t label him addict, and even if we had, we wouldn’t 
have known what it meant. At the NA meetings, he was the one who didn’t belong, the exception 
to all the rules.
Weeks later we drove home from a meeting and he told me that he never went that night. 
O ne o f the men at the meeting had said he regretted lying to his wife, his kids, and my father said 
he’d been lying about supposed clean time, that he was feeling guilty for a bunch o f lies, that he 
didn't want to be one o f  those addicts that lies.
O n page 224, a subheading, Believing you ’re more than the sum o f  your parts. Then:
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“W hen you evaluate yourself totally on the basis o f  one characteristic, thought, action, or 
intention, you’re making the thinking error that a single part (the little i) equals to the whole (the 
big /).” The idea, says the book, is to prevent small faults from getting in the way o f  the big picture.
Then, an icon in the margin, a hand holding a sign that says, Try This, and the text reads, 
“T ake a pack o f  self-adhesive notes and a large, flat surface. A wall or a door works well— or try 
a mate if he has a few spare minutes. W rite down on one o f the notes a characteristic that you, 
as a whole person, possess; then stick the note on the wall, door, or volunteer. Keep doing this, 
writing down all the aspects o f yourself that you can think o f until you run out o f characteristics, 
or sticky notes. Now step back and admire your illustration o f your complexity as a hum an being. 
Appreciate the fact that you cannot legitimately be globally rated.”
The next section, Letting go o f  labeling, explains that hum ans are not objects that can be 
rated, like cars or machinery. Labeling ourselves— liar, or quitter— is not only detrim ental but 
nonsensical, attem pts to apply a rating to a hum an, which is impossible, like describing the color 
white as fast. Humans, it says, because we’re always changing, cannot be rated or labeled. There 
are four examples, one o f which is:
K You used to smoke cigarettes but then you decided to give them up. Are you still a 
smoker because you once smoked?
It was awkward, the two of us in the car, but an awkwardness eventually soothed by 
custom and expectation, like elevator silence. We didn’t look for things to say, and I learned to be 
comfortable with it. W hen he got in my car there was the silent understanding between us, and 
as he leaned back in the passenger seat it was as if he were leaning into the contractual bounds o f
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this understanding, one that took effect whenever we were alone together. I was there because I 
was the son, and he was there because he was the father o f a son who wanted him to get better, 
and there were no pretensions to our previous selves. The air between us was empty, our history 
wiped out, just a generic father-son duo now, the son trying to fix something, the father playing 
along. Something from his old life told him that if  he couldn’t return to it he needed to at least 
pretend he was trying to.
W hen we talked, the exchange was factual. No discussion o f  feelings was part o f the 
understanding. No discussion o f concepts like labeling or self-esteem.
“So, your semester ends next week, huh?”
“Yeah. I have an exam on Thursday and then I’m done. So. Yeah.”
“So, Kelly said she went to the Flyers game last night, is that right?”
“Umm, yeah, I think so,” I’d say. “They lost.”
My responses were bland, teased out to occupy more time. In any case, he never talked 
about the sessions’ lessons, except one night when I asked him how the session went and he said 
pointless.
Now, I would have rather him  spent his time a rollicking addict, free and unleashed. 
The doctors, the scientists don’t want to say they have no answer, and so these sessions are their 
best try. And if I’d known this, that he wasn’t about to re-learn anything, I would’ve labeled a 
sticky note and stuck it to his forehead. Addict, it would have said. Go lie, go do what addicts do, I 
would have said. I would have rather set him loose like a greyhound into a field o f rabbits, watch 
him slowly circle back as he learned on his own.
Pointless echoed in my head. If  I agreed with him  he’d never go again. Well, I  guess they 
can’t  hurt, I said, letting him know he still had to go, that he wasn’t getting out o f it, that the 
scientist he’d been all these years was going to keep using science.
He lied a lot in his final years. He lied about where he’d been when I called, about 
how many days o f work he missed. About going to NA meetings, and about why his knee 
was shaking. Some lies he confessed, others I found out on my own. The NA meetings were 
abandoned, the sessions never took, and if I had a full stack o f sticky notes after we found out, 
I could’ve written down each hypothesis about who he was, or who he couldn’t  be. I could’ve 
wallpapered my bedroom, and then stripped it note by note as my theories were disproved, 
plucked them lie by lie until the walls hung bare.
JARGON ALERT
Som e V ernacular:
Body-stuffer - ind iv idual w ho  ingests crack vials to  avoid prosecu tion  
Buffer  - crack sm oker; a w om an  w ho  exchanges oral sex for crack 
Carpet pa tro l - crack sm okers searching  the  floor for crack 
Clocker - en try  level crack dealers w ho  sell drugs 24  h ou rs  a day 
C rum b snatcber - a ju n k ie  w ho  steals tiny  pieces o f  crack 
Devil's dick  - crack pipe
H enpecking  - searching  on  hands  and  knees for crack
H ubba pigeon - crack user look ing  for rocks on  a floor after a police raid
Interplanetary mission - travel from  one crack house to  an o th e r to  search for crack
Nontoucher - crack user w ho  doesn’t w an t affection d u rin g  o r after sm ok ing  crack
Pianoing - u sing  th e  fingers to  find  lost crack
Pullers - crack users w ho  pull a t parts o f  th e ir bodies excessively
Pusher - m etal hanger o r um bre lla  rod  used to  scrape residue o u t o f  crack stem s
Res - p o te n t residue left as a result o f  sm ok ing  crack w hich  is scraped  an d  sm oked
Shot to the curb - person  w ho  has lost it all to  crack
LJzi - crack p ipe
NOTE ON  SECONDARY USAGE OF Crack:
C rackheads get so in  tu n e  w ith  th e ir fix, they  say, any  tim e th e  w ord  com es up  in 
conversation  it snags th e ir a tten tio n , like a dog  nam ed  Rex d u rin g  a special on d inosaurs, 
and  he th inks  th e  British guy is calling h im  every tim e he says T-Rex. You could  say som eone 
cracked, got tired , and  one  day ju s t cracked, an d  the  ad d ic t’s ears will perk . You cou ld  say 
som eone fell th ro u g h  th e  cracks and  get th e  sam e response. You cou ld  say he to o k  a crack a t the 
high life. You could  say the guy m ixed cocaine w ith  bak ing  soda and  w ater, th a t it crackled as 
he cooked it on  th e  stove. You cou ld  say the  person’s life crackedYvVe crystal o n  concre te , th a t 
th e  m an cracked jokes a b o u t it, tried  to  m ake it less serious, th o u g h  nob o d y  cracked a smile. 
You cou ld  say his voice cracked every tim e he apologized.
T h e  M id d l e  G r o u n d  B e t w e e n  L ig h t  a n d  S h a d o w
There is a fifth  dimension, beyond that which is known to man. I t  is a dimension as vast as 
space and as timeless as infinity. I t is the middle ground between light and shadow, between 
science &  superstition, and it lies between the p it o f  man's fears and the summit o f  his know­
ledge. This is the dimension o f  imagination. It is an area which we call The Twilight Zone.
— Rod Serling
IN T . O FFIC E M O R N IN G
An office. Clean and clinical. A picture o f wife and child on desk, with pens, ashtray, inbox.
Camera zooms in on pictures o f wife and child, then zooms out.
VOICE OVER 
You’re looking at a tableau o f reality. Things 
o f substance, o f physical material— a desk, 
a window, a light. These things exist and 
have dimension.
A rthur Curtis, dressed in a suit, enters office with briefcase, opens blinds.
VOICE OVER 
Now this is A rthur Curtis, age 36, who 
also is real. He has flesh and blood, muscle 
and mind. But in just a m om ent we will 
see how thin a line separates that which we 
assume to be real with that manufactured 
inside o f a mind.
Curtis greets his secretary, makes small talk, goes through his mail. He asks if the Madison 
contracts are ready, and she says, Oh, ofcourse, handing them over. Well, to the grindstone, he says, 
heading for his desk. Then he pauses, Oh, I  almostforgot. Would you m ind calling and seeing i f  you 
could change the plane reservations to Saturday nightI
Oh, o f  course, she says. He explains that he and his wife want to get an early start on 
their vacation.
O nce in his office, he sits down to make a phone call, but there is no dial tone. He gets 
up and starts for the door when he hears, Cut! He looks over in bewilderment to find a film crew 
in his office, and the camera pans out to reveal that his office is an office on a set. H e’s puzzled, 
frightened almost, and it’s clear he thought he’d been living his real life, rather than acting.
Like some practical joke. Com e home from work one night and find that all your 
furniture is gone. O r go to a family mem ber’s house and a stranger opens the door. A rupture in 
reality, a discrepancy between what you know is possible and what your senses tell you.
And the chaos plays out. He spends a m om ent looking at the director, who is suddenly 
a stranger. Come on Jerry, is it  so hard to make a phone call? the director says. Jerry says his name 
is A rthur Curtis.
They think he’s drunk again. The director warns he’ll be fired if he doesn’t sober up. 
Jerry— Curtis’ real-life name— has a look o f confusion that hemorrhages all over the director and 
crew— What are you talking aboutI Where am I? What is this, some k ind  o f  a joke or something.? I  
don't know you! I  don’t know any o f  you!
It is May, and from the house where I grew up— shortly before my m other sold it, and 
long after my father had moved out— 1 walk outside to find that my father has dismantled our 
electrical supply box. The supply line enters the house through a box m ounted on a slab o f wood 
bolted to the side o f the house, and the wood is rotting— one o f the reasons the house failed 
inspection when my m other tried to sell it.
After weeks o f saying he’d come to fix it, my father finally showed up, as my m other had 
been asking him to, though she wasn’t used to doing this. D uring their marriage he fixed things 
as they broke, w ithout being asked to, and never called a professional— not because o f pride, 
but because there was no need. I grew up thinking every house had a garage with a tool bench, 
a pegboard with both mallet and claw hammer, steel bar clamps and angle clamps, metric and 
standard com bination wrenches arranged by size, 7m m  to 18mm, and ’A  inch to 1 -!4 inch. That 
every father had bolted a vise to the bench, hung the crowbar next to the pry bar, and labeled the 
nut-bolt organizer’s tiny drawers with descriptions like, 14 x  l- 'A  Machine Screws.
That my father knew in any situation which tool to use and how to use it never surprised 
me, though I always assumed he’d undergone years o f training, somehow, before I was born. 
Year after the funeral, his longtime friend Joe Bruckner told me the story o f  joy riding my 
grandfather’s Carmengia through the Pine Barrens when they were 18 and slightly drunk. They 
didn’t see the stump, he said, and when it clipped the tie rod, it snapped off. Your dad got the tools 
out o f  the trunk, got under that car and somehow reattached the damn thing, he said. I  don't know
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what he d id  under there, but the car got us home. He went on to tell me, that’s just who your dad 
was— he knew how to make things work. The other story he told was one I d heard before, the 
one everyone knew, from his high school days when he used an extension cord to rig up a desk 
lamp in a tree to light up the driveway basketball court.
As I walk over to him, I see he’s got a screwdriver in the thick o f it, in the maw of bare 
wires and connections, which carry 240 volts, I remember from high school tech class. He is 
unscrewing the back o f the casing from the wood, the zinc connectors exposed, inches, half­
inches from his fingertips.
I stand for a minute watching his bare hands fumble with the screwdriver. I tell myself 
he knows what he’s doing, that I am overestimating the danger. Entranced, I watch the bareness 
o f his hands working clumsy and close to the live connectors, like watching an amateur juggle 
torches. I fear for him but can’t say anything. I tell myself he knows more than I do. I jog into the 
garage and bring back leather garden gloves, ask him if  he wants them. He doesn’t respond, and I 
toss them by his feet. His face is contorted as he works, sweating.
W hen he finishes, we go inside, and he lies on the couch, taking off his glasses, and he’s 
asleep. I pour myself a drink, and my m other comes in a m om ent later.
“W here’s Dad?” she says.
“Sleeping,” I say. She walks over to him.
“Pat,” she says. “Hello?”
“Huh?” he wakes.
“W hat are you doing?”
“Huh? M mm. M m m m m m m m m m m . N othing,” he says, “rubbing his eyes.”
“D id you do anything yet?”
He stands up, takes off his shirt, shows us his hot flesh. His shirt is soaked with sweat in 
the armpits, the back, the chest, the stomach rolls. Beads come down his forehead, and he wipes 
them with his shirt.
“Did you look at the basement window yet?” she asks.
He doesn’t respond at first, then leans his head against the wall. “Fucking Christ.”
If  I am directing the day, this is where I yell Cut. My m other and I look at each other. 
He goes down the basement stairs, I start to follow, and my m other’s arm stops me. What is he, 
on drugs? she whispers.
I was surprised she didn’t know him as well as she should have. I thought someone who’d 
lived with him  for 15 years would know him better than that. He was in a bad mood, I told her. 
He left shortly after looking, and only looking, at the basement window, whose bars needed to be
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removed for egress, as the inspector put it. There were still a handful o f repairs to do, and he’d been 
there less than an hour. He pulled out o f the driveway, and 1 watched, curious about the bad mood.
In two days my sister and I would find out. He had been acting odd in recent m onths—  
wasn’t returning phone calls, wasn’t showing up when he was supposed to. O n his birthday, a few 
m onths earlier, my sister and I took him to dinner. We sat on his couch as he got ready to go. He 
came out o f his bedroom and told us to go on out to the car, that he had to change his shirt, and 
he’d be out in a minute. We thought it strange, but he was O K  during dinner, and we forgot it.
I lay in bed that night thinking how he’d only fixed one thing on the list. I told myself he 
was stressed out from work, and I believed it. He said he’d be back to fix the rest, but I ended up 
doing it all myself because settlem ent was coming fast. I pu t a railing on the front porch, installed 
new outlets in the bathrooms, re-wired the garage door opener, glued a brick back that had fallen 
from the chimney, and removed the bars from the basement window, for egress.
But Curtis wasn’t drunk. He stumbles out o f the studio, onto the street, and is almost run 
over by his ex-wife in a convertible. She steams at the sight o f him, gets out o f the car, Are you out 
o f  your mind's Jerry, i f  you ’re drunk again.. .Look, I  don't care i f  they bounce you. I  don't care i f  you never 
work the rest o f  your miserable life. She demands the alimony he’s been dodging, he says he’s never 
seen her before.
She takes him  back to his house, which he claims to have never seen before, where his 
agent is waiting for him. He watches them bicker, watches her make him sign the alimony check. 
I f  you lose this assignment, the agent says, well have to drop you. We can’t cover up fo r  you anymore, 
says the agent. Later in the day, it’s just him and his agent, alone, and the agent, thinking it’s a ploy 
to escape his miserable life, says, Jerry, sometimes I ’d  like to escape myself. Away from  this turmoil. To 
some simpler existence.
You’re telling me this is ju s t a delusion? That I'm really Gerald Reagan  And the agent
finishes his sentence, . .. Gerald Reagan, a sweet, unhappy man, burdened with that harpy. Jerry insists, 
no, it’s real, and the agent says he wishes it were.
Curtis returns to what he still thinks is his office, which is being dismantled by crew 
members. He doesn’t understand what’s going on, but he’s starting to grasp something. He sits at 
his fake desk with his head in hands and the camera zooms in, a light shines on his despairing face 
and the camera zooms out to show his fictional wife arriving, the one he’s going on vacation with. 
The secretary hands them the plane tickets, they walk out the door.
The modus operandi fo r  the departure from  life, Serling’s voiceover concludes, is usually a 
pine box ofsuch and such dimensions, but there are other ways fo r  a man to exit from  life. Take the case
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o f  Arthur Curtis, age 36. His departure was along a highway, with an exit sign that reads, “This way 
to escape. ’’Arthur Curtis, en route... [pause, cut to plane taking off runway] ...to  the Twilight Zone. 
And the score goes forte as he says it.
And somehow he makes it work. They can’t find him at the end. They assume he’s 
delusional, that’s he’s run off somewhere, but I like to think he was only being practical, resourceful. 
He took what he had and made it work, took his disfigured life and turned it into something. 
Where’s Jerry? Is he in his dressing room?. ..No, he’s not in there. And off takes the plane, the one he 
boarded with imaginary plane tickets and an imaginary wife.
But we aren’t too surprised. In the beginning o f the episode, Serling warns us: But in just 
a moment we will see how thin a line separates that which we assume to be real with that manufactured 
inside o f  a mind.
I also like to think my father might’ve one day pointed out the irony in practical joke, 
as he did with other terms. How can a joke be practical? he’d say. Can somebody use a joke? I like 
to think this not only because I know he loved to analyze the world, but because it involves 
practicality. During the same conversation, Joe Bruckner went on to tell me about a WOT and a 
WOM. Waste o f time, waste o f money, he said—your d ad’s favorite expression. I’d never heard my 
father say it— a WOT and a WOM— but it seems he invented it, and was quite known for it in his 
college days. Because my father liked baseball but not hockey, when Joe Bruckner would ask him 
to go to a Flyers game, my father would respond, Eh, sounds like a WOT and a WOM.
I remember walking across a suspension bridge with him  once when I was young, and 
he told me o f a joke his brother played on him and his friends when they were young. O ne o f 
the friends was in on the joke and had dared my uncle to jum p off into the water. A iter a lot of 
egging, my uncle crossed over the guardrail, climbed onto the railing, and looked back at the 
others, who were speechless with disbelief. Then he peers down into the water, hollers and leaps 
out. My father rushes to the railing and looks down, and my uncle is looking up, smiling from a 
ledge 10 feet below the railing.
I might’ve agreed with him about the practicality. You’re put in a spot to believe 
something absurd, and then the lights come on, the joker jumps out, says, No, ju st kidding, you’re 
not delusional, but wasn’t that fun?  You think the thing is real, and then you think it’s not real. You 
could almost call it a WOT and a WOM.
But my father wasn’t always so practical-minded. I think o f the 6-year-old me, huddled 
in with a gaggle o f my sister’s friends in my parents’ bedroom, each o f  us screeching a fresh scream 
with every crash o f the W olf M an’s ax on the door. W hat stands out most from that night, and 
maybe the reason the scene is still vivid, is not the W olf Man himself, but the confusion. Earlier in 
the day, my father had told me his plan, but in those desperate m oments o f teenage girls shrieking 
in my brain, I wondered who was out there. If  it was possible it was the real W olf M an. If maybe 
my father had been overtaken outside, bound and gagged by the real thing, and now it was he who 
was axing the door, rather than my father. And the contest flared inside o f me, the child fraught 
with imagination, and reality telling him no, it has to be Dad.
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E R I C  K O C H E R
from  G i m m e  k i t s c h
you are going to experience a generic
division riddled with a lack o f sensory 
cues or if at all a dampening filter like
deep bass through sheetrock on one
side everyone laughing on the other 
no one is having any trouble following
what happens off stage is just a device 
a trick to make you supply their violence
we were going to call soon as we heard 
your gaze had shifted irretrievably inward 
like a dead star m etaphor or gastric torsion 
we thought a call to be too m uch concave 
too much like a conch shell a reminder 
o f the m ind-body dilemma the stark curve 
o f an unfinished lemniscate strange loop of
finding yourself at the other end o f the line
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clearly going to fumble befuddled clearly 
not sure how one does it dazzles Jesus 
and a woman with one unapostatical smile 
denoting both hum ility and sexual prowess 
one loves w ith a clear m ind o f symmetry 
one loves with all clearly relentless in mind
nothing greater than this botched affair
hypothetical nonsensical meandering love
*
going there was easy we had tickets 
personal beverages attendants’ names 
we could watch one get all mayday 
on the Hudson while we thought 
M iddle America looked very neural 
like arranged according to accidental 
minds like mine cluster-selves lit up 
this world down there whose armrest
Kocher
K a r e n V O L K M A N
G r e e n  n o i s e
O h you crazy baby.
Indemnify the vertebrae.
This strange shore o f staying.
Isn’t a form of m otion, void 
inscribed in the eyes, outcast 
from your apostrophic dark.
They keep the luminous in further 
zones o f rooms, spatiality o f the body. 
Measures from, to. Are wrists 
and writs, pulsi inscribing 
the blood-bloom— surface foam.
Skin hum. I pressed my white hand 
to the bunchgrass, it stung me.
There and then. A quittance, known.
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W ind-sc ribb led  cedar 
enunc iates th e  uproar, tidal, 
perpetual. O cean , m o th er 
o f  num bers. A rticu la ting  
system — archaic vertebrae 
o r baby z.
Volkman
Volkm an
U n t i t l e d
Fatality famed the room with its double going. 
It turned like sequence: set, set, portent,
like sea in the sky’s fumc,fum ens et fumari.
I learned a little trick called me vince me.
O utside it was evening. Sky and its associates 
continued singing. Storm never came.
We love the thunder w ith its voice, 
loud hour, catalytic downpour,
opal-throat associates, vince bird.
W hich actress was it played Athena
in the movie? Deesse o f bright glances,
Athena Rossellini. She bears her robes
across the never-wetting waves, in the film 
o f shipwreck, straying, and final grace.
The m yth o f that system, fatality, turn, 
like blood in the sea-spume, Clotho-vein,
red writ. The retrouve o f the past-pulse, set—  
Atropos Inexorable, bright slit.
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C a t h e r i n e  S h a r p e
O n e  t h o u s a n d  k i t t e n s
Inappropriately, I am envious o f my daughters invisible friends— a thousand kittens at one 
recent caucus. I cannot stop thinking about them  even though we already have a cat and he meets 
most o f my needs for intimacy. W ith all those kitten friends, Phoebe is apparently never lonely, 
never w ithout proof o f her social skills, never lacking companionship. I didn’t even realize that 
my daughter could count as high as a thousand, although she is certainly very, very smart. O ne 
thousand, rhat’s plenty. 1 could be friends with them, too— Phoebe w ouldn’t notice.
Although it m ight not be rewarding. Phoebe came to me in the kitchen the other day, 
almost crying; I was busy making granola because I live in California and that is what we do when 
we are not making yogurt or fom enting the homosexual revolution. She complained that her 
invisible friends were using bad words.
I couldn’t help myself.
“W hat bad words?” I asked.
“Stupid,” Phoebe said. I immediately felt my gut harden and my knees flex slightly in 
preparation for battle. I put down the rubber spatula and moved the agave syrup out o f harm’s way.
“They said you were stupid?”
“Yes. And 1 told them it hurt my feelings.” Phoebe blotted her nose with her bare wrist 
and stood up slightly taller, as she does when she anticipates approval.
“Good, yes! I should say so. And then just walk away. That is mean talk.”
I swirled in overlapping feelings— the urge for vengeance against one thousand thoughtless 
kittens, fear for my daughter’s fragile self-esteem, delight at the mystery o f the imagination, relief 
that she has this forum for her social experiments.
“Make some new friends, friends with good manners, friends that make you feel good 
about yourself,” I said. I m ight have said that a little sharply.
Phoebe returned to the rum pus room, her dismay still easily blotted by my indignation. I 
followed her, but just with my ears. I could hear her in the next room, the tone if not the content—  
the rapprochement, some reasoning words, some scolding, and then finally the sounds o f meows, 
barks, and neighs that signaled the return to inclusive play.
1 am absorbed by my daughter’s development; this is perhaps the problem o f the single­
parent/only-child household. The two o f you are the dynamic, if  you discount the cat. The cat is
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not very friendly, really, delivering wicked scratches at random, but we both try to appreciate 
other aspects o f his personality. Meanwhile, Phoebe is the recipient o f my undivided loyalty 
and love and fascination.
W hen Phoebe was born and physically helpless, just learning how to inhabit her body,
I awed at the details o f her physicality, the sunken ridge o f breastbone, the stubborn patch o f 
cradle cap, her clumsy, meaningless kicks and punches. I watched her consciousness grow as 
she catalogued reality through her senses— here is a bowl with tasty food, this bowl is a hat 
and cold things drip over my ears, this bowl is a victim o f gravity, landing with a plastic thwap 
against the tile floor. And now I marvel at the way her consciousness defines itself in relation 
to others.
Real or imagined.
Phoebe’s imaginary friends are not always around. At least I don’t think so. W hen 
it’s just the two o f us, we watch TV, ride bikes, run to the grocery store for a few things. O r 
I organize playdates, drive Phoebe to birthday parties, act the goofy Pied Piper all around the 
playground after school, abandoning any dignity that might accidentally cling to my persona.
Home from school, Phoebe will sometimes hold class for her invisible friends. She'll 
sit on the seen-better-days khaki twill couch and read aloud from a book, careful to hold the 
pages facing out, spread wide, arcing the book right and then all the way to the extreme left. 
Each o f her students gets a good view o f the pictures. Lately, she's favored a pocketbook-sized 
version o f Kittens fo r  Dummies, in an attem pt to connect with the interests and concerns of 
her audience. Just as she loves stories about herself as a baby, she is sure that her one thousand 
invisible kitten students want to know all about themselves.
At other times when I ignore demands for TV  or access to online games, Phoebe will 
soon drift into her own little world. I say “little” as if I have some sense o f its dimensions, but 
it is presumptuous to guess with such limited data.
Although in her own world, I can catch snippets o f her blow-by-blow narration, 
sprinkled with dialogue, often including the tags— “she said”— and her reportage— “then all 
the kittens sat in a big circle around me, whiskers touching.” Phoebe innately has a sense of 
responsibility to an unseen Reader as well as to the entertainm ent o f her one thousand kittens.
Eavesdropping makes me giddy with pride; she makes bold the act o f consciousness in 
relation to others, a narrative trinity o f myself, you, and them. The psychic complexity o f this 
construction amazes me, delights me, forces me to reconsider friendship— any relationship— as
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fo rem ost a co n s tru c t o f  self, n o t s im ply  som eone obliged  to  take you r sad a ll-hours calls. P hoebe, 
in her lapse in to  genius, has perfo rm ed  an  act o f  conscious m itosis— one P hoebe has becom e 
one T eacher to  a th o u san d  k itten s  and  one  N arra to r to  a w hole w orld , in c lud ing  me. A nd  she is 
clearly experim enting , w ork ing  th ings o u t, te sting  th e  edges o f  behavior, exp lo ring  consequences, 
even invisible ones.
O r  this is m y im position  o f  narrative s tru c tu re  on  w hat o therw ise m igh t sim ply  be an 
on ly  child  in a qu ie t room  on  a rag rug  w ith  a plastic pony.
I w orry  som etim es, find  fau lt w ith  th e  real w orld  I’m  responsib le for m anaging. P hoebe’s 
ap p a ren t need for th e  com pany  o f  invisible friends— w hen  I had the chance, shou ld  I have pressed 
m ore for a b ro th e r o r sister? I cou ld  have sto o d  a little  m ore chaos, a little  m ore love spread a 
little th inner, b u t 1 d o n ’t th in k  P hoebe’s o th e r m o th e r could . She d id n ’t feel like she had  enough  
to  spare, u ltim ate ly  prov ing  herself righ t, and  sp lit from  me.
In m y ow n ch ild h o o d , I d o n ’t rem em ber any  invisible friends— it was rarely qu ie t, I was a 
barely to lerated  im m ig ran t in th e  row dy w orld  o f  my th ree o lder b ro thers. A nd  those th ree w ere 
m ore like a recalcitran t ind igenous pop u la tio n  th a n  playm ates. I craved m y ow n little  w orld  b u t 
I d o n ’t rem em ber ever achieving  adequate  barriers. Instead  I rem em ber over an d  over th e  noise, 
the com b at, th e  fru s tra tion  o f  o u r  failed s tructu res— forts th a t collapsed on  m y  head , th e  snow  
plow  sw inging  by to  refill the roadside snow  cave it to o k  th e  en tire  a fternoon  to  excavate, never 
enough  b ranches, o r tw ine , o r beach tow els for m y ow n p ro p er teepee.
Phoebe 's  one  th o u san d  k ittens w o u ld n ’t necessarily be easier to  get along  w ith  and  I 
sh o u ld n 't covet them ; I shou ld  keep w ork ing  on  m y relationsh ips w ith  m y ow n invisible friends.
I also have m any  visible friends, an d  I shou ld  w ork  on  those relationships, too , b u t they 
often  have jobs, o r m arriages, o r kids w ith  bad  colds, o r m ortgages ab o u t to  ad just, o r too  m any 
reality T V  shows to  w atch , o r a reductive response to  w hatever prob lem  I 'm  try ing  to  articu late  
w ith  som e tenderness and  care, responses like "Just exercise m ore ," or, "W hy d o n 't  you go online?" 
I love m y o ld  friends, b u t if  I spend  too  m u ch  tim e w ith  them , they  m arshal h istorical evidence 
to  su p p o rt th e ir cu rren t analysis o f  m y situ a tio n — -that I am  som ehow  deliberately  d isconnected  
from  reality, th a t it is well past tim e to  "move on ." They are o ften  too  sm art for m y ow n good, 
do  n o t un d ers tan d  tha t I am  try ing  to  w ork  o u t som eth in g  new, o r at least a new  response to  an 
o ld  problem .
I w ould  n o t w an t to  neglect m y  ow n invisible friends ju s t because m y visible ones have 
one  good p o in t— or a thousand .
Sharpe
You1, my friend, never m ind the repetition o f my dark m oments, as regular as planetary 
rotation. The sameness! The baseness! The crying in my soupness! You somehow lend your m ute 
support to my deliberations, my perplexity, to my own failed experiments in love. You’re reliably 
nice, so I m ust assume that you’re a little slow, a little stupid, more tolerant than I deserve, with 
little new to contribute to the conversation. This I don’t m ind because sometimes it is so hard to 
hear myself think.
Contrast that w ith you2— an interrupter o f  the worst sort. Always com ing up w ith a 
better word for “sniveling” or “procreation” or “invertebrates,” whatever it is I’m  trying to work 
out. You jum p in to finish my sentence before I even know what I w ant to say. Still, you’re a great 
friend to have help at yard sales-—you remember the neighbors’ names, you count out correct 
change. You quip funny little things when I might otherwise be m ute about the mismatched 
oddm ents I have for sale in my front yard.
W hen it comes to my Buddhist friends, you3 are the best. You are light yellow, fuzzy 
like baby chicks. Maybe you are baby chicks. You chirp sweet things: It’s going to be okay! It’s 
okay to not be okay! Ten thousand sorrows! Ten thousand joys! Either is okay! Despite your 
exclamation marks, you3 are a positive influence.
Some o f these invisibles I don’t consider friends at all and they all look vaguely like my 
father. Go back where you '1 came from. Evil spores. I do not need youal1 to rem ind me how I’m 
teetering on the brink o f my next failure. Instead, I try to keep it upbeat. I talk to myself, if  I do 
not have a pen and paper handy. You betcha!
W hen I’m trying to sound confident, and feel kind o f tomboyish, lightly self-deprecating 
in a team-spirit kind o f way, I say things like “betcha” and “gotta”— I’ll also address myself in a 
mock-formal way, like “G ood going, Sharpe,” or “Way to make positive change, Sharpe!” I don’t 
actually know why sports dem and this last name usage— are teams so often made up o f characters 
with the same first names? O r maybe first names are uncomfortably freestanding, intimate, 
untethered to heritage— when you talk to yourself, you should at least invoke a genealogy, place 
yourself in a larger context o f forebears and afterbears. And it does sound sporty! W hich makes 
me feel tougher, more resilient. To be honest, I don’t talk to myself this way often enough— it 
feels a little false. Way to drop the ball, Sharpe.
Like Phoebe, some o f my invisible friends are not differentiated by names, or individual 
aspects. They act more like herds— licking their paws one m om ent, neatly in rows, then dispersing 
like wild cats, feral creatures in tent on food not stories, or order, or affection. The beauty o f 
indiscriminate herds! I can say anything, adm it anything, to a bunch o f cats.
I ad m it to  a new  suspicion  a b o u t friendship , even all shapes o f  love, even w hat I feel for 
P hoebe and  th e  real cat. This is on ly  natu ra l an d  to  be expected. It is m y na tu re  to  question . So 
far all o f  m y theories ab o u t the  p u rity  o f  fam ily love an d  the  steadfastness o f  m arried  love have been 
resolved as a negative proof, w here one  resigns oneself to  m athem atica l im possibility , like squaring  
th e  circle. It d o esn 't m ean there  isn 't a p rob lem , on ly  th a t it c a n 't be solved.
I've had  a lo t o f  friends over th e  years and  m any  o f  th em  even liked m e, I th in k . B ut I 
kep t having  to  m ake new  ones, because o f  geography, o r sa tu ra tio n , o r sh ifting  alliances. O n ce  in 
h igh  school I had  to  acquire  an en tirely  new  g roup  o f  friends w hen  m y tw o best g irlfriends secured 
boyfriends an d  drivers' licenses a t exactly th e  sam e tim e. I was a year younger th a n  them , b u t the 
feeling o f  betrayal— an acciden t o f  b irthdate !— was ageless.
V isible best friends are com plica ted  as they  are so o ften  m arried  to  your ex -partner's  best 
friend . A few years in to  th e  sp lit from  P hoebe 's  o th e r m other, this com plicatedness is nobody 's  
fault, 1 shou ld  be clear. W ell, perhaps it is m y fault. It cou ld  be.
M y g rie f d id  go on  an d  on , like a bad  ac to r w ith  a long  m onologue. M y ow n little 
dom estic  u n it , b u sted  up  in to  its com p o n en ts , this was tragedy to  m e, very G reek, flawed heroine 
suffers reversal, very m uch  w orth y  o f  a huge u lu la ting  chorus, very A risto tle-y  w ith  a change from  
ignorance to  aw areness o f  a b o n d  o f  love o r hate. So hard  to  tell som etim es w h ich  was w hich . 
E x tram arital affairs change everyth ing , and  it seems unfair th a t I never go t to  have one o f  m y ow n.
D u rin g  this p ro trac ted  suffering, m y friends w ere forced to  d iv ide the spoils. N o b o d y  
cou ld  be the  best any th ing . It was unrealistic, besides w hich  best friends are a type o f  juvenilia. 
A dults have polite, satisfying connections  w ith  o th e r adults, n o t strang leho lds, n o t hostage 
situa tions. F riendships com e an d  go, shou ld  be easy like pairing  and  u n p a irin g  w h ite  tu b e  socks.
I have spen t som e tim e considering  the  psychology o f  friendsh ip  an d  reading  som e 
in trigu ing  conclusions based o n  da ta  collected via social m ed ia channels: negative correlations 
betw een the  n u m b e r o f  v irtual friends an d  th e  failed in tim acy  o f  real-w orld con tac t, m arriages th a t 
s ink  in the e ther even as love professed via em ail bounces easily from  shore to  shore, studies th a t 
show  th a t th e  happ ier yo u r friends are, th e  happ ier you’re likely to  be. T ha t last co rre la tion  is true  
for you r physique, as well. I f  yo u r closest connections  are w ith  b ig -boned  people, you  are likelier 
to  be b ig -boned , o r get th a t w ay quickly.
If  I m ake new  friends, I shou ld  d irec t m y efforts to  happier, sk inny  people. Perhaps w ith
m oney.
Sharpe
Phoebe asked me the other day if  I was her friend. This is not the first tim e her 
questions have flummoxed me for a short period o f tim e that seemed endless. I can 't believe it's 
my responsibility to explain the difference between friends and family. It seemed unfair; and I 
couldn 't answer right away.
I was fully prepared to explain why Phoebe could not grow up and m arry me or her other 
mother. There were lots o f good explanations w ithin easy reach: a) incest taboo arising from 
maximizing diversity in the gene pool, b) the current legal definition o f marriage, c) significant 
age difference, d) worries about Alzheimer's and m em ory loss in general (I w ouldn 't m ention 
that people can easily forget marriage at certain work retreats in New York or Denver), e) I was 
profoundly afraid to remarry or whatever, f) it would unnecessarily confuse the census-taker. I 
could also explain that when she was old enough to marry, she m ight w ant to start a family o f her 
own.
W hen you discard your old family to build a new family o f your own, you're kept very 
busy reversing your parent’s errors. This would be even harder to do if you were also married 
to one o f the parents whose errors you were trying to reverse. Better to make a fresh start w ith 
someone who just reminds you o f your father or mother, or maybe some cunning recom bination 
o f both your parents. This is the proper order. If  you are in the circumstance where you are 
discarding your new family for an even newer family, it becomes too complicated. I avoid that 
by remaining unattached.
“I feel friendly about you, but we’re different than friends. W ere family,” I parsed w ith an 
adverb, which was not the same as answering Phoebe’s question, but I hoped it could be mistaken 
for an explanation.
“But what if you’re my best friend today?” Then Phoebe tacks because she’s not stupid 
and complete understanding m ight be a single question away. “Are you and M ama friends?”
After school, we end up in num ber six, Terry’s checkout lane at the grocery store. She 
has a big, tall body w ith thick torso; a true bosom. H er name is always pinned to her left breast, 
making her vulnerable to direct address from strangers. I envy the perfect, uniform  sheen o f her 
unlined skin as it hugs the arcs and ridges o f her cheekbones, brow, and the confident flare o f her 
nostrils. Terry always remembers my daughter's name even though Phoebe is not labeled— this 
amazes me at Safeway, the likeliest place in the world for the com fort o f anonymity. A nd Terry 
always acts surprised and happy to see us, always says, "Look at that big girl! How 's my big girl!"
I love Terry, which is slightly embarrassing, so when I can avoid her line, I do. Have you 
noticed how niceness can hurt sometimes?
“Look at your precious new baby,” she said right after Phoebe was born, scanning the 
diapers and Similac. Then, “Look at your angel,” when she scanned the teething biscuits and 
Gerber and applesauce. “There's my friend! Phoebe’s such a pretty name, why it sounds like a 
bird, you mention it,” her hands flying as she bagged the Cheerios and turkey dogs and tubes o f 
yogurt.
I am presumptuous to love Terry; I barely know her, couldn 't imagine her weekly 
groceries even after all these years. Does she like salted butter or unsalted? But Phoebe is easy 
with her love, has no unnecessary restrictions placed on her friendly feelings, and no worries 
about reciprocity.
"Terry! This is line six, line num ber six is the same num ber as my classroom and the 
same as how old I am," Phoebe says, serious as a fortune teller with the same hushed authority— a 
subtle excitement vibrates her torso, she presses her hands palm down on the sides o f  her body; it 
all does fit together, it all makes sense, there are connections to be made everywhere. We could 
all so easily be true friends.
“They grow so fast," she says, and stops to look at me. "You look good, you lose weight?” 
Then I felt so good.
Sharpe
K a t  S a n c h e z
have you
checked the blue flame o f the stove
i am blanched 
sclera-like
behind my eyes
blue lit up
&  rearing 
ice bath
you took my hand into the kitchen
turned under 
my nails black 
sort o f blue 
&  tender
fed me flame
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S a m u e l G r a y
BLACK D U ST your locust. Your hickory. Your plague.
And you write with a rock 
letters to other men’s women.
O ther men’s wedge 
words, blast-cap words.
Ezekiel, no 
man is a hatchet.
M ark time w ith me, mark lies.
Outside they are unseeing you go unseen.
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COAL A N D  SLATE are black rocks they drink the light. 
Lamp-black drinks the light.
Your hands.
Cotton-seed oil is cheaper, burns dirty.
You learn not to look at your lunch 
as you eat it.
Smoke-damp, stink-damp, low roof.
After sitting, you’re stiff Stooped 
mules go by
in the dark.
They pull the cars you fill they
walk in their own shit their heads wrapped
because they don’t need to see.
E m i l e i g h  B a r n e s
S i m p l i f y i n g  e x p r e s s i o n s
Commutative
(Having mixed two Grasshoppers)(exotic green light spills onto your arms.)
(O n your arms that strange fluorescence)(In your hands two glasses.)
Associative
(There is a comparison to be made, if we wanted, about the com peting sweet bitter o f 
all things)The weight o f what we choose to carry.
The com peting sweet bitter o f all things(The comparisons we have made, and the 
weight o f what we choose to carry.)
Substitution
Your sugar cube warped by the twist o f steaming water(I feel that you are completely 
mine and that I’ve never held any part o f you.)
The pressing weight o f your hipbone(I feel that you are completely mine and that I’ve 
never held any part o f  you.)
Zero
The sickening burden o f hope(O) = 0(The sickening burden o f hope) = 0
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H E A T H E R  QJ J  1 N N
S l a b  c i t y : l i f e  o n  t h e  f r i n g e s
Scot Meyer finally decided to quit it all when he woke up in the hospital in Nederland, 
Colorado to the sound o f a priest administering his last rights. H e ripped out his IVs and told 
the doctors and nurses that were swarming around his bed that he had had enough. He got out, 
hopped on an Amtrak train and headed to the last place there was to go, Slab City, California.
From the train Scot and his service dog Lance took a G reyhound as far as that would 
take them , and hitchhiked the last leg o f the trip, which took some extra effort— no one wants 
to stop for a haggard-looking man and a dog in the middle o f the desert. In the more remote 
parts o f the Valley you can drive for miles w ithout seeing a soul. W hen you do see someone you 
view them  with suspicion, because sane people d o n t belong in a place like this. I d o n t stop for 
hitchhikers.
Scot finally got a ride from a 80-year-old wom an named Pinky, who didn’t m ind taking 
him and Lance all the way to Slab City. She asked where he was going, and Scot told Pinky 
his only destination was The Haven, a small church operating out o f a trailer in the middle o f 
the squatter camp. It turned out she lived right next door. YCffien Scot arrived, he found a cozy, 
abandoned concrete bunker and made him self at home.
You are sick and you hear ringing in your ears. It is the sound ofyour own life reverberating 
through your body. Life asserting itself against whatever threat brought you to your sickbed. Life. Life. 
Life. Every beat o f  your heart shouting, blood rushing through all arteries, sending the message. I  have 
been very sick, fevers drowning out all sound but that, the shrill pitch ofprecious life rushing through 
my veins.
There is fever and there is burning. And there are many ways to burn.
It takes a unique type o f person to weigh the pros and cons and still decide to call a place 
like Slab City home. Slab C ity is an unofficial com m unity o f squatters living on the concrete 
slabs left behind after the M arine Corps abandoned Cam p D unlap in 1956. just outside of 
N iland and a few miles east o f the Salton Sea, the slabs are as close to nowhere as it comes and 
just about as far as you can get from anywhere that feels at all connected to the rest o f the world.
Slabbers live in R.V.s ,  trailers or tents, on the concrete slabs if they can get them  or on 
the dirt if  they can’t. A few, like Scot, live in bunkers, but vacancies are hard to come by. Scot’s 
bunker is a raised curve o f concrete covered w ith dirt. It looks like a hill from one side and fades
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into the landscape. Scot was lucky to find it, because he has no trailer or car and shelter from the 
harsh desert w inter and a sturdy home to weather out flash floods and dust storms is a must.
W ater doesn’t come easy in the desert. Slabbers drive into Niland to fill up their water 
tanks for free at a gas station, or they get it on the slabs from the “Water M an,” an entrepreneur 
who sells city water for S. 15 a gallon. Scot said it sounds like a great deal, except for the fact that 
you also have to buy the containers. Scot knows o f a secret water tank by The Haven, where he 
fills up four gallon jugs at a time and brings them  back to his bunker.
Electricity comes from generators or from the sun. “Solar Mike,” another slab entrepreneur, 
attaches solar panels on top o f the rigs o f long-term residents. The sun shines almost every day, so 
the solar powered slabbers have complete energy independence. W hen it gets too hot, the slabbers 
go swimming in a nearby irrigation canal. W hen it’s chilly, there is a hot spring they bathe in.
Every need is provided, but the slabs aren’t pretty to look at. It has a M ad Max quality. 
After the apocalypse, these people will have it made. But the world isn’t over yet, so you have to 
wonder; why are they here? D uring his first m onth on the slabs, Scot worked on figuring that out, 
and he categorized his fellow slabbers into three groups.
“They’re all running from something,” he said. “Either running from the law, running 
from a mental disability and they don’t know where to go, they don’t fit in. It’s like the Isle o f 
Misfit Toys. That’s good, that people like that have a place to go. And they’re running from bad 
relationships.”
Scot never did say which group he thinks he belongs to.
Away from the fever dreams, 1 seek out silence to hear the song o f my veins in a different way; 
steady and throbbing, a constant hum. I ’ve sat on the top o f  a dune looking out across a long expanse 
o f sand, a frozen sea stretching to the horizon, a long stretch o f sterile, empty landscape, and I've heard 
that same note, continuously droning on. The song o f the universe, I imagine.
East o f  San Diego, over the m ountains the desert that continues through the rest o f 
California— and on through Arizona, New Mexico and Texas— begins. I go there often. I drive 
on empty highways. I poke around abandoned farm houses, trespass in burnt-out hotels and gas 
stations left to mummify in the dry hot air. I take photos.
There’s decay and there’s beauty. And there is nothing in between.
O ne house I visit stands alone on O ld Highway 80, the southern cousin o f Route 66 
which used to connect San Diego to Georgia. There are piles o f old food cans piled up in the 
corner o f  one room, a blue recliner still looking inviting in spite o f its dust. The plaster has eroded 
in the walls to reveal a chicken wire foundation, rusty crisscrossed hexagons throwing interesting
Q uinn
shadows through the shafts o f  dusty sunlight. A swarm o f bees has taken up residence in all the 
walls, building their waxy cells in between the honeycom b wires. The house vibrates w ith them, 
my biorhythm s begin to give way to the hive and I throb for some time after leaving them.
M adm en and prophets have called the desert home now and forever; Moseses and Christs 
and John the Baptists. I consider adding a fourth category to Scot’s list o f slab characters; the 
G od seekers. O r maybe that is just a consequence o f the other reasons for seeking refuge there. 
The most recognizable landm ark in Slab C ity is Salvation M ountain, built solely by Leonard 
Knight, a withered and stooping 79-year-old man made up o f  nothing but bones. I consider 
Leonard to be the symbolic leader, not necessarily o f all the slabbers, bu t at least o f  those who 
are seeking.
For the past 30 years while the desert air has dried his skin to leather, he has been 
painting waterfalls on a m ountain o f m ud. Every spring, as the stench o f  rotting birds and fish 
from the Salton Sea waft into Slab City, he paints new flowers o f  every color on his masterpiece. 
O n top o f  the m ountain is the proclam ation “G od is Love,” and this is the simple essence o f 
his message to the world. From the peak you can catch the reflection o f  the Salton Sea— where 
people still live, eating salty tilapia and ignoring the stink o f  carcasses coming off the water. It’s 
hard to say w ho is holy and who is m ad— maybe they are all a little o f both.
Leonard started his crusade to spread the message that “G od is Love” in 1967, when 
he was in San Diego visiting his sister, a Christian who tried to teach him  about Jesus. A t the 
time Leonard wasn’t religious and resisted her attem pts, bu t one day he sat alone in his van 
praying “Jesus, I’m a sinner, please come into my heart” for about 20 minutes. After that, he felt 
transformed.
“G od touched me a lot,” he told me. “H e got me deep in my soul. W ithou t an education 
or any know-how or nothing.”
After that experience he spent a decade attem pting to make a huge hot air balloon that 
said “God is Love.” W inter weather destroyed the balloon, so he set his sights on building an 
eight-foot m onum ent out o f cem ent right on the spot where Salvation M ountain now stands. 
H e started with a single bag o f cem ent and kept adding more and more paint and cem ent until 
he had an impressive hill. The first m ountain collapsed after a storm, but unwilling to give it 
up, Leonard set to work building a second m ountain, this time made o f adobe and hay, and the 
precarious structure is still standing.
“N othing  worked for a long time. But I got stubborn about working for God. I want 
everybody to know that G od loves us all. H e’s a universal God.”
People come from all over the world to see Leonard and his m ountain. H e was featured 
in the film “Into the W ild,” where he played him self and interacts with the movie version o f
C h ris to p h e r M cC andless, w ho  ac tually  d id  visit Slab C ity  and  Ix o n a rd  in 1991 before fam ously 
dy ing  in Alaska. H e d o e sn t do  m uch  w ork  on  the m o u n ta in  these days, b u t he loves to  give tours, 
h and  o u t post cards and  m agnets and  puzzles and  tell people his message. H e is h u m b le  and 
characterizes h im se lf  as a sim ple, uned u ca ted  m an , b u t the  w ords “p ro p h e t” and  “sa in t” are o ften  
m u tte re d  by aw estruck  visitors.
I he desert is the  m ost pow erful se tting  for messiahs— th e  barrenness, th e  closeness o f  
dea th , the sense o f  self-sacrifice, o f  le tting  th e  very m o istu re  b u rn  o u t o f  yo u r sk in , w asting  away 
o n  you r bones. H eaven seem s closer there, b u t it isn’t accessible. It presses you to  the  b u rn in g  
g round .
In th e  m o n th  th a t S cot has lived on  th e  slabs, he has been w ork ing  on a m ural to  cover the 
fron t o f  his bunker. H e  described  th e  overall vision; he will have a sunse t fad ing  in to  conste lla tions 
in th e  sky, and  in the  fo reground , he in tends  to  p a in t th e  C hoco la te  M o u n ta in s, the p u rp le  and  
brow n tin ted  m o u n ta in s  on  th e  n o rth e rn  horizon . H e  even p lans on  p a in tin g  pho to -rea lis tic  
rep resen ta tions o f  native p lan ts.
“I pay close a tten tio n . I to o k  the  p lan ts  in m y h an d  and  I em bedded  it in  m y retinas, you 
know , exactly how  the p lan t looks.”
I im agine the  b u n k e r fad ing  com plete ly  in to  th e  landscape, the  scene m a tch in g  perfectly  
w ith  th e  reality  ju s t beyond  itself. W h e n  I visited Scot, th o u g h , the re  was on ly  a b and  o f  o range 
a t the  b o tto m  an d  a b an d  o f  b lue a t the top , an d  “Jesus Lives” em blazened  in large, red, block 
letters. I w ondered  if  m aybe he confused  th e  m ore  co m m o n  “Jesus Saves” w ith  m y personal 
favorite “F rodo  Lives,” b u t I d id n ’t m e n tio n  th is to  h im  because he seem ed very p ro u d  o f  b ring ing  
Jesus to  a G odless and  lawless co m m u n ity — never m in d  th e  fact th a t his b u n k e r  is righ t in sight 
o f  Salvation M o u n ta in .
In fact, if  you d id n ’t know  b e tte r  you m ig h t assum e th a t S co t’s b u n k e r m ural, w ith  its 
s im ilar them e and  use o f  color, is a c o n tin u a tio n  o f  L eonard ’s crea tion . S cot to ld  m e th a t o n e  o f  
L eonard ’s caretakers once cam e over to  S co t’s b u n k e r to  com plain  a b o u t w hat he claim ed was 
“copycatting .”
“H e cam e o u t and  b itched  a t m e because I used b lue and  red. I co u ld n ’t change th e  colors 
o f  the sunset, so I d o n ’t know . I said, ‘you w an t to  do  som e ta lk ing  at G o d  and  see if  h e ’ll change 
the  colors o f  the  sunset an d  we can d o  som eth in g  a b o u t m y desert th in g .’”
Scot first heard  o f  Slab C ity  by learn ing  a b o u t Salvation M o u n ta in . H is second day on 
th e  slabs, he was s itting  in th e  h o t springs an d  struck  up  a conversation  w ith  an o ld  m an there. H e 
to ld  h im  he had  ju s t arrived in tow n an d  th a t m ore th a n  an y th in g  he was h o p in g  to  m eet Leonard  
K nigh t. T he old m an  perked up  an d  said, “th a t’s m e!” and  to ld  S cot th a t it was his b irth d ay  the 
next day. L eonard ’s 7 9 ,h b irth d ay  ce lebra tion  was a big event for Slab C ity  and  N ilan d , b ring ing
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o u t local new spapers and  pho tographers. Scot m ade a m in ia tu re  Salvation M oun ta in -shaped  
b irthday  cake.
Years ago Scot w orked  as a cake designer and  caterer in Key W est, F lorida. H e created 
eight foot tall food sculptures in the shapes o f  palm  trees and  Aztec w arrior sym bols for the  grand 
open ing  o f  the H ard  Rock H o te l in  Key W est, and  was generally w ell-know n and  successful. H e 
parlayed th a t success in to  a m edical m arijuana  business in  C olo rado , m ak ing  cannabis-infused  
edibles for cancer patien ts. Now, he im agines h im se lf fam ous once again since pic tures o f  his 
Salvation M o un ta in  cake have been posted  on  the web. H e w ants to  be im p o rtan t, a n d  he is 
qu ick  to  d ifferentiate betw een the w ork  o f  a true  artis t such as h im se lf and  Leonard’s “childish 
a rt.”
B ut he also seems to  care a lo t abo u t the message. Scot w orks closely w ith  his church , 
The H aven, and  regularly a ttends Bible studies there. H e draw s parallels betw een the lives o f  the
slabbers and  the m en o f  th e  Bible.
“G od  sent a lot o f  his followers, and  the people he w an ted  tra ined  w ere sent in to  the 
desert. Like M oses. Those guys. H e tu rn ed  them  all o u t in to  the desert. H e to ld  A braham  ‘go 
in the desert and  kill your boy.’ H e  stopped  h im  from  tha t and  offered a lam b instead. A lot o f  
crazy th ings have been done in  the nam e o f  religion. In  the  nam e o f  G o d .”
I have a friend, M arisa, w ho cam e to  San D iego from  Phoenix. She w ould  tell m e w hat 
it m ean t to  grow up in the desert. She to ld  m e the desert is a beautifu l place, a sp iritual place, 
b u t it’s also a place to  go to  die and  n o t m uch  else. There, dream s die, plans fail, am b itions  are 
forgotten . B ut she rem em bered  som eth ing  p rofound ly  sp iritual abo u t the desert; it hum s w ith  
energy, w ith  life. A t n igh t you can feel it com e to  you from  across the b road  expanse o f  em pty  
horizon. You can hear the m ach inations o f  the universe at w ork  un d er your feet.
In  a place such as this you  are pushed  up  against yourself. M any go there seeking G od. 
M any only find themselves. Som etim es there isn’t m uch  o f  a choice. In this land  o f  no th in g  you 
have no o the r op tio n  b u t to  see; your true  self com es at you like an attack , because reality ou t 
there is just survival. Those w ho aren’t able to  face w hat they  discover, destroy them selves instead. 
There is no o the r o p tion .
M arisa focused on  this po in t. H er speech is fast and  frantic, anxiety always at the edge 
o f  her voice. She has th a t quality  o f  a refugee, o f  still being  hun ted . I w onder w hat she found  o u t 
there, w hat she was ru n n in g  from .
The th rea t o f  the desert com es n o t so m uch  from  real physical danger, a lthough  there 
is p len ty  o f  tha t. W ild  javelinas roam  th e  n ight, G ila  m onsters and  poisonous snakes sneak in to
houses, elderly residents w ith o u t air co n d itio n in g  d ie in th e ir hom es in th e  hu n d red -p lu s  degree 
sum m ers, and  the ru ined  corpses o f  hikers are found  days after the ir depa rtu re , th e ir  bodies’ 
m oistu re sucked from  the ir eyes.
Aside from  th e  physical threats, M arisa insisted th a t the  real th rea t o f  th e  desert is 
psychological. It’s in the oppressive air th a t w eighs you dow n, b ring ing  you closer each and  every 
day to  yo u r end . I t’s in living in  such close p rox im ity  to  dea th  at all tim es; survival becom es an 
in tensely  personal and  in tim a te  m atter. Pushed  up  against dea th , a person is u ltim ate ly  alone, and  
the re’s now here you can h ide  from  yourself.
S cot to ld  m e th a t peop le die in Slab C ity  an d  in the  su rro u n d in g  desert everyday. H e 
th inks  the previous occu p an t o f  his bu n k er was an  o lder w om an  w ho  lived alone and  grew  plants. 
Scot still hasn’t figured o u t w hat p lan ts he can grow  o u t there, b u t th a t’s his next pro ject, as 
soon as he com pletes his m ural. H e suspects the w om an  m ay have d ied  before he go t there. The 
po p u la tion  in  Slab C ity  swells in th e  w in te rtim e  w hen elderly  “snow  birds” com e in from  the 
n o rth  in  expensive RVs seeking w arm er clim ates. They soak in th e  h o t springs w hen  it gets chilly, 
and  som etim es they  d o n ’t m ake it o u t alive. They get d iso rien ted  an d  can’t c lam ber up  th e  steep 
steps to  get o u t, o r th e  hea t o f  the w ater causes hea rt attacks.
Scot suspects th a t o th e r deaths m ay have som eth ing  to  do  w ith  d ru g  use, w hich  is very 
co m m o n  in the  slabs. Som e residents m anu factu re  m eth am p h etam in es  o r grow  m arijuana  and  
like to  be left alone. O n  one o f  his first nights in Slab City, Scot experienced firsthand how  
dangerous som e residents can be.
“They’ll pull a gun on  you  if  you go o u t to  the w rong  cam p. It h appened  to  m e. I was 
lost! It was p itch  black w hen  I cam e in , the re was no  m o o n . You cou ldn ’t see yo u r hands in fron t 
o f  your face o r you r dog. I was to tally  lost in the d e se r t ... A nd  I just heard  a generator. W rong  
th in g  to  do. D o n ’t ever approach  a tra iler w ith  its genera to r ru n n in g . Because they  go t it ru n n in g  
because they’re g row ing w eed.
It’s n o t som eth in g  we like to  ad m it to  o ften , b u t for all its green lawns an d  lush  gardens, 
S ou thern  C alifo rn ia  is still a desert. S um m er brings th a t realization ho m e all over the state. A t 
110 degrees on ly  th e  d u s t moves. T he air is heavy, the sun  inescapable and  scalding. W ith  eyes 
sealed sh u t it bores th ro u g h  the  skull. Even on  a sh o rt w alk, the  com pu ls ion  is ju s t to  stop , to  go 
no  fu rthe r in to  w hat seem s to  be a b leached o u t, harsh em p ty  w orld .
C alifo rn ians cling  to  the  belief th a t we can u ltim ate ly  sh u t o u t any  part o f  the  natu ra l 
w orld  th a t inconveniences us. C en tra l air seals us off in  o u r ow n private w orlds. W e steal all the 
w ater w e can find  to  tran sfo rm  th e  land  in to  a new  E den, an d  tell ourselves th a t th is  is tru ly  the 
P rom ised Land.
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In Slab City, there simply isn’t the option o f denying the power o f nature. The most 
basic, animal needs occupy the minds o f the residents: how to keep warm in the winter, how 
to keep cool in the summer, how to get food, how to get water. For Scot, who is living with 
Addison’s disease, a debilitating disorder affecting the adrenal glands, medical care becomes 
another urgent necessity. Lance’s main job is to look after him  if he starts having convulsions. 
The black Labrador seems to take his duties very seriously and keeps an anxious eye on his 
master wherever he goes. That may also have something to do with the fact that they are both 
the only family the other has, and even aside from any sickness, Scot’s nervous, frantic energy 
inspires anxiety all on its own.
Aside from Lance, the other thing keeping Scot alive is twice-daily injections o f Solu- 
Cortef, a powerful steroid that helps regulate his adrenal gland. O nce a patient has been taking 
a drug like Solu-Cortef for an extended period o f time, it can be very dangerous to suddenly 
stop using it. Scot told me that w ithout the drug he’s as good as dead, which was nearly the case 
a few days before I first spoke to him. Early in his stay at Slab City, Scot made the mistake o f 
loaning some money to another Slabber named JoJo. He went to collect on the debt while JoJo 
was talking to his friends, and he persisted even when JoJo denied owing him  money.
“I said ‘you all know the story.’ I asked them, I said, ‘Do you know this guy? D o you 
know the truth? Do you know the truth? Do you know the truth? There you go JoJo. You’ve got 
four people calling you a big fat liar. I’m the fifth guy, but don’t take my word for it. Just look 
in the mirror JoJo!”’
“I turn around, start talking to one o f them , and he took that cane that he walks around 
with, just cracked me here in the back o f my neck, knocked me down on my knees, and started 
beating on me.”
JoJo broke all o f the vials o f Solu-Cortef that Scot had w ith him  in his backpack, and 
Scot said the local clinic doesn’t carry the drug. Luckily, they do have access to a similar drug 
— the canine equivalent o f another steroid, Prednisone, which makes Scot sick but keeps him 
alive until he can get a replacement o f  Solu-Cortef. He told me that if he lost access to either 
medication he wouldn’t make it to the hospital, which is a two hour bus ride away to El Centro.
Even after that encounter, and with the expectation o f violence that he seems to be 
resigned to living with, Scot said he is m uch happier and feeling m uch healthier than when he 
was living in Colorado. His business was successful and he said he became very well-known in 
the community, so much so that he felt the need to barricade himself in his house. Otherwise, 
people would visit him at all hours, people all needing something from him: cancer patients 
looking for some o f his marijuana-infused soups or cheesecakes, which they could eat w ithout
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nausea and  w hich w ould  also com bat th e ir  pain; o th e r m em bers o f  the m edical m arijuana  business 
com m unity , look ing  for advice on  cu ltiva tion  o r licensing; even C ongressm en , w ho  Scot said w ere 
look ing  to  becom e connected  to  a p ro m in en t and  p o pu la r figure in th e  m arijuana  subcu ltu re. It 
becam e a regular o nslaugh t for Scot.
“ I had  to  barricade myself. I p u t up  fences a ro u n d  and  I said ‘you go tta  call first.’ I go tta  
have a filter system . I lam ina ted  th ings on  the ou tside , very nicely, ‘Please call first if  you haven’t 
been invited . I f  they  w ere inv ited  they  knew  how  to  o pen  th a t door. T here was a little trick. 1 
had  a little step ladder next to  th e  garage and  they  cou ld  reach over and  pull a s tring  w hich  lifted 
a latch and  they  cou ld  get in. I f  it was a friend they  knew  th a t trick and  they  cou ld  just com e in. 
The d o o r was always open  on  th e  inside. I never locked  m y doors.”
C o nsidering  the fact th a t Scot dresses in a cam ouflage jacket and  pan ts an d  lives in a 
bunker, I am  n o t surp rised  to  find o u t he is parano id . B ut his health  issues add  a sense o f  urgency 
to  his need to  avoid stress a t all costs. In add itio n  to  the con stan t o nslaugh t o f  u n inv ited  guests 
at his hom e, m edical m arijuana  licensing restric tions becam e stric ter and  stricter, p u ttin g  m any 
dispensaries he w orked  w ith  o u t o f  business and  keep ing  Scot on  his toes ju m p in g  th ro u g h  new  
legal hoops. Stress triggers A ddison ian  crisis, an d  Scot was regularly in  an d  o u t o f  th e  hospital. 
D u rin g  his last stay in th e  hospita l said he was near dea th . H e  to ld  m e th a t he realized th a t it 
was being  in the hospita l was k illing h im  because it aggravated th e  stress th a t had  w orsened his 
co n d itio n  in the first place. H e  cou ldn ’t rest because the  nurses and  docto rs w ere constan tly  at his 
bedside and  he was hooked  up  to  IVs and  to  electrodes th a t regulated  his heartbeat. H e lifted his 
sh irt to  show  m e the m arks they  left: circular scars across his bony, unn a tu ra lly -tan n ed  torso.
“I c o u ld n t sleep because they’re like buzz! I co u ld n ’t take it anym ore. You see th e  burn  
m arks? I pulled  them  off. They w ere so mad! O h  geez, was th a t a room  full o f  nu rses  aides and  
nurses yelling at m e and  te lling  m e."
“I ’m  like ‘look, you guys are m ak ing  m e sick. I can feel tha t. I’ve go tta  get o u t o f  here.’ 
A nd  I escaped. A nd here I am . A nd  I’m  living p roof.”
Proof, he said, th a t you can escape stress, th a t you can  escape th e  rat race and  find health , 
rhe re  isn't a cure for A ddison’s, b u t he is living w ith  it m uch  m ore successfully in his bunker, 
w ith  his dog, ea ting  free can n ed  food from  the  chu rch  an d  d rin k in g  stale w ater in the  m idd le o f  
now here. H is needs are real an d  pressing, b u t he has no  n ine-to-five; he has no  bills; he has no  one  
b u t Lance an d  the  o th e r misfits to  im press. O n ce  his needs are a tten d ed  to  he can spend th e  rest 
o f  his tim e m em oriz ing  p lan ts  and  d ream ing  up  a fan tastic m ura l to  rival L eonard ’s m o u n ta in .
I w on’t deny  I ’m  jealous, in a way. This is w hy I re tu rn  to  th is  place again an d  again. M y 
su rround ings  are p lush  an d  green. W h en  I w an t w ater I open  a tap. W h e n  1 w an t ligh t I flip a
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switch. W hen I’m hungry I forage in my refrigerator. But I suspect I’m not the only living this 
modern life who yearns to have a more direct connection to the fulfillment o f those needs. I 
also imagine what my Southern Californian home will become if the threat o f global warming 
is fulfilled.
W hat if nature continues along its current course? W hat if this land becomes once again 
the desert it has always been? My precious tropical landscaping, my illusion o f paradise would 
wither and die. The world outside my window would become yellow and brown with death and 
decay. Will hum anity once again be ejected from the Garden, this time into a wasteland o f our 
own making? A punishm ent for the original sin o f the west; the denial o f nature.
How will our glitz-and-glamour obsessed culture cope with being forced to face our true 
selves? This is a world motivated by keeping up the appearance o f success, devoted to the cult of 
youth and beauty, willing to go under the knife to remove all the markings o f age that fanatical 
exercise and diets still leave behind. O ur goal has been to push away our true selves as much as 
possible, to hide the marks o f time, to erase the stories o f years gone by written in the lines upon 
our faces. Looking in the mirror, with nothing to read in our faces, we can pretend that our lives 
never happened. We can be new, fresh and innocent under the surgeon’s knife.
But that isn’t the way o f the desert. This is the way: middle-aged women tend the bar 
in the Lazy Lizard Saloon in Ocotillo in the Anza Borrego Desert. Their faces are burned and 
folded, embalmed, and there’s no denying the ugliness o f their existence. The desert seeks you 
out, throws you up against yourself.
Even in the city, away from the desert, in the white hot and bleached out days o f August, 
you can feel a sub-audible hum. The ears can’t hear, but in your bones, in your stomach, it’s 
there. The air tingles with the heat, it’s charged with a different energy that sets your nerves on 
edge. It penetrates you and lays bare everything that you are.
Where else can we go to hide from ourselves, since California has always been the last 
place, the edge o f the continent, the edge o f the world, the last place to run to escape from 
your self. We might as well jum p into the sea, take our sins and drown them forever with us in 
forgetfulness. I might just join Scot and Leonard in Slab City.
Sitting in bed listening to your heart speed up, feeling the fever burn, you feel intensely 
conscious o f your own life pounding through your veins. To hear the humming o f life is to know own 
death on the other side. Maybe God is in the desert. Maybe the silence o f the desert just brings us closer 
to ourselves. Maybe there is no silence until death, and nature is silent and dead and does not speak 
to any man or woman.
We are such fragile, untenable beings. A whistling kettle is so easily shut off. fust remove it 
from the fire.
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R U T H W I L L I A M S
R E S O R T I N G  AT T H E  S E A S I D E
Jesus, we had a lot o f fishes!
My sea legs shagged the net and I d idn’t 
finish the sentence you wanted
to loose the flapper flip o f the unasked.
I wanted to be a basket or to be made into a holding 
set o f arms. I asked to be slimmer than the sea 
which is wide and flat in its own infinity.
You told me to cut my excess and I cried.
D id you see how I flipped that? My habitat
is the purple wanting along the setting sun. A skiff that bends
to darkly give up its angles,
an oval ghost that jibes you.
I love the wave that drags me, an irritant
along your clavicle. It is hard and sifty,
the hand on my face, pressing the wafer o f my
body that skims along singing its own end.
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L E A N N A P E T R . O N E L L A
T h e  m a r c h  h a r e  a t  w o r k
Monday.
I am perfumed with butter from a spray can 
and wear the tight crisscrossing black lace 
borrowed from the toast.
The electronic inbox 
has a coffee’d clasp.
Someone open it.
My world is in there.
Waiting. Tuesday
is the day no one picks me up.
I hop forlornly to my hole.
Tea time.
Teat time.
The teapot offers her long gray nipple.
The jam is not my friend.
It crawls from my heart, streaking purple red crumply diamonds
down my fur, then throwing itself
into a glass jar
and screwing on the lid.
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N o  one jo ins m e a t the table
and  w ith  a rabb ity  sm ile pulls o u t his pocket w atch.
Its hands do  n o t move.
They do  n o t play slowly th rough  m y w hiskers
w hich  w ou ld  be like a harp  shedd ing  its golden  fram e,
transcendence .
I b u tte r  th e  w orks.
W ednesday.
I stay un til th e  sun  chu rns  w ith  misery, 
an d  I am  there w ith  buckets.
B u tter falls like tears from  the su n s  qu ivering  face 
and  I ca tch  the  b u tte r  an d  sm ear it 
in to  m y face flipp ing  open .
L unch  break. R eading B errym an, 
m y tall soft ears like tw o dream s caugh t 
halfw ay betw een a sky and  a skull.
B errym an, “B errym an,” I have no  in n e r resources.
W h ere  are you now?
A ghost s tru n g  from  b lue berries,
o r th e  rasping  berries tha t stick in the th ro a t b ite-back  sobs?
A raspberry  grows w h ite  hairs from  its red honeycom b cluster. 
A raspberry  grow s o ld , in its co lo r o f poison ,
Life friends is boring . You d ro p p ed  ripe from  a bridge, 
“H enry ,” o u r buckets w eren’t full.
Petronella
Friday. New vows after elegy.
I will punch the clock until its face spits its hands.
I will walk back and forth in my few clusters o f rooms.
I will pass my hand through wisps o f a grinning cat’s belly. 
I will carefully move the cat’s sliding layers o f fat.
Friday. Still here.
Alice and others stuffed a dormouse into the fax machine for kicks.
There will be time, there will be time.
My screen saver is the image o f a peach,
like a hard orange breast covered with the yellow down
of oh, radiation, all our microwaved bones,
I click and click,
as if I could fall through a small square void
into a rainbow bumpy land where talking is not talking
and love is machined through glimpses.
Friday. Still here.
I leave windows open while I work, 
holes that would welcome a voice, 
unblinking bars at the bottom  of the document. 
I envy Alice, whose very life depends on all this, 
stupid girl, who doesn’t know it.
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I am  so m uch  in m y yearning
th a t I m erely add  one  detail to  the  n igh tm are ,
b u tte r in g  th e  clock.
W h a t I cou ld  have done.
W h a t I’ve learned  from  all this
is n o t to  expect rescue from  a place th a t’s n o t existing.
Saturday.
All day in  m y hole beneath  the  g round ,
“rabb it as th e  k ing  o f  ghosts,” hehe, 
m oving  m y paw  from  w eb to  web,
slid ing  along  threads o f  glow ing, oh , ephem eral sp ider shit, 
d riftin g  from  vio let fly to  v io let fly, fo rgetting  all 
as I b u tte r  ind iv idual crum bs for m y fat-w rapped 
evening  to  curl and  uncurl, clench an d  unclench , sob, stare, 
s tare on.
Sunday.
B u tter day, 
th e  w orst one.
Alice w ith  her b u tte r  hair
is n o t here to  sneer at m e an d  1 m iss her.
I miss even the h u n tsm e n , w ho  always back aw ay from  m e 
w hile  I m u m b le  to  myself, w hile I shake sugar from  m y ears, 
w hile I loose from  m y penis a grand  arc o f  brow n tea 
as the  sun  falls in  lit p lops all a ro u n d  me.
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This conversation took place via email in April 2 0 1 1.
PETER ORNER: I t  must be a daunting challenge to make a film  out o f  book that means so much to 
so many people. I f  there are books out there that have achieved a kind  ofsacred status, this is one. Can 
you talk about these challenges? How d id  you decide to go forward with the project?
A N D REW  SM ITH: It was an incredible challenge at first, until we realized that the novel was 
also a map— a map that only charts maybe a hundred square miles o f prairie, but extends, straight 
up into the cosmos, straight down into the omphalos, and backwards over 100 years o f story and 
several thousand years o f story-telling. I mean, this novel just has so, so much depth— you can lean
on  it, you know ? I th in k  o f  it as a stan ch io n — o u t in central and  eastern  M on tan a , ranchers, w hen 
they  clear rocks o ff th e ir m eadow s, pile them  in co lum ns, w rapped  in chicken w ire, to  serve as 
co rner-posts  to  h u n d red s  o f  miles o f  barbed  wire. I feel like this novel, w hich  Jim  said he began as 
a “travelogue,” has the streng th  an d  shadow , o f  one  o f  those stanch ions. Every w ord  a stone  cleared 
from  th a t prairie , each one freighted  w ith  h isto ry  and  rebellion. So, yeah, it’s a challenge, and  
it’s a legend; b u t it’s also a great h o n o r— like we re en rru sted  w ith  carry ing  som eth in g  im p o rtan t 
forw ard— and  every tim e we get lost, we realize the d irections are righ t there, p o in tin g  us hom e.
A LEX  S M IT H : Yes. Each new  read o f  J im ’s book  reveals m ore  boun ty . A fter a w hile I stopped  
h igh ligh ting  key lines because I found  th a t m y  en tire  dog-eared  copy o f  th e  book  was glow ing 
neon  orange. Also, one  o f  the hardest th ings to  replicate was how  seam lessly th e  book  dances 
betw een th e  p resen t and  th e  past. W ee sentences are tucked  in to  nooks an d  crann ies th ro u g h o u t 
the  bo o k  th a t do  epic w ork.
A N D R E W  S M IT H : A n o th er th in g  to  keep in m in d  is, no  m a tte r  w hat k ind  o f  film we m ake, the 
boo k  will always be s tand ing  there, casting  th a t long , lean shadow.
T he hardest pa rt was giving ourselves the liberty  to  m ake significant changes to  the 
story. T he S cottish  film m aker Lynne Ram sey has said th a t in  o rder to  adap t som eth ing  to  the 
screen, one  m ust first replicate the  source, and  then  destroy  it, and  then  rebuild  it. D estroy ing  is 
th e  hard  part, because it’s k ind  o f  sacrilegious, and  you ju s t have to  tru s t th a t y ou’re keeping  to  the 
au th en tic  sp irit o f  the  orig inal w ork, o r w hat you’re d o ing  will end  up  profane. B ut you  also d o n ’t 
w an t to  defile it by being  less th a n  courageous. A nd  we can never destroy  it, o f  course, because the 
novel is to tally  alive.
K E N  W H IT E : W ell said, A ndrew . You have to  have the courage to  ho ld  you r h ea rt open  and 
let the  novel p o u r  in to  it, b u t first you have to  give you rse lf perm ission  to  change and  to  be 
changed. Beyond g e tting  o u r m inds a ro u n d  w hat in itia lly  felt like an act o f  transgression, m any 
of the d estruc tions  an d  reb irths th a t h appen  d u rin g  th e  adap ta tio n  process are largely a concern  o f  
fo rm — there’s sim ply  n o t enough  ink-space in a scrip t to  ho ld  tha t w hole w orld  in language— so 
you have to  get B rancusi on  it and  rely on  the  in teg rity  o f  th e  characters’ shapes w ith in  th e  story. 
W h en  we re crea ting  elem ents o f  th e  scrip t w hich  w ere n o t in  th e  novel, the  test was to  ho ld  them  
up  against a ‘W elch-w orld ’ tem pla te . A m ong  th e  th ree o f  us we basically developed a sense o f  
how  far and  deep  th e  param eters o f  poetry  an d  absurd ity  ex tended  in the novel an d  w hethe r ou r 
inven tions w ere w ork ing  in concert w ith  th a t universe o r against it.
Interview
ALEX SM ITH: O ur biggest goal was to be true to the emotional heart o f the story— we knew we 
could play fast and loose with plotting and dialogue as long as there was a veracity o f feeling. As far 
as ‘sacred’ goes, we fortunately had the great luck to know Jim Welch, and to know him well— well 
enough to know that he was always a bit skeptical about ‘the sacred’, that he always leavened any 
loftiness with a profane counterpunch, whether it be the horse named Bird farting or Lame Bull’s 
jum ping on G randm other’s coffin to make it fit too short a hole in the ground. That knowledge 
allowed us to move beyond reverence.
ORNER: I  think o f  those haunting opening lines o f  the poem that begins the book. “Bones should never 
tell a story I  to a bad beginner. ” I ’ve always wondered about those lines. Seems to me we’re all, one way 
or another, bad beginner— and that we’re not always worthy o f  the stories that are bestowed upon us by 
our grandparents, by luck, etc. A n d  yet the book seems to say, do the best you can. You may not be worthy 
but who else do the bones have to talk to? Any thoughts on this? How will the film  capture this spirit?
ALEX SM ITH: Indeed, that line,“Bones should never tell a story,” was so intriguing, so right 
to us that we put it in the script— spoken by the G randm other to our hero when he was a kid. I 
remember, years ago, Jim telling us that he believed that most writers were, basically, the children 
who listened to the stories told by their grandparents. Beginners are, by definition, bad, and it’s 
very hard for them to read the stories im printed on the bones. But that’s okay— it’s supposed to 
take time to understand. The stories have been talking to our main character for a long time, but it 
is only now— during the four-day journey o f the story— that he is truly beginning to listen— and 
beginning to be, as you say, worthy.
A N D REW  SM ITH: Right. You know, Jim doesn’t name the narrator/hero in the novel, because 
he says he hadn’t earned a name until the last pages o f the story. We’ve called our hero “Virgil,” 
but you’ll never hear another character in the film call him  by his name: he hasn’t earned it yet.
ORNER: A related thought: Louise Erdrich says emphatically that W inter in the Blood is not a bleak 
book, that it is above all about the stories we tell and the memories we remember and misremember.Do 
you agree?
AN D REW  SM ITH: I agree emphatically. The novel is made up o f inscribed, hidden, forgotten, 
and if-only-they-could-be-forgotten memories and stories. O ur hero travels as much in his m ind 
as he does on his feet or with his thum b, probably more. And I think at the heart o f it is Pound’s 
poetic edict, “W hat thou lovest well, rem ains...”— for though most o f the inscribed stories are
stories o f loss, their telling creates a continuance o f life. And, o f course, the narrator’s discovery o f 
his own bloodline is also a discovery o f a secret, silent, enduring love. And to make a story your 
own is necessarily to misremember it— the narrator, for instance, in recounting the death o f Mose, 
says, “it was dusk, when the light plays tricks on y o u .. . ” and he blames himself all these years, even 
though he was a 12-year-old boy trying to do a man’s job when the accident happened. His ability to 
forgive him self is part o f his m aturation process. H e’s looked despair in the eye, and stared it down.
I’ve read in interviews w ith Jim that he was surprised that people found the novel bleak, 
because he thought it was just as funny as it was hard. I find it funnier every time I read it, and I’m 
excited to try to capture that hum or on the screen. I think maybe Jim wrote his second novel, The 
Death o f  Jim Loney, to show people what a bleak novel could feel like. But you know, thats  funny, 
too.
ORNER : The book is as much about memory as it is about the present action o f  the story. I t’s a 
complicated narrative structure. How does your screenplay address these complications concerning the 
nature o f  memory and timeI
W H IT E : O ne o f the things that helped inform our approach to the fluidity o f  the experience o f 
time and reality in the script was The Death o f  Jim Loney. Loney often experiences time as a sort o f 
elision. Sometimes Loney-time is even stacked like playing cards translucent except for the ink o f 
their suits— just hearts and spades from many times suspended in a single space. I remember we had 
a real breakthrough in terms o f  transitional elements to let time shift, stretch, and elide in the script 
for Winter in the Blood when we learned from Loney (from Jim Welch, really) how to relax and let 
time be its simultaneous and Silly-Putty self.
ALEX SM IT H : The best way we could figure out how to cinematically capture the novel’s seamless 
‘drift’ between the now and the then, was to come up with a visual device that, during many o f our 
flashbacks, actually places the grown-up Virgil in his past— i.e., he will often, literally, share the same 
frame with his younger self. As Faulkner put it, “memory believes before knowing remembers”, or 
as Jim puts it, “the memory was more real than the event itself, you know?” Every memory we have, 
we have in the present tense— it’s not happening then, it’s re-happening now. So the trick is to make 
then now— and the best way to do that on film is to make the past visible, both in Virgil and around 
him, and, conversely, to make the adult Virgil a visual presence in his own past. Yeah?
A N D REW  SM IT H : Yeah.
In te rv iew
W H ITE: Isn’t that what I said?
ORNER: You all have an intense personal relationship to James Welch and this story. Would you m ind  
speaking a bit about what this project means to you all on a personal level?
W H ITE : Alright. Straight skinny. For me, and I don’t think that I’m flying solo on this, the entire 
project, starting from a middle-of-the-night January dream at the Smith ranch to becoming what is 
now a front-and-center-all-demanding reality in pre-production has been a profound sort o f personal 
evolution in terms o f my relationship to art, collaboration, and as it turns out, community— which 
I’m coming to understand might be the whole point o f art. O r even existence— hell if I know, but 
it seems likely.
I do know that my former Dickenson-kept-her-work-in-a-trunk kind o f relationship to 
art as private artifact written with a quill dipped in berry juice on magician’s parchment and foxed 
inside some elm-cranny had its elm pulled out by the roots. As it turns out, in order to really really 
bloom in terms o f relationship to the novel, the script, the project, Andrew & Alex at each new step 
o f collaboration, each new partner in the production process— all that Winter in the Blood required 
was total surrender, that’s all. No biggie, right? All I had to do was give over to it entirely, and it 
opened a door in every wall. In the film’s blog I tried to approach the experience as being part o f an 
ever-growing braid but feeling the strands o f the past and the future just as presently as those o f the 
present. This isn’t quite right, o f course, these descriptions. I suppose that most directly the more I 
gave over to the project, the more connected— the more fused I felt to everything. The art worked 
on my life-—that was the spell. The novel is a 176 page spell you sing aloud to change the weather.
ALEX SM ITH: At the end o f Winter in the Blood, the nameless narrator talks about how his 
dead older brother was “good to be with” even on a rainy day. That’s how I think o f Jim. From 
the age o f six on, I always looked forward to seeing Jim, no matter what. He was such a great 
storyteller because he was so interested in hearing everyone’s stories. Because Andrew and I grew up 
surrounded by scads o f hard-drinking writers, there were always a lot o f huge personalities around, 
and it was hard to get a word in edgewise, but Jim would often find a way to involve us in the 
conversation— and that meant a lot to me. He gave voice to the voiceless.
A N D REW  SM ITH: That comes up again and again— Erdrich, Sherman Alexie, our young actress, 
Lily Gladstone, even the African-American poet C.S. Giscome, and many others— they all talk 
about how they were given “certain permissions” to speak via reading Jim’s novels.
ALEX SM ITH: Jim was always genuinely curious about everyone’s life— which was why he was 
able to soak up so much, and put so much behavior in his stories. He was a great model. Also, 
because Andrew and I lost our father so early, I always had a bit o f a paternal’ sonar going— I was 
always looking for male blips that signaled kind , open’, ‘sincere’, ‘genu ine— and Jim was goliath 
on that screen.
So, to me, there is a very personal com ponent to this film. N ot only does making it keep 
me in touch with him—-its really allowed me to understand him — to know him— in an entirely 
new way. M aking this film— adapting Jims novel— has really helped to teach me how to not only 
cope with losses— including the recent, stupid, loss o f  Jim — but, more significantly, how to ‘be the 
crystal cup that shattered even as it rang”— how to embrace the power o f those we’ve lost, and use 
their positive impact on our lives to guide our choices— how honoring, indeed, celebrating— the 
dead keeps us alive.
A N D RE W  SM IT H : Well put. And honoring the dead is what the film/novel is about— about 
m aking peace with their loss, or as Virgil discovers— no longer being “a servant to the memory o f 
death.” Freeing oneself from that obligation; a much more kinetic place in which to exist. It’s not 
such a burden to carry once you realize you’ll never really lose it. “Possessions can be sorrowful,” as 
Yellow C alf says.
W H IT E : Yup. A good ending for a bunch o f bad beginners.
O RNER: So many vivid characters in this novel, from  the narrator to Lame Bull, First Raise, Yellow 
Knife, Airplane Man. I ’ve saved my favorite character fo r  last: Teresa. I  f in d  her remarkable in many 
many ways. I  particularly love the scene where she and the narrator remember what happened to the 
duck Amos. Can you discuss the challenges to bringing these incredibly unique people to life on the screen?
W H I1 E: Each character is incredibly unique— but that’s Welch, so the challenge was in being true 
to what was already there and learning from it. Even very m inor characters— like shorthand— are 
essential. The greater challenges were in deciding w hat/w hom  to leave out and what to invent. Teresa 
is remarkable— she’s one o f my favorites too. She needs her own movie. And she’s complicated; she’s 
both consistent and mysterious. She is the linchpin holding together the ranch and what elements 
o f family remain, but has many inner rooms reserved only for herself. Because she chooses to 
actively engage the responsibilities o f  just being, so much o f every burden is mostly on straight- 
backed unsung Teresa. She’s the one who makes difficult decisions and stands by them.
In te rv iew
Teresa is also the most reliable conduit o f memory and seems to resist the impulse to 
mythologize the past better than other characters. In the scene you reference— the one that begins 
w ith Teresa and the narrator talking about Amos the lone surviving duck and moves to the memories 
they each have about the death o f First Raise— the narrator admits this. For him, “M emory fails.” 
Teresa seems to have a pretty clear grip on mem ory and it s not nearly as neatly packaged as it is for 
some o f the other characters. Maybe she wishes it would fail.
In the same scene, Teresa’s pragmatism is summed beautifully by one delicate, deliberate 
action— Jim seems to do this effortlessly— in the same scene. This is one o f those epics contained 
in a gem tucked in the nooks and crannies that Alex references. As one o f the few people who 
questions Virgil directly, Teresa asks him some difficult questions. M id-conversation, Ieresa notices 
a dandelion parachute clinging to the rim o f her salad bowl. She asks another no-bullshit question, 
then blows the parachute away. The scene ends with her recom m endation that the narrator look 
around for other work— there’s no longer enough for him  at home. Teresas always doing that 
blowing the narrator’s parachutes away.
ALEX SM ITH: Alas, we don’t have the Amos the Duck scene in our film. We love it, but actually 
filming drowned ducklings ultimately felt too— easy/m audlin. The scene does do a lot o f heavy 
lifting in the book— beautifully illustrating the ‘neglect’ and ‘rural tragedy” Virgil constantly had 
to face— but we couldn’t find a home for it on screen.
A N D REW  SM ITH: Maybe in The Production revision. M aybe some ducks will just show up that 
day and insurrect their way into the film.
ALEX SM ITH : Stranger things have happened. But we did know we needed a scene, somewhere, 
where Virgil and Teresa actually confront the elephant on the ranch— the death o f Mose, and 
who was to blame, and how raw the wound still is 20 years later. And it was, wonderfully, the 
giant wheel o f this project that lead us to a solution— real life informing Jim’s novel; Jim’s novel 
influencing, o f course, our script; our script leading us to scout the Hi-Line and the Fort Belknap 
Reservation; the Reservation leading us to an actual family gravesite; the gravesite leading us to a 
weathered saddle hanging on a lodge pole rail; the saddle giving us the perfect visual m etaphor for 
the ghost o f Mose, our dead “Indian cowboy."
In other words, it took us inhabiting the novel’s ‘truest’ character— the actual landscape—  
for us to really understand, write, and cast, (and soon direct) the characters inhabiting it.
A N D REW  SM ITH: Yep. As Jim put it— “D irt is where the dreams m ust end."
Interview
D e v i n  B e c k e r
D e n o m i n a t i o n a l
The  d ru n k  ca tho lic  kids are k illing  them selves,
p laying  d rin k in g  gam es,
b loating .
They all ta lk  a b o u t football and  
how  d ru n k  they  w ere last n ig h t or 
the  n ig h t before tha t. Also,
1 like th em  very m uch .
I like to  be a ro u n d  them . I like them
to  kid m e a b o u t m y heigh t, m y lack o f  facial hair.
W e are o f  a breed. W e had  no  dream s as ch ild ren , 
no  aspira tions.
W e w ere never very good  a t any th ing .
I rem em ber h it tin g  tenn is balls at th e  n u n ’s w indow  
an d  th e  sm ell o f  the  sew er grate 
th a t was ho m e plate.
A nd  th a t’s all:
I rem em ber an d  th e  m em ories 
are n o t strange, n o t pow erful.
T he seasons passed: 
it snow ed, 
th en  it rained.
C h ild h o o d  was m undane .
W e w aited  aro u n d .
W e w ere d isappo in ted .
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K a r i n  G o t t s h a l l
A f t e r l i f e
HUNGRY LIKE T H E  W OLF
Some are so lonely and bored they’ll talk all night, during the songs and commercial 
breaks. They pu t you on hold as they cue the next song. O thers will chat for a few m inutes, ask 
if you have a request, and then let you go. “I’ll let you go now,” they say, as though they’re doing 
you a favor. I hate it when they say that. Their voices just kind o f click closed, and you’re done. 
I never call them  back after they say that. Lately there’s M ike Sharply at 99.6 to talk to. It’s adult 
contemporary, but we established early on that we both  prefer New Wave. “You can’t be too 
picky in this job market, though,” he says. I’m 14, so I picture an actual market— stalls set up 
w ith carts full o f watermelons, zucchini. But I know tha t’s no t w hat he means. M ike will talk for 
three, four hours, sometimes longer. His shift is ten to six. H e says he gets so bored, alone in the 
dark studio. H e says he’d rather be a m orning guy, or an evening com m ute guy— they make the 
big m oney— but you can’t be too picky, you can’t be too picky. N ow  it’s three a.m. and I’m  sitting 
at my desk chair in my nightgown, my ho t ear pressed to the phone while he cues up D uran 
D uran, the num bers o f the clock radio casting a greenish light in my room. O utside, the parking 
lot is filling up w ith snow. In a couple o f hours the plow will come w ith its turn ing  yellow light, 
the sound o f grinding and growling that will wake me, briefly, from light sleep.
W H E N  DOVES CRY
D uring the day I doze when I can, sometimes through lunch, sometimes for a few 
m inutes in the com m ons, my head on my chem istry book. H igh school is a kind o f  zombie 
colony: we all walk around in an exhausted, clumsy shuffle, choosing brief encounters w ith 
unconsciousness over American H istory whenever we can get away w ith it. W hen I get hom e 
from school I sleep until d inner time. D uring  the day I’m never not tired. But even w hen I make 
up my m ind to be like the girls in Seventeen Magazine, getting a good night’s sleep and eating 
breakfast— all waffles and bright red fake-looking strawberries, like in the photographs— I’m 
wide awake at m idnight, ready to try to figure som ething out, or at least talk to someone on 
the phone about stupid things. Like times they climbed the spire o f W estm inster Presbyterian 
C hurch— because most o f these guys are from this same dum b little city I live in now, and that 
spire is legend. I like to hear about what they were like w hen they were my age. Their stories
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sound like someone s idea o f what being a teenager is supposed to be: parties and drinking and 
laughter, but no loneliness, no weird feelings o f inadequacy or unexplainable longings. No staying 
up all night talking to strange men on the phone. I'm certain these guys w ouldnt have been my 
friends if I d been in school with them, but now they, some o f them, will tether themselves to my 
calls like their last chance at hum an connection.
TH E  GLAMOROUS LIFE
Mike Sharply has a philosophical bent, and I like that about him. O r maybe he’s just 
teasing me, because during our first conversation I asked him if he believed in any specific afterlife.
Maddie! He says when I call. “Tell me the meaning o f existence, darling.” Sheila E. is 
on, some horrible thing.
Life is but Life! And Death, but Death! I say. We’ve been reading Emily D ickinson in 
English class.
H old that thought, he says, and goes on the air to announce a t-shirt giveaway to the 
tenth caller. Only three people call, though, so he tells me, “guess what? You win again!’’ I have a 
drawer full of “W VIK 99.6 FM: fhe Viking!" t-shirts. I think maybe someday I’ll go to Haiti or 
something, do relief work, give all my t-shirts to the poor.
I learned something today, I say. “Did you know that radio waves go on forever?” I’m fibbing 
a little: I actually learned that in the fourth grade.
“You bet,” Mike Sharply says. “Right about now my sign-on is probably almost to the moon. 
J.F.K.’s assassination? Probably out near Pluto, by now. At least.”
Isnt that a lot o f pressure? I say, “doesnt it make you feel like everything you say has to be 
really good, since it will never disappear?”
“Name one thing that does disappear,” he says, “1 mean in the grand scheme o f things.” 
“Name one other thing that doesn’t,” I say.
“Same difference,” he says.
I WEAR MY SUNGLASSES AT N IG H T
In English class we learn about metaphysics: how the spiritual inhabits the material 
world. I think the radio and the telephone are both metaphysical instruments, carrying the 
transparent freight o f disembodied voices and every idea or sigh they express through cables and 
tubes. Sometimes when I’m talking to M ike Sharply I close my eyes, and inside my head I see his 
words as colors and shapes, an abstract painting o f light and darkness that might be the very image 
o f his soul being transferred into my consciousness. This is not something I tell him about.
Gottshall
“You should come to the station sometime,” he says. “I’ll give you a tour.’ This is not 
something I will ever do because, for one thing, I ve told him  I m 17, and I d o n t actually even 
look my true age. I’m short and I wear braces and people still ask me if I’m under 12 and eligible 
for the kids’ rate when I go to the movies.
“Or,” he says, “come to one o f our softball games. We play the 95.3 W IZ  guys sometimes.
I could give you a ride home.” It occurs to me it’s possible he thinks, when I ask him  about the 
afterlife, that it’s a weird kind o f flirting.
Sometimes M ike Sharply lets me speak on the radio— just to announce the next song 
or say the stations call letters. He says I have a good voice for radio—  a rich alto. I like to have 
the space o f a couple o f songs to practice during, though. It’s im portant to me to not mess it up. 
You never know w hom  it m ight reach.
OW N ER OF A LONELY HEART
I don’t know, I probably don’t entirely understand the concept, bu t it seems like once 
you start thinking about metaphysics it’s hard not to look at everything as em bodied soul. The 
snowflakes falling under the streetlamp like little scrambled-static bits o f prayers, trees and stones 
and especially the things we’ve made: flags and bricks and spaceships. All things containing 
peoples’ thoughts and wishes, and maybe even som ething divine. Sometimes I wonder if my 
older brother ever had a chance to talk on the radio, before he died two years ago. I w ould like 
to th ink  that his voice is out there somewhere, breaking wave-like against the shore o f N eptune, 
maybe, then carrying on farther still. But then I th ink  w ere all just made up o f tiny invisible 
collage-pieces o f something, and the collage-pieces are always shifting around anyway, making 
space for others little-by-little or sometimes all at once. N ot really going away, just shifting to a 
different part o f the design. So then just looking at a rock or reading a book or listening to the 
wind is the same as hearing my brother’s voice or seeing his face again: it’s just that the pieces are 
put together differently, not in a way that’s entirely recognizable as “his voice,” or “his face,” but 
still containing the same elements. At least tha t’s w hat I sometimes think.
I CAN DREAM ABOUT YOU
M ike Sharply has gotten his wish: he’s the new evening com m ute guy at 95.3: The Wiz. 
Tonight is his last overnight show, and already I feel the gaping maw o f late night loneliness 
closing around me. It took me a long time to find someone w ho w ould listen, a lot o f hours 
moving incrementally up and down the clock radio dial and making phone calls. H e tells me how 
m uch more m oney he’ll be making, how m uch more interesting it will be: afternoon com m ute
guys aren’t all a lone in th e  b o o th  like he is, there are p roducers and  guests and  sound-effect guys, 
visitors to  th e  s ta tion , som etim es even w hole grade school classes com e th rough  o n  fieldtrips. H e ’ll 
have m ore con tro l over the p rog ram m ing , too. I ask w hat th a t m eans.
“C ontests  and  shit, baby. Giveaways! Plus the m usic library over there is better.” A lready he’s 
talking differently, I th ink . I can hear th e  m anic buzz o f  the com m ute  in his voice.
“D on’t forget to  keep in touch ,” he says, and  gives m e The W iz’s phone num ber. “Call any 
tim e. I’ll always play your requests.”
“Yeah,” I say. “I’ll be sure to  listen d u ring  m y evening com m ute ,” and  he belly laughs.
H e’s already crossed over.
M ISS M E  B L IN D
I do  call M ike Sharply  a few tim es on  his new  show, b u t he’s so busy w ith  all the guests and  
p roducers and  fie ld trippers he  can only  ever ta lk  for a few m inu tes. “W h a t do  you w an t to  hear,” 
he asks, b u t he’s fo rgo tten  th a t The W iz  is too  jang ly -pop  for m y taste, too  m ired  in sm oo th  vocals 
and  insip id  hooks. O n c e  he even tries to  give m e a t-sh irt, b u t I decline, and  tell h im  to  give it to  
th e  next caller.
M eanw hile , the  new  guy on  th e  n ig h t sh ift at 9 9 .6  is D ave S anderson. H e’s go t a nice 
voice: th e  co lo r o f  p lum s, I th in k . A  good  sense o f  h u m o r and  a k ind  m a n n er w ith  callers. I w ait 
a w hile  to  call h im , myself: I listen for a few nigh ts, try ing  to  decide if  he’s w o rth  m y w hile , and  if  
h e’s likely to  w an t to  talk  a b o u t th e  th ings tha t in terest me. R ejection is pain fu l. T hen one n ight, 
cue ing  up  the latest by T he R om antics, he accidentally  calls the  song “Sleeping in Your T alk,” and  
laughs. “M an , I ha te  to  m ake m istakes on  the radio ,” he says. “R adio  waves go o n  forever.”
I call h im  up  and  we ta lk  a b o u t m usic and  the w eather— it’s January, an d  unseasonably  
w arm , th e  ice on  th e  m un ic ipa l skating  p o n d  craz ing  and  break ing— an d  how  som e people th in k  
th e  overn igh t sh ift sucks, b u t he feels lucky to  have landed  it: h e’s ju s t o u t o f  college. I close m y 
eyes an d  listen to  h im  speak: his voice is purp le , indigo , deep red, and  m akes shapes inside m y 
head. S om etim es they  a lm ost seem  to  form  som eth ing  concre te , un ite  in to  som eth in g  w hole and  
real— som eth in g  recognizable— b u t then  they  sh ift again, an d  d rift back in to  w hatever darkness 
they  cam e from .
Gottsball
M A G G I E  A N D E R S E N
P r o l o n g i n g  t h e  i l l u s i o n
An exhibit in a science museum. H ot, hum id, a tropical room. Thousands o f caterpillars, 
butterflies, moths, dragonflies. You have to look in a full-length mirror before you leave, make 
sure you don’t take one with you. That is, if one even lands on you. Sometimes they don’t. O ther 
times they want to stay, eat right through your clothes.
I walk into the exhibit, holding the hands o f two children. Another on my back with 
her arms around my neck, and the last boy trailing behind me, pouting because he doesn’t get 
to hold my hand. “Tell us what their names are!” the children cry aloud. “Read us their names, 
please!”
That’s a Swiss Cheese plant, I say, moving my fingers slowly under the words as I read 
them. Caleb forces a laugh, “It look like Swiss Cheese, don’t it?” That’s a Ponytail plant, I say. I 
yank on Bella’s hair and a smile splits her face.
Tonight I have a date with a man I’ve never kissed. Tonight I have a date w ith a man 
who wants to kiss me. I read him my stories, rip them off the typewriter and hand them to him  
raw. He listens all night long. H e’ll ask for more tomorrow.
This is a butterfly haven, I say to the kids. “Heaven for butterflies,” Sydney explains, 
always a know-it-all.
Haven, Syd, I say. It means a shelter, a place that keeps them safe. She grabs for my hand 
and says, “Miss Maggie, remember yesterday when I was having an asthma attack and I couldn’t 
breathe?”
I do, I say. But you’re better now.
He’s never kissed me but he held my chin in his hand once, and looked absolutely 
helpless. H e unzipped my boot under a table at a restaurant while I sat w ith my legs crossed, 
listening to an old man’s story o f love lost and never found. He brushed snow from my hair while
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I tried  to  ligh t a cigarette on  a gusty  n ight. Took o ff  m y shoes w hile 1 w atched television, lying on 
his living room  floor on  m y s tom ach , m y feet up  in the  air. H e to o k  o ff  m y  shoes, gently.
“ I love bu tterflies,” Sydney says. “D o  you love butterflies, Caleb?” Sexual tension  at five 
years o ld . I f  C aleb  says no , Sydney m igh t try  to  m ake h im  ho ld  one. A nd  if  he still doesn’t love it, 
she m igh t cry. I f  C aleb  says yes, Sydney m igh t take his hand  and  share her lunch  w ith  h im , even 
the  packaged cupcake.
L et’s look  for som e, I say. L et’s try  to  m atch  th em  to  the ir nam es.
These are skippers, I say. B rush-foo ted  butterflies usually  have o range w ings. T here’s som e 
gossam er w ings over there. Yes, it does look like a m o th , b u t it’s actually  a m etal m ark . C am e all 
the w ay here from  N ew  M exico.
A th o u san d  butterflies in  th a t room  and  I was sudden ly  afraid o f  them . So m any  insects, 
sw arm ing. B ut I cou ldn ’t let the  ch ild ren  know. Just like I can’t fall asleep on  th e  bus o r eat m y 
ow n lunch  before m aking  sure they  eat theirs.
I knew  they  co u ld n ’t s ting  m e, b u t w hat if  they  covered m y arm s and  legs, every inch o f  
m y skin? W h a t if  they  ta tto o ed  m e, left som e so rt o f  p e rm an en t mark?
I tell h im  a b o u t v isionary  Italian  philosophers, he recom m ends plays for m e to  read. W e 
slow dance in o u r  living room s late a t n igh t, leave th e  cu rta ins open . I w ear h igh-w aisted  dresses 
and  he buries his face in m y decolletage. This is o u r new  favorite w ord . W e learned it from  an old 
movie. 1 w rite  stories an d  he d irects plays. Som etim es w e w ork  as actors. W h o  w ill tell us w hat to  
do  next?
C abbage W h ite  butterflies p refer to  eat garden vegetables. D ragonflies b ite  o th e r insects 
b u t never hum ans. Flam e S k im m er dragonflies are b rig h t red, as you m igh t im agine.
“You look  great in  red,” Jo h n  says. H is nam e is John .
I w an t to  say his nam e.
H e  was n o t great in th e  play ab o u t R osem ary  K ennedy, l h a t  was a long  tim e ago. H e 
was w onderfu l as Pato Dooley. H e kissed Lynda N ew ton  in a k itchen ; she in a b lack lace bra, her
Andersen
belly fat spilling over her slip. H e w ith a shaved head and a West o f Ireland accent. A thousand 
butterflies in that room.
It’s hot in the butterfly haven. All those artificial lamps, prolonging the illusion o f 
daylight. I’m sweating through a th in  tee-shirt. He loves when I wear th in  tee-shirts.
“This say butterfly or dragonfly?” Caleb asks. My smartest boy, my badly behaved boy. 
You can read, I say. Sound it out.
“Please don’t touch the butterflies,” they tell us at the museum . If  you take them  between 
your fingers, they could lose their color. Touch them and they could die. M aybe this is why we 
see them  clinging to the white walls. We try  to coax them  away.
“Com e on down,” Bella says. Sydney echoes: “Com e on down!”
Blue wings w ith black tips, orange w ith black spots.
He knows m y clever topics, my m ost lyrical language, me in costumes. H e doesn’t know 
me as a camp counselor. I should tell h im  everything, I should warn him  o f my inadequacies.
No, I shouldn’t.
Yes, I should.
That’s not entirely true. He knows me. H e saw me in my first play. Cam e after an office 
Christm as party, wore a sportcoat. A friend o f  m y boyfriend at the time. H e said, W hat was 
w rong w ith that play? Your character was only in it for one scene!” That was his way o f  saying I 
was terrible. I knew it and liked him  anyway. I said to my boyfriend at the time, You didn’t tell 
me how handsom e he was. M y boyfriend at the tim e said, “Knock it off.”
H e was there when I screamed at my boyfriend at the time: You kissed her? I can’t 
believe you kissed her! Six years older, he looked at me w ith all the tenderness in the world.
The haven is an artificial environm ent, tricks butterflies into believing it’s always 
summer. Every time it’s beautiful. We haven’t even kissed. Every tim e it’s magic. W hat if he’s 
disappointed? Every time it’s heaven (or haven?) Every tim e we laugh.
C aleb  says, “I go tta  use it.” Yes, w e’ve been here long enough . I check every one  o f  the 
kids for insects, search the ir shoulders and  the ir backs. They look d isappo in ted  th a t n o th in g  
landed on  them . B ut they  are young  yet, they  have tim e.
A big one  lands on  m y shoulder, a bu tterfly  as big as a baseball m itt. T he kids all scream  
in delight.
“I t’s a gossam er w ing!” Sydney cries.
“A flam e skim m er!” Bella argues.
I ho ld  m y b reath  and  w ait for it to  move.
I have a da te  w ith  a m an  ton igh t. A  m an  I have never kissed.
Bella an d  Sydney are push in g  each o th e r now. O kay, le t’s go, you m onsters, I say. “C an
1 sit next to  you on  the bus?” C aleb  asks. As long  as you d o n ’t d rool on  m e, I respond. “I d o n ’t 
d roo l,” he laughs m aniacally.
H e’s n o t fak ing  anym ore.
Read th a t sign for m e, 1 say to  h im . Show  everyone how  well you can read.
“Butterflies begin the ir lives a s . . . ” he begins. I t’s too  tough  o f  a passage for h im , so I
help: B utterflies begin the ir lives as vu lnerable eggs, develop in to  sm all, squishable caterpillars, 
and  then  find them selves as defenseless pupae un til they  finally grow  in to  fragile adults.
“Are you sad?” Bella asks me.
N o , 1 say.
Yes, I am .
N o, I ’m  no t.
“R em em ber w hen  th a t bu tterfly  landed  on  you?” Sydney says.
1 do.
I do  rem em ber tha t.
Andersen
M e r r i t t  T i e r c e
W h e n  y o u  s h o w  u p  i n  m y  t o w n  n e a r  m i d n i g h t
I make us dinner and we do love that ends w ith you trembling like water in a glass in an 
earthquake and one o f us making dove sounds, I can’t tell who, and when we go for a stoned 
walk in the all-next-day woods and you make me feel wide as the woods holding my hand and 
saying which way do you want to go baby and when you stop me and unzip my jacket with 
force and precision like it’s my life and you want inside so you can touch my nipples through 
my shirt while I stand there being high wanting you to have everything you want and wanting 
that to be everything I have and you say I’ve never done anything like that and when we get 
home and I make us dinner again and it rains because we said we wanted it to and I open the 
windows so we can smell it and we start to make love again because you tipped back my head 
and said I need access to this place on your neck and when it’s over again, when you’ve held 
me all the way through, keeping your lips on that place I gave you access to while my body 
tries to turn inside out, while my brain lights up like the lightning outside, like that game 
Simon, and everything in me is reset to be yours, you won, you hit all the right buttons in 
the right order, and after you get up to change the music and you turn around because you 
thought I said your name and I say I didn’t but when you turn back to the music I say your 
name and you come back and panther pounce on me to tell me I’m so fun and kiss my face 
while Lucinda sings about the lines around your eyes and I look at the lines around your eyes, 
when you do all that you make me want you to come back as soon as you leave three days later 
but when I tell you that on the phone after you’ve gone you say nothing and I hear the Simon 
Says you didn’t say and Simon Says I never want you to come back.
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C a t h e r i n e  T h e i s
T h e  P H A I N E T A I  ( H E  S E E M S  T O  M E )  
F R A G M E N T
He strikes me as godlike 
who up close before you 
sits and intent upon your sweet 
voice listens to the bay of  Naples 
o f tears o f  smoke 
and passengers 
from a journey starting here 
the imagination a line
that slowly moves 
between the blackened temples 
towers 
uneven rise 
on unsure footing I go 
following
crusted edge 
to the sea
I was there once within 
spear’s throw
dangling 
from this buckled loop 
close to love
stepping in from the height 
o f  a tower 
O  vision 
but not a sound from their lips 
I heard and in my ears not a single word, 
and as your charm fills his eyes 
with longing, yes, it 
makes the heart in my lungs shake; 
fo r  when I  look at you, no 
longer thereupon 
am I  able to speak,
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a breastwork opens 
an aching spirit
beyond the crossblades 
o f passion sings 
a seat soaked in wine
the wishbone cracking arc 
o f man’s life 
the green grass growing paler
w ithout speech 
listening 
but now my tongue is rent, subtle 
flam e races gently over skin, 
and in my eyes no sight; there is 
a ringing in my ears, for it is planted 
and fastened
we are told 
not in organs o f the thorax 
and abdomen 
but folded inside
the oil marrow
the breath-soul refrains
a voice thrown
with trum pets and tim pani, and down me 
the sweat ran, and a trembling 
wholly overtook me, paler than grass 
I  was, and I  am deadjust short o f  that 
i t  seems to me, it is, 
is this the cold sweat 
that holds
and shakes after living 
love? Still gold bracelets 
for my youth and sweet voice 
before death’s w inding sheet 
first hung
Pindar’s bar across the eyes 
to crust w ith a salt cloak 
a seeming that cannot mean end.
J e s s e  W a l l i s
B r e n n a m a n ’ s c a l l
Just one line o f  play-by-play 
before the commercial break.
Late in the day, late in the season, 
but I remember how it went.
The field, half-shaded like a moon, 
as the Giants snagged the fly.
O ur best hope stranded on third 
at the end o f the scoreless eighth.
Then the words, like the game, 
somehow more than they meant:
“From sunlight to shadow,” he said, 
“and into the glove o f Kent.”
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) grasses trem ble (here) (there)
a chicken sparrow  peers blindly, tw o petals fall, the sycam ore 
offers its grief— . one self she says is n o t/ 
the w ay to  live.
seconds separate like yolk, m ake a sh in ing  
envelope in slang o f  flower(s). a t a certain  p o in t 
now / he will say I
am  ready, betw een his edges &  the trees, red.
beautifu l a tom s exploding, &  som e solar systems.
Carr
) like a sentence or an angel, you looked back— .
the galaxies o f  cow parsley, canolacoloured co rn ... sour 
cloudbanks, tambourines o f sun— .
gravity puckers like an open wound.
the orange trees are torched, intoxicated, howling, 
from where he stands, observing
me as if 1/ were grass or dead,
a stick figure on atom ’s edge, de/com posing— .
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B R A N D I  G E O R G E
M o t h e r ’s r e d  w e d d i n g  d r e s s
wouldn’t fit me. Big boned, she said,
Grandma could knock a man out.
That year, I put a kid’s head through a window.
Blackout rage, damaged film in the retina, yes, 
been in another’s m outh who kissed, ate ice cream, 
then spit on my cheek.
Don’t  talk about my mother. In dreams, 
my spine split and healed jagged as a saw
blade, m outh turned to a fanged snout.
Get that dress away. I’ll lick the meat from your bones 
like the old dog we threw food—  
gone wild from chains.
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A N N E  R A Y
N o v i o ,  N O V I A
I once had a job at a juice bar, wedged inside a supermarket in the desert. One shift ( I ’d 
been w orking a double) I took one o f the 15-minute breaks I was entitled to and sat outside at 
the iron picnic table. I was th ink ing  about how tired I was o f  all my smoking cigarettes, all my 
keeping it in perspective, my not being in love. It was six-forty in the evening. 1 was try ing  to d rift 
o ff  in to  a dewy field o f  corn somewhere. There were waves o f golden sand nearby, but I was in a 
puddle o f  asphalt. The sun made me peel and 1 loved it. A fter four minutes Izaul, the deli guy, 
came out and said, Becky. Venga. He had been asking me out on dates fo r a couple o f weeks.
What? I said.
Venga, he said.
I had taken o ff the w hite chef’s coat 1 had to wear so I could lay it on the ground and 
ash m y cigarette on it. I had taken o ff the hat, a brownie beanie fused w ith  a m idshipman’s cap. I 
followed Izaul back inside, through the spaceship automatic door. He pointed to a lady in a sun 
hat and a gray-haired hippie who was tapping his fingers on the counter, c lutching his keys, Range 
Rover keychain thrust out o f  his fist. They were irate. Goddamn it, not this again, I thought. 
Every day I ’d try  to take a break and something w ould interrup t it.
M y  supervisor said I could go on a break, I said.
W hich  wasn’t true, there weren’t any supervisors, just a trip tych o f evil bosses.
But we were standing here! he said. H is mustache, M ark-Twain-ish, ruffled. We watched 
you leave while we were w aiting to have our order taken. We tried to get your attention.
Very rude, very rude, the sun hat said.
I have a trick  knee, I said.
Are you deaf? the man said.
I said, No. D efin ite ly not.
I stood there for a second watching their fuses shorten. This was the moment when the 
customer yells at me and I take it. I could see Izaul and the dish washer watching me through the 
ship’s portal w indow  o f the dishroom door, behind the endless glass case o f the deli counter. I could 
fa intly hear the twerping merengue from the dishroom’s radio. I had flopped the coat and the hat 
on the prep counter behind me. N ow I stood wearing my ancient softhall shirt, and surely that was 
pissing them o ff  more. I took a step and knocked a wedge o f coffee filters onto the floor.
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W hoops, I said.
I wasn’t very good at working at the juice bar. I’d done all but six credits o f a double major 
in journalism and art history at a prestigious, supposedly im portant East Coast college. Art nouveau 
had been my thing. That and running the very good college’s very good newspaper. Instead o f living 
in my parents’ house and us tolerating each other, 1 drove across the country, so they w ouldn’t have 
to look at me while I angered them. I was sharing a rented casita in town with my one friend, a girl 
from Israel.
Well, the sun hat said, huffing, her arms folded w ith her wrists jammed into her elbows. I’d 
like a large Beta Bunny, she said.
And I’d like an iced soy latte, he said. Today. Preferably.
Beta Bunny. The juice o f nine carrots, give or take. $4.99.
I gave the coffee filters a kick and snapped on a pair o f plastic gloves and made their drinks, 
right there in the softball shirt. They seemed angry. Really angry, angrier than people usually got. I 
could feel it, almost, a tingling in my stomach like when my father would yell at me for not loading 
the dishwasher the way he liked it. I tried to th ink  about other things. The man had said prefer-ably, 
but more like, pruh for, which got me thinking about how people usually say that word. I decided 
that the word fluctuates. The juicer made a noise like a weed whacker w ith something stuck inside 
it, the espresso machine squealed.
I want you to know this is the last time I shop here, he said.
Seems fair, I said.
I put their plastic cups with round lids on the counter. H e took a sip o f his drink  and the 
straw seemed to disappear into his mustache. Com e on, Laura, he said to her, his hand on her back. 
I wanted to say, he doesn’t love you. They scowled at me as they walked away.
I stood at the prep counter, the bouquet o f vegetables lying before me, soon to be decimated. 
This was a fancy grocery store, a cavernous place air conditioned to meat locker. Bulk carob, sugar 
substitutes, a vat o f shampoo made from hemp that you could siphon into your own container. A 
place where the price point had been sharpened.
Izaul emerged from the kitchen, pushing open the doors like C lint Eastwood. H e leaned 
next to me, one elbow on the counter.
They don’t like you, he said. Q ue malo.
What? I said. I get a break. You get a break.
N o break, he said. I could see several faces peering through the window in the dishroom door.
You don’t take a break? You should, you get a paid break. That’s part o f the deal.
Izaul shrugged, grinning. O ne o f his eye teeth was capped in silver, and his skin was the 
color o f cinnam on sticks. He said, You lazy.
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Fine, fine. Skip you r m anda ted , paid , break, I said. See if  I care.
I b en t to  get the  fallen coffee filters. H e  k ep t s tan d in g  there, sm iling  dow n a t m e, w hich  he 
tended  to  do , and  I k ind  o f  liked it, even th o u g h  I never sm iled back, and  every tim e he w ould  ask 
m e to  do  som eth in g  o r go som eplace I acted like I had  no  idea w h a t was go ing  on . H e was laughing 
th rough  his teeth , going, stee, stee, stee!
W h a t are you look ing  at?
N ada, nada.
I reached in to  the refrigerator u n d er th e  co u n te r for a b u n d le  o f  sp inach , tied like a bale 
o f  alfalfa. Ihe juice bar was a lo t o f  go ing  up  and  dow n th e  stairs to  th e  frigh ten ing  industrial 
refrigerator to  get bags o f  vegetables, frozen bananas, the  flats o f  w heatgrass. 1 w ou ld  w atch  the  
custom ers dep lete  the stacks o f  napk ins and  straw s like an ts, then  I w ould  replenish them . It was a 
farm .
Frankie, one  o f  the  bosses, cam e up  an d  p u t her fists on  th e  coun ter. She was a bu lbous 
w om an  w ith  a row  o f  earrings tra iling  up  the side o f  her ear and  a pom padou r. She always talked 
to  m e like I was stu p id , and  I always talked to  her like she was s tup id .
D id  you piss those peop le o ff  just now? she asked. H er voice had  a h in t o f  bullfrog  in it. I 
looked b eh in d  her and  I could  see th e  sun  ha t and  the  m an  nu rs ing  th e ir d rinks. The m an  shook  
his head.
W h a t people? I said.
She looked at Izaul. You need som ething? she snapped , and  he sk ittered  back to  th e  deli.
I had  to  apologize, she said, je rk ing  her th u m b  over her shoulder. I had to  com p  their drinks.
I d id n t  d o  any th in g  to  them , I said. W e go t to  do  so m eth in g  ab o u t this break situa tion .
W h a t s itua tion  is that?
I get 15 m in u te  break every 4 hours. I’m  en titled  to  it.
So, take it.
I can’t take it. T here’s never a 15 m in u te  break in th e  custom ers. A nd there’s no  one  to  
cover for m e. I know  m y rights, I said.
Frankie looked distressed. B ut then  her face fla ttened  and  she said, calmly, You know  
y ou’re the on ly  one  w ho has this problem ?
She started  n o d d in g  a t m e. I th o u g h t a b o u t th e  o th e r  em ployees. T here was the  kid 
w ork ing  his w ay th ro u g h  acu p u n c tu re  school. The m o rn in g  girl w ho  w orked in a horse barn  and  
tended  bar at the H otel St Francis. I h e  old guy w ho  ran a garden and  som etim es carried the bags 
o f  vegetable shavings hom e in his truck .
1 can’t keep apologizing  for you r behavior, she said.
B ut, I get a break, I said.
If  there’s no one to cover your break you could just teach one o f these guys to do it.
W hy do I  have to do that? I said.
It’s about solving problems. Questioning things.
I see, I said. But maybe you could provide me w ith a diagram.
W ould you just watch it? You know, you could really do with a little more positivity. We 
don’t have any room here for problem people and what you’re turning into is a problem person.
Sure, okay, fine, right, but I m not going to work through the break I m entitled to take. 
I’m not going to do that, no m atter how much you people keep on goading the other guys to do 
that and they keep doing it, because they’re afraid o f getting fired.
O h, is that so? You seem to know a lot about it, don t you? she said. That s a great attitude, 
a real great attitude.
Right, well, I guess it’s the attitude o f a problem person, I said.
Okay, well, we’ll have to see. You definitely need a major attitude shift, my dear. Put your 
uniform back on, she said, pointing at the hat w ith a wrinkly pink finger. I’m keeping an eye on 
you, she said, and walked away, her ring o f keys jangling.
I could see Izaul and the other guys looking at me. No te gustan! he called to me. They 
don’t like you!
Shut it!
I stood there feeling satisfied with myself. I was right. But also I wasnt. I turned around 
and went back to the spinach. I chopped the ends off. The guys were talking in Spanish. I had 
college sophomore Spanish, so I could understand them sometimes. They thought I was teasing 
them, but I wasn’t. My only brother never teased me, he was far older than I was and treated me 
like a foreign exchange student. They were cleaning out one of the deli cases, getting ready to 
close. Izaul and another guy opened up the back o f the case and took wads o f paper towels and 
scrubbed. I thought about Frankie squeezing her hands together and com ping their drinks. Shes 
very difficult, she m ust have said, she’s very troubled.
I plugged the drain in the sink and filled it w ith water. I dum ped in the spinach leaves 
and they all floated on the surface. I stood there and watched them  sink. O ne leaf at a time. Ihats 
it, I thought. I’m having a cigarette.
Hey, I called across the deli counter. I could see Izaul lurking at the pizza station, dealing 
with what we like to call The Camper. The late evening shopper. She was bent at the waist, 
pointing inside the case at the last few lingering things on display, probably saying, no, that one, 
that one. I waved at him , he nodded back. W hen the shopper had her pizza, Izaul walked over, 
a specter floating behind the counter, carrying a stack o f pizza pans. He went into the dishroom 
and came out, busting through the swinging door, leaving it wavering on its hinge, his squirrel 
eyes blinking.
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Q u e  necesitas?
As he said it he was w ring ing  his hand  in a bar tow el and  I cou ld  see h im  being  som ebody’s 
father. I cou ldn ’t keep m yself from  sm iling.
W has you p rob lem , eh? he said. You get fire? H e m ade a slicing m o tio n  across his neck.
C an  you cover for m e for a second? So I can go have a smoke?
H e looked a t m e blankly.
1 b lunde red  for the w ord . F um ar, I said. Q u ed a r aqui, y  voy a fum ar. I p o in ted  a t the  floor, 
then  I held tw o fingers to  m y lips.
G o o d  espanish. Porque? You peresoza? Boss lady d o n ’t like you.
N o , no. Ju st so I can  go have a sm oke. D iez m inu to s .
H e flopped the bar towel from  h an d  to  han d . You ju s t sm oke, he said.
C o m e on , I said. I’ll give you som e o f  th e  tips.
H e  stroked the  fuzz th a t grew  in the place o f  a m ustache. O kay, he said. For som e tips, deal.
I headed for the  au to m atic  doors. F rankie could  b ite  it if  she saw m e leaving. The m usic 
faded as 1 stepped  ou tside . N ig h t was app roach ing  and  th e  air was papery. T here was a w istful 
w ind  b low ing  an d  one  stree tligh t an d  som e cars. I lit a c igarette and  w en t to  m y car, a cheap black 
th in g  w ith  tw eed seats, an d  fished a ro u n d  in th e  back seat. I fo u n d  the  paperback  I’d been reading , 
s tiffened  by a ra in sto rm  th a t had  blow n in th rough  th e  w indow  one day. I sat in the  fro n t seat w ith  
the  d o o r open . I read eigh t pages. T hen  I w en t back inside.
Izaul was s tan d in g  at th e  co u n te r and  seem ed to  be look ing  at som eth in g  far away. Thanks, 
I said. Es todo .
But he just s tood  there w ith  his arm s dangling .
W hat? 1 said, and  started  w alk ing  away, a ro u n d  th e  salad bar to  the co u n te r w here the 
napk ins and  straw s and  lids were. T here w eren’t any m ore straws. I opened  th e  cab inet u n d ern ea th  
the coun ter. I could  a t least p u t som e m ore o u t for w hoever was o pen ing  tom orrow .
I heard  Izaul say, Becky.
W hat?  I said. T hen  I s tood  up  and  saw F rankie jang ling  tow ard  me.
D id  you just go ou ts ide  again? she said. N ow  she was look ing  a t m e like I was lying. W hich  
I h ad n ’t yet. I considered  w hat it w ou ld  be like to  lie. She w ould  know. Inevitably, she w ould  know. 
I have som e experience w ith  th is and  I can say th a t usually  w hen  peop le look  at m e they  assum e 
th a t I w ill lie because, qu ite  o ften , I will. B u t righ t then , I d id  not.
Yeah? I said.
N ew s flash, she said, her jowls shak ing  a little. T h a t’s it, w e’re le tting  you go.
I looked back at the deli coun ter. Izaul was gone. I tu rn ed  back and  m y arm  h it the box 
o f  straws.
Dam n, I said. Seriously?
Seriously.
You’re firing me?
Yeah, she said.
I just worked a double, I said. I’ve been here since 6 am.
Right, that’s when the shift starts.
I was on time, I said.
Well, good, she said. Now you can sleep in.
O h for C hrist’s sake.
Are you surprised? This is a gift.
W hat’s that supposed to mean?
She was standing there, the jangling keys now still. She said, Go off and do whatever 
you want. Since you don’t want to work here, don’t.
How could anybody want to work here? I said.
Okay, fine, consider it a gift to me and everyone else who works here then. You can clean 
up and go home.
Clean up now?
Yeah, now.
But what about the rest o f the hours in my shift? I need those hours.
Maybe I’m not making myself clear, she said, folding her arms across her chest, and 
stood there waiting, staring at me w ith this almost fascinated look on her face, like I was a 
diorama in the natural history museum, and then she walked away. And there was even some 
lightness in her step.
I had to fight the urge to run out o f the place, like I had been discovered sleeping 
overnight in the natural history museum diorama and the guards had found me out. But that’s 
not what I did. I left the box o f straws on the floor and went back behind the bar. I broke down 
the espresso machine and I went to the kitchen and found the blade to the wheatgrass juicer 
and left it right where the day girl could find it, resting on the blender, right on its red, rubbery 
start button.
As I walked to the back past the natural peanut butter, the shampoos, the frozen meats, 
the flower section, I thought, okay, no job. N o job. N o job. Jobless. I could maybe go work with 
my friend at the Blue Corn Cafe. I could get a shift at the El Navajon, the town bar. But right 
now I get to leave. I was going to get in the car and later my friend and I were going to sit in a 
bar and get slowly drunk. Yet again I had proved myself to be incapable. I had done a string o f
te rrib le  th ings in college and  really long  before th a t— I lied to  o n e  o f  m y professors. I m ade up  a 
sto ry  at the college new spaper. C o m p le te  fic tion. I d ro p p ed  o u t o f  college and  then  b lam ed m y 
parents  for le tting  m e d ro p  ou t. I had  rolled up  m y life in to  a tig h t w ad, th row n  it in to  m y station  
w agon, an d  driven here.
I w en t to  p u n ch  o u t in th e  back w here all th e  w alk-in  refrigerators were. Izaul cam e in.
W here  d id  you go? I said. H e  looked m e blankly.
W hen? he said.
D id n ’t you see? I just go t fired.
O h  no, he said. B u t then  he started  laughing. I to ld  you, they  d o n ’t like you.
S h u t it, I said.
W h y  you always say that? he said. I had  th e  p u n ch  card  in m y hand .
I d o n ’t know. You’re always teasing me. I t’s w hat you say w hen  som eone teases you, and 
i f  you’re m e, and  you can’t th in k  o f  an y th in g  to  say back. W h a t am  I g onna say? They d o n ’t like 
you either? They love you. You’re fantastic.
You leaving now? he said. H e was leaning  his arm  against th e  tim e clock, g rin n in g  a t me. 
I was still h o ld ing  the  card, ab o u t to  p u n ch  it.
Yeah! I’m  leaving now! I go t fired. I ’m  done. I ’m  leaving!
Becky, he said.
W hat!
I noticed  the sh irt peeking  o u t o f  the top  o f  his c h e f coat. It was a soccer goalie’s sh irt. Are 
you go ing  to  play soccer at this hour? I said. Football?
H e shook  his head. The clock buzzed an d  ticked. O n e  m ore m inu te .
Q uieres com er? he said.
The coup le  o f  o th e r tim es he’d asked m e to  go som ew here I ’d been able to  w ear th e  face o f  
a s tup id  girl, p re tend  I th o u g h t he m ean t a friendly  co-w orker chat, w h ich  I d id n ’t have tim e for, 
o r feign th a t I d id n ’t und ers tan d , because th a t was k ind  o f  true . I co u ld n ’t really flirt. T here was 
this guy w ho  always m ade m e gasp w hen I saw h im  from  th e  deck at N avajon . H e m igh t no t have 
been 21, he always stood  on  the sidew alk h o ld ing  a bike. I w an ted  h im  to  look a t m e. I w ou ld  sit 
up  there w ith  a beer and  m y friend  and  will h im  to  look. W e w ou ld  sit th e re  for hours after o u r 
shifts, bo th  sm elling  incredibly bad. She w ould  say, q u it fooling  yourself.
Izaul said it like it was n o t a question . H e sm elled like we all sm elled w hen we left, like 
cheese roasting  on  the b o tto m  o f  an  oven, lawn clippings.
Q uieres com er. C o n  mi.
Now?
Si. He said something else I couldn’t understand.
Huh?
Comer?
He made a gesture like lifting a fork, eating, then another, m im ing holding a drink, 
taking a sip. He was a good mime.
There was a fluttering in my limbs. I blurted, I can’t right now.
But he just stood there. Right then he reminded me right then o f the boys I went to high 
school with, spastic but steady as the mooring o f a dock, with some superhum an awareness of 
their bodies. Throw something at them and they would catch. But those boys had never wanted 
anything to do with me.
He started to whistle. Then he said: Lady, I would like. To eat. W ith you.
I threw up my hands. I should have said no.
Fine, I said. Fine. You can take me out somewhere.
He stood there looking sort o f stunned for a second and then he said, Ok? Ok, we go. 
Come outside when you finish, ok? I drive.
I’m already finished! I just said. I’m done! I got fired!
Ok, ok, he said. Just wait. Five minute. Then he backed out o f the door. I stared at the 
time clock, buzzing quietly, card still in my hand. I could have stuck the card in the slot and it 
would have returned, skewered. But I didn’t. I slid it back into its holder, and the clock continued 
on with its ticks, its buzzes.
I walked out behind him and saw him jogging back up toward the dishroom, far ahead 
o f me at the end o f an aisle. I was going to go out with this guy. The night ahead changed. 
Some old feeling returned, that feeling o f screwing up a calculus test. You are useless, those tests 
seemed to say. In my head was a small war. As I passed an end cap on one o f the aisles full of 
little things people grabbed as they headed to the checkout lines— lip balm, travel sized lotions, 
organic candy— I knelt, to seemingly straighten a box o f tissues, and slipped into my palm, a 
cigarette lighter with a tree on it, from among many standing up in a small cardboard display 
box. How strange they were for sale there. All those things they make you sit through at employee 
orientation, all those strange loss-reduction training videos.
W hat knowledge. To know where they aim the cameras.
Then I was out o f there, box o f straws still littering the floor.
I waited for him in the parking lot, sitting on the trunk o f my car, daylight almost gone, 
the tail end o f  the day’s rapturous sunset. He came out after a while wearing the soccer shirt, three 
bright colors— red, blue, gold— soft Adidas on his feet. I had never seen him w ithout the stupid 
hat. His head was round as a volleyball, shorn to num ber two at the barber shop.
I said, I can’t spend one more m inute in this place.
You wait, he said, and ran off behind the store to where the dumpsters were.
The breeze blew with the smell o f  road tar and he drove up a m inute later, music rattling 
the rims o f the car. It was low to the ground, rwo-toned gray, a gleaming dent on one fender. 
A giant H was painted on the hood. A hundred little flags hung from the rear view mirror. He 
leaned over and popped open the door for me. Inside it smelled impeccably clean. I thought o f  a 
nice hotel. I must have smelled like compost. We drove off down Matches Road.
Something about right then made the slide o f freedom I always felt when leaving that 
place even better, like jum ping into a perfectly warm pool.
Nice car, I said.
Thank you, he said.
50, Adonde va?
See, you speak good espanish.
O n the road in front o f us, two guys in a sporty pickup jum ped on their brakes. We fell 
forward against the seat belts.
Izaul said something I couldn’t understand. I wished I could understand someone 
swearing at traffic in another language. That would be a thing to know. He shouted over the 
music, Club Alegria. Tu conoces?
No, never been there. W hat’s this music?
Merengue. Me gusta la merengue muy rapido. Very fast.
Horns slid over three notes, a sound like a stick clattered across a fence. The car had a 
loud engine, I liked it. We passed St. Francis, where I would have turned to go back to my casita.
W here you from? Izaul said.
I’m from Delaware.
Delaware? he said.
It’s wet there. N ot like this. N ot dry. W here are you from?
Guatemala, he said.
How long have you been here?
Cuatros meses. Four months.
You been working at the market this whole time?
51, he said.
We stopped at a light and I heard car radios, someone’s sugary country music. It hadn’t 
cooled down yet, and in the car I felt like I was being broiled.
You miss it? Quieres regresar? You wanna go back?
He glanced at me as he drove. We were turning onto Agua Fria, a road that eventually 
turned to dirt. Up ahead I saw a building I’d passed before, a shabby-looking warehouse.
No, he said, shaking his head. No regresa.
He turned into the parking lot, a dusty clearing filled w ith a herd o f cars parked in crooked 
lines. A concrete block o f a building sat ahead, flood lights shining off its roof. We could have 
been going to the county fair. I opened my door and yanked myself up on the doorframe. I stood 
a little ways away from him. H e took a step toward me, but didn’t come any closer. We shuffled 
through the dirt to the entrance, a dented metal door. A man leaned against a stool, taking five 
dollar bills from the couple ahead o f us, a guy in a pressed basketball jersey and a woman with a 
bushy ponytail. As they went in I heard the music from inside, the hollow beat o f drums. I could 
see colored lights flipping through darkness.
I reached for my wallet as we stepped up to the man, but Izaul put his hand out.
Esta bien, he said, and took out a roll o f cash the size o f a double-A battery, peeled a bill 
ofF. The man taking our cash didn’t look at us, just opened the door.
Inside the place was full and a band played on a stage. A balcony overlooked the dance 
floor, the railings lined with people, dangling their drinks, nodding their heads. There was a bar 
against the far wall, a cloudy mirror hanging above, tipped forward, covered in red Christmas 
lights, reflecting a million bottles, the crowns o f people’s heads, hands holding out cash. It was the 
music I heard blasting from car windows, from the dishroom. O n the stage the singer had a head 
o f wavy black hair and sang, his vibrato a wave in a pool, holding something silver, like a cocktail 
shaker. He was desperate for something. It was the loudest sound. The musicians— all o f them—  
moved left, right, and a ripple inbetween, each slightly different. And on the dance floor they 
were doing the same, only with twists, spins. O ne couple in the center ruled the show, their arms 
together forming a diamond. Her hips moved sharply, but there was something soft— the back of 
a horse’s neck. The horns played a melody under the singer’s voice, moving upward, upward. They 
swayed again and the trum pet player dabbed at the hollow near his throat.
It was the best thing I had ever seen.
You wanna eat? Izaul said.
I looked around for cowboys, gringos. There were none. No, I said. I want to drink.
He leaned his ear to my face and held my elbow. I shouted over the music. U na cerveza.
Quieres una cerveza? he said.
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Yes, I said. Yeah. Cerveza.
He m otioned with his head and we made our way up a staircase. There was a miniature bar, 
the same as downstairs, a bartender in a halter top with silver rings on all her fingers. She stuck her 
ear in our direction, Izaul ordered, and she cracked two cans ofTecate. She looked at me and didn’t 
smile. I felt flustered. I let him pay, held the drink, and it cooled my hand.
The music changed and the crowd stopped and clapped lightly. Everyone was sweating, 
wiping their brows. Izaul nodded his head and swayed.
This is Merengue. Es muy facil. Easy.
O h yeah? I said.
Izaul looked right in this place, in his shirt with the sleeves that dangled past his elbows, 
the way he slouched on the railing. I felt sloppy, in my softball shirt that read Spadaro’s Plumbing, 
covered in scum. Some men passed on the other side o f me. Six eyes looking not at my face. Izaul 
seemed glued to my elbow.
We watched the dance floor for a while from the balcony. Next to the stage was a plate 
glass window overlooking the pine trees outside, now black, turning the window into a mirror. In 
the reflection the room was doubled as though through a kaleidoscope, those pine trees glowing, 
and I could see hands placing glasses on the bar, one after another, seedlings planted in rows. We 
were nodding our heads.
Quieres bailar? he said. You want dance?
No, no, I don’t think so.
Com e on, he said. Venga. Es facil.
No, no.
He reached for my hand. I pulled it away. Then he took a step and set his Tecate down 
on a table. He grabbed my hand and held it, my fingers felt like a paw, the can o f beer still in my 
other hand. He took another step and put one arm around my waist so I felt the w arm th o f  his arm 
on my back. Then his face was right next to mine, and it was covered in fine black stubble, and I 
thought, he could be younger than I was. I could feel him sweating. I put my hand on his shoulder 
and it was hot. I felt a shiver in my arm and I shoved him away. He let go.
Certainly the entire room was staring at me. I m ust have had a fluorescent light shining 
over my head. I m ust have had rhinoceros horns.
Izaul turned around to face me, his back to the railing. I looked at the carpet, a galaxy o f 
red and black shag, crumbs, the tab o f a beer can, and felt him looking at me. He didn’t move away. 
After a long second I glanced up and he was still standing, watching me. He had this look on his 
face, like a frustrated soccer coach. I could barely meet his eyes.
I should have wanted to dance. I should have been that girl who jum ped right in and 
shaken my flat ass with all those curvy women. But 1 wasn't. 1 wasn't ever young and free. It’s the 
kind o f thing I dream about doing. But there was no chance. 1 had nothing o f these people in me.
I looked down at the dance floor for a long time. Izaul just stood there. 1 saw his arm 
move, like a gentle swimming stroke, picking up his beer, and he let me stand there. Like we were 
just two people taking a break from the dance floor. Like thats  all it was. I could hear myself 
breathing. The band played a few more songs.
Then Izaul said, Wha? he said. You can’t dance?
No! I said. 1 was crushing the beer can a millimeter at a time, squeezing, squeezing. I can’t!
He was looking at me w ith that about-to-crack-up smirk on his face. Laughing through 
his teeth like he did. Like he was laughing at me hunting  in the dishroom  for a box lid. The 
radiator came back on inside my chest. I started to laugh but maybe I didn’t want him  to see me 
laugh. I scratched my nose, I tipped the rest o f my beer into my m outh.
Look, I show you. Es facil.
Then he took my hand again and pulled and we were walking down the stairs to where 
the music was even louder and then we were on the edge o f the dance floor, the crush o f people. 
I couldn’t move. W hat if somebody from around town was here and saw me, the day I got fired, 
failing miserably at having fun. Izaul started dancing, he held my hand as though I were descending 
from a horse-drawn carriage and he was moving it, moving me, back and forth. Then he put his 
hand on his stomach and did a thing with his hips, an unrepeatable thing, a ripple, the hidden 
wave between beats o f  a drum . He wasn’t tall. But it was as though the people around him  would 
remember him, his short lithe arms bent like the crook o f an anchor. He let go o f my hand and 
placed it against my stomach.
You know, he shouted, like this.
Then I tried to do what he was showing me, a couple people stepped onto the floor and 
bum ped me and I thought I would have to stop.
No, no, he said.
Then he took my hand and pressed it against his stomach, and he was dancing, and for 
one second, I felt it, I felt what everyone in the room felt, and I was out there, dancing. I could feel 
it. Here. You step here. Underneath it all was som ething throbbing. It lasted for just a m om ent, 
then the music changed. A nd I still again, a pole in a cornfield.
Okay, I said. That’s enough.
You wanna go outside?
I nodded.
Back upstairs around the balcony was a door leading to a deck, perched above the parking
lot. The music was piped out o f some speakers. We pushed our way to the edge. Izaul reached into 
the stretched-out pocket o f his jeans and pulled out a pack o f cigarettes.
You smoke? I said.
Algunas veces, he said. The light was gone, all that remained was a strip o f cloudy gray 
along the horizon. He stood against the railing, the beam o f a floodlight illuminating a group of 
people all hunched over a table. They were all perfectly still. He tapped the pack and shook out two 
cigarettes. He fished around in his pockets.
Hang on, I said. I reached into my pocket for the stolen lighter. That familiar sound, a 
knife blade hitting a stone. Its flame gleamed on his skin. We stood there, exhaling, inhaling.
Good night, he said.
That’s true, I said. Lot o f  good nights here.
I thought about saying something about how I got fired. But I couldn’t bring it up again.
1 queet the store, he said.
You what?
I queet.
W hat do you mean you quit? You went to work today.
They tell me stay for one week.
You mean you leave after one week? This week or next week?
Que?
Is this week your last or is next week your last?
He shook his head. We stood there squinting at each other.
Well, dam n, I said. G ood for you. Fuck them. Now neither o f  us work there.
I fix cars. W ith my cousin.
I saw him hunched over the engine o f  a H onda, wrench in hand.
Too bad for the store.
He snorted. They say nada. Se odian, he said.
It was a word I somehow knew. They hate us. He was laughing, as though it was nothing, 
looking upwards, cigarette between his fingers, inches from his m outh. I got the sense that he was 
thinking about someplace else all together, not here, not me.
My cousin fix cars, he said. Good hands. Buenos manos. Mas trabajo alia.
I nodded my head at him. I could feel my neck sinking into my shoulders. He looked at
me a long time and 1 heard his cigarette crackle. I was looking at my shoes. My dirty tennis shoes.
Ifien he said, You have very good skin.
I stopped and looked at the end o f my cigarette. Then at him. He seemed to be nodding 
at me, through the corner o f  one eye, nodding.
Thank you, I said.
He nodded at me. Is the color o f a seashell, he said.
I felt a flutter behind my nose. An unfamiliar feeling had crept into my bones. Back 
then. I recalled it suddenly and for a m om ent I had an awareness o f where I was, as though seeing 
my own self portrait. Izaul seemed to disappear. Back then I had appropriate clothes. I behaved 
appropriately. I had organized study habits. I was standing on a deck w ith an unfamiliar person in 
an unfamiliar place. 1 was a person who had asked to be adm itted to the National H onor Society. 
But had not been. I wished I could have said my parents were disappointed in me. But they were 
not, for I was invisible to them. I could sit all day in the cupola o f the library watching people 
drop off their books in a rhombus o f sunlight and dust. I could pack up all my useless possessions 
and follow a truck to Alaska. I could see my own peculiar species o f dishonesty. I no longer 
resembled myself. I was no longer me. I wanted to tell. But I couldnt. I couldnt leave him with 
that, that broken wing. I could not even say thank you, I could only lift my hand, take a drag.
Izaul stood, leaning against the railing.
You wanna go in? he said.
I smelled beer and spice. The air had grown harsh as it tended to do at night, and I rubbed 
the skin around my elbow, grains o f salt flaking away. The throb o f bass from inside changed to 
something slower. I looked up and there was one cloud in the sky like a haystack in a dark field.
N o, I said. I like it out here.
Okay, he said. He was nodding. He looked like he was moving the players on a soccer 
field around, hatching a plan. I thought o f him  checking the expiration date on a jar o f pickles, or 
politely packing a pint o f curry chicken salad for some woman at the deli.
He dropped his cigarette on the deck, and I saw glints o f orange pass through the space 
between the planks, watched it fall like a seed.
I thought about how I was going to quit smoking. I was going to quit tomorrow. I looked 
down at the filter between my fingers, to see what little was left.
A L E C  H E R S H M A N
R e n d e r
To cu t his likeness,
lapidary,
ice.
Sun grafted  to  th e  m ade-w orld  
its usual effacem ents.
In th is  tow n
no  o n e  is expecting  m e—
a cafe is a hom e.
T he m an  has a m o u th
like a library.
H e  pu ts his hands  betw een us.
H e  looks like w hen  you know  a place
it tu rn s  to  slate.
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S a r a  d e n i z  a k a n t
T h e  k i n g d o m
the kingdom, part i .
ancient gamma
once theirs to lay
shrouded in oh no the centuries
that left her here, to doctors
who stray in this perfect loop
they glare, for even to shake
with perhaps her dress has
perhaps gone once
and gone out o f
the spiritual.
[ con ono vis ospit 
er gamma moo say 
her loo blie dogon 
her keith bliar fock ]
a frock : the fur o f tiny living 
and
the moose : o f our open 
escaping.
[ to der stool ella 
glay fer ley 
a dig blie innig 
fer dat kampling 
vay ]
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the k ingdom , part 2.
w ho can lay in th e  ghost stays old. say no. say 
a longer beyond m ay be possible.
and  tw ins get cold w ith  an im al th ings, 
so fuse us no t. we are un ique .
o ne  face exposes miles, say ash 
is to  ashes and  u n coup led  dust.
these sleeping islands, 
theyll give th e  p itch .
o ne  beat is cross one 
song is acid one 
horse is ru n n in g  
its d istance 
lost.
Akant
the k ingdom , part 3.
I
it was a life com ing  up  from  a gap in  the floor, it cam e up a tw isted 
and  quiet, then  backed itse lf dow n, and  she th o u g h t m y self against 
som eth ing  is em pty ing  m e in to  the  room , b u t take m e th rough  
the m otions, w hat do  you th in k  is 
m y face is for.
the ligh t th a t go t th rough  the m ask h it her forehead, bu rn in g  the holes
just above her eyelids, now  th ings m oved o u t and  n o t in to
all the righ t places, it m ade the desire for scratching, for
having tongues at the tips o f  the fingers in the place
o f  the nail w ith  razor sharp edges th a t could
rip  th rough  the  seams and  take all the
foreign bodies out.
i w ould  never 
she kept telling herself over and  over 
i w ould  never throw  away 
the core.
the place it took  place in was like 
an alpine tree. [ con ono vis ospit. ]
and  yet still the hospital was b u rn ing  in the background, 
the hose pit. the toll boo th , the ho t pota to , open fire scream , 
a very precise ratio  o f  surface to  speed, the desire 
for an entry, for all o f  a sudden  please now  please 
let m e leave.
Akant
H a n n a h  C r a i g
To S H I R K  T H E  D U T Y  A N D  T O  O N L Y  L O V E  T H E  WAY OF  
D O I N G  T H I N G S  W H I C H  IS S W E E T E S T
C o m e from  the p rim itive  p igdark , th e  b ru te  lifts an d  is lifted. It settles in m y th  and  
m otorcycle, in the  charm  o f  a body ’s new  fo rm , in its en trails an d  eyelids. T he o ld  hab it 
floats an d  scuttles, its hem  drags in the p ine  needles. N ew  consequence autogenerates 
from  the  sam e o ld  passive ac tion .
A radio  tow er is lifted, steel bar by steel bar. It is given gu ilt and  h isto ry  by the 
forceful bodies o f  m o u rn in g  doves and  rough-w inged  swallows. It is given a rb irtray  
artfu lness by th e  flared, langed panels and lights. It is given d u ty  and  perform ance.
F ichte said the pup il “learns w illingly and  w ith  pleasure.” But an  old tw inge is carried 
in the  box. B rough t from  the  car in to  th e  w arm  house. C arried  to  a new  era: papers 
d ispersed , academ ic m edals, old poem s. A le tte r th a t says n o th in g  says som eth ing .
W e learn, horrified  and  anxious, b u t still eager. W e learn, frow ning , deep. T he angu ish  
circles, pleases. I m ean. W e are b ro u g h t in to  m asochism  as if  it w ere a gift. S trapped 
and  laced an d  full o f  v in tage know ledge, w e lean against o u r  ow n hearts. W e learn. Like 
how  the  le tte r signifies a ro tten  board , th a t sum m er, th a t sum m er. T he board . Split. The 
barn , full o f  hay an d  skylight. A  body, b o th  frozen and  falling. A shou t. A call o u t to  
n o th ing .
T he radio  tow er serves as a m idd lem an  to  noth ingness. In silence, it roars. In stillness, it 
kills. T he fast-strike haw k w ho  errs, th e  e lec trocu ted  ch ip m u n k .
N obody  is ever really injured. The bruise pleases. The bruise, w hose nascence is unknow n. 
W hich  sim ply appears. W hich  is learned w hen the eye moves, w hen the skin is bared. W e 
are slicker and  wetter. W e com e m ore easily. Ibis is the advent o f  com fort, bu t also the 
startlem ent o f  o u r selves.
The m yope is attractive, sensuous, peering dow n, breath closing in on the doom ed  skylark. 
The prim itive is broken over the egg-white. The new  th ing  changes us n o t even a little bit.
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R o b e r t  w r i g l e y
O n t o l o g i c a l
Whatever it was, it was something 
we’d never imagined, never imagined 
imagining, dreamed of dreaming, 
or thought up thinking of, whatever it was.
It was biggest little thing in the world, 
teeny and behemothy. It had a very thin 
thickness about the edges o f its middle, 
and darkly pale it was, a very black white.
The flavor o f it was blue and windy, 
its scent was altitude and distance 
and wafted like the cilia o f a stone.
You smell the sound o f it coming
like an apple made o f lampshades
or the weeping o f angels underfoot,
the kick and cough o f a Styrofoam flamethrower—
whatever it was, it was nothing
to mess with. A fiddle not, diddle not, 
austere Rimbaudian pantyhose grab-bag, 
a God carcass gone to seed at the body farm, 
an invisibility that went on forever
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right there in our hands, butter-fingered 
though they were and are. Jar 
the solar system fit in, infinite shoebox, 
wrist for the watch the cosmos is,
voluptuous and priestly. O ught to be a law 
more grave than gravity, an egg that lays 
itself, a homely Romeo. O ught to be 
a thing you can’t see anything but.
W E N D Y  X U
I AM Y O U R  Y O U N G E S T  P O E T ,  A N D  F I L L  Y O U R  
B E D  W I T H  I N K
No more trying to sum m on the spirit animal which only leads to nights 
staring at the Brooklyn Bridge, palms upturned reluctantly. We were all wolves 
in a past life, and have forgotten our pack animal ways. No more telephone calls 
to a disconnected telephone; if I set out with an incorrect map it’s because 
1 ve already built the ship, like you, I’m afraid someone will come to my door 
and explain the facts o f my life. I don’t want to hear it. Last night on the television 
two ghost hunters in Missouri tracked an animal demon to an abandoned warehouse 
and laid a trap. It burst through the ceiling like a flaming planet 
and crushed them. Some things don’t want to be found. Some things are like 
the lame wolf: injured and dying it becomes human. Now it wears a bowtie.
Now it moves to New York and opens an Italian restaurant, never phones home.
If the wolves enter the dream, let them. Kyle says it’s only a m atter o f time.
Before I push you through ink and digit. Before another episode where the demon 
moves on, and the desires that wake me at night won’t anymore. No more wolves dying 
on the page. No more taking inventory o f what is lost. The car sitting in the driveway 
covered in snow will be just that.
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in Creative W riting from the University o f M ontana. His poetry has appeared in The Boston Review, The 
Tusculum Review, Columbia: A  Journal o f  Literature and  Art, &  is forthcom ing in Versal. His screenplay Blight, 
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A R I A N N E  Z W A R T J E S  lives in Tucson and teaches in the English D epartm ent at the University o f  
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